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2i CHAITdfAN WOTJE: The npecial preher. ring conference
l'
' .l! is again in session.i
it
li

p 4} I ur.do.rstand that there have been some individu-,

x e

2] als in the audience who advised "-hat they don't knew when

6 they'll be reached for oral crgenent and/cr cartain cuest ons.
i

:

7 directed to ther by the Board. I am advised they are working
.

e and that it might be a hardship on them to rea:nin in tha

9 audience at all ti:nes until their name la ca.lled.
je The Bcard appreciates their problem. Howsoever, ja

f
;f we have indicated before that persons who ultinately gain

y | party status are axpected to be at subsecuent conferences

y and are expected co be at the subsecuent hearing, and are

. f; expected to rarticipate in the Board proceedings. ~2herefore;

g it is a very cerious thing, and we expect peonle to be cresent

.; to the extent possible.

p I can only advine them that we da plan to hear

ora] argument by 14r. Doherty. He advised yesterdav he hasg

g about two more hc.nrs of oral argument. Then we will proceed,

to hear oral argument frem Mr. Sectt of TexFIRG. We don'tg i

*

g know the extent to which he and ar.plicant and staff have been
,

, , . able to stipulate as to the admissibility of certain conten-
;

b tions." !\~

g Then we have the Framsons, vr. and Mrs, Robert

Frr. nsen for oral argument. Then Dr. Marrack., , .

s

j
r
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'

!'
MRD/wb2 1[ I think we're going to take out of time this

i

f morning 11r. Potthoff, and possibly Dr. Marrack: I'm not
'

l
3| Certain there. But, in any event, theretftar we will hear

i

from Mr. Dogtett on behalf of hinself and on behalf of

5 numerous individuals whom he advises that at lea st at this,

|
*

"a | poin;: he has an informal relationship uith to represent

7 them. And we haven't as yet heard frca him as to the firming,

.

3 up of that contract.

9 So all that I can say is that we will proceed

t) with the persons named. I can't advise you when we will

13 reach you. We're proceeding alphabetically to censider the

;3 , oral arguments of those people I listed and called off ves-
1

g3 torday.

14 It woulc. be better, perhaps, for yo.: to check

g3 with 2tr. Doggett, or at least wait until he gets here, and

find out when he is--jg

g7 Yes, Mr.Doggett. Will you rise please so every-

ja one in the audience can see you?

33 (Mr. Dogget t standing)i-

g Yca might check with 7tr. Dogc,tr.t to sof whom he

.

is representing and whom he is going to addriss, and you miahtg
i

| arrange with him informally if vou could precede his pr<. senta-g

U l
I tion on numerous other peo,le that we u..derstand he's repre-.3,

gi senting.

I think that's the best the Board could do forg

9 ogg-
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WRB/wb3 I you at this pcint because just of the nature of the proceeding

2 and the sort of -- just the difficulty in arranging the time

3 for people to orally argue.

r~g 4 All right. tiith that behind us, then.. . .

5 Is Mr. Scott here? No.

6 Itave any stipulations been arrived at? I guess*

7 we had bect wait for Mr. Scott, though, so that he can
.

8 affirm that certain stipulations have been arrired at.

9 So if there is no other business to discuss at

to |
thiu time we can proceed, then, with, I take it, Mr. Potthoff;

1; is that correcti who wanted to be heard cut of time.

12 , And, !!r. Doherty, I understand you have no problem with that.

|
[3 MR. DOHERTY: That's right.

14 CHAIRMAli WO*.JE: All right.

15 Before you beqin, Mr. Potthoff, let ne get

16 something clear here.

17 We have given you additional time to file amend-

16 ments to your concentions, and I think staff and anolicant

39 were given until yer:terday within which to file any response,

20 to those amendments that you had filed byro later than

*
2i October 9th.

22 Mr. Copeland?

MR. CCPEINID: ?!r. TTolfe, we neve.T got anything23

further from Mr. Potthoff, so en this Friday, this past24

Fride.y, we did file a piece of paper adepting the prior commen:s25

^'9 085
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WRE/wb4 I mada by the staff which they had apparently filed before thev

2 got your order extending the tima for us to respond to
-

3 whatever had been filed up to that point.

A 4 We did not get anything further from Mr.Potthoff

5 by the 9th of October.

*

6 CHAIRHml WOLFE: You've never beer, served

7 with that?
.

8 MR. COPELAND: We've never been served with any-

9 thing Mr. Potthof f has filed, as far as I kriow. We have to

10 get everything from the staff. I don't know if the staff ever

11 got anything,

12 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Uolfe, we have not received

13 any amendments, any further amendments from Mr. Pott.haff.

14 MR. POTTHOFF: They must be in the mail er

;g comething, because I did send in about three amendments to

10 my cententions. --yes, three amendments to my contentions.

17 So it must be.... I know I addressed it to the Docketing

18 Service and it must not have caught up with you yet.

19 MR. COPELAND: Does he have copies with him,=

20 Mr. Chairman?

4

21 MR. POTTHOFF: No, I'm afraid I don't have copies .

22 MR. LINENEERGER: Mr. Potthoff, the most recent

23 mendment drcm you that I have was filed under date of

21 Augus 20th. Now has there been something more recent than

that by way of an amendment to a contention? I know we have25

^'9 086
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WRB/wb5 1 a letter frca you in September. Butuith respect to conten-

?- tion amendments is there anything more recent than August
'

.3 20th?

q 4 !!R. POTTITOFF: Yes, sir.- I Gent in three

3 amendments on October the 5th. I think they were amendments

6 tamy "ontention No. 1 and amendments to Contention No. 3a

7 and Contention No. 4
.

8 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Let me hand these to you,

9 Mr. Potthoff. Would you identify those as being ycur sub-

10 missions of october 5th?

14 (Handing dccunent to Mr. Potthoff)

12 MR. POTTHOFF: Yes, sir, these are them.

13 CHA2PAAN WCI,FE: All right.

14 And neither staff nor applicant have been served

15 with those rmendments?

Is HR. CO?EIX<D: nor anything else Mr. Potthoff

17 has ever filed. --thrcugh Mr. Pouthoff.

ig CHAIREN WOLFE: I have ny copies.

19 MR. COPELAND: ltay I make a suggestion,.
,

20 Mr. Chairman? We have set up a small offico here that we're

'

21 i working out of, and we have a Xerox machine. I'd be glad

22 to make copies. And maybe we can proceed with Mr. Doherty's

k arguments, and ti is would give us a char.cs to look at these23

24 and then come bac.s to Mr. Potthoff later this morning.

25 CHAI_ MAN WOLF 2: All right.

'^'9 087
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FTRB/wb6 1 The two other Board members did not receive

P. copies either. I don't know why I received them and no one

3 elsa has. But I've gotten peroxed copies. They bore no

, n a date. But apparently they were received by our Docket

5 Section, or maybe they wars just sent to me directiv: I have

G no idea..

7 Eut, in any event, I hand thase to you
*

e Mr. Copeland, and, if you will, run off the necessary copies.

9 Mr. Potthoff, in light of the fact that two
.

10 Board members have not seen, nor the other intsrested people,

11 these documents, uhy don't you stand asido--

12 MR. pOTTHOFF: All right, I'll do that.

33 CIIAIIU!AN WOLF 2: --and then Mr. Copeland and
.

1,3 other people will advisa when they have had sufficient time

5 to review your amendments, and then we'll proceed.

16 MR. POTTHOFF: All right, thank you.

i CHAIR &Yi WOLFE: Thank you.g7

18 MR. SoliINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I micht

19 note you did not mention Mr. Baker previously, and I believe.

20 it was agreed yesterday that he could interrupt Mr. Coherty's

21 presentation to make his own presentation.*

22 CIIAIINAN WOLFE: All right. Mr. 3aker, would

g you come forward, please?s

24 I don't knew whether youwere in the audience

yesterday-or not when we asked that those petitionera forg

'^'9 088
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WRB/wb7 1 leave to intervene who were going to orally argue in rebuttal

2 to the staff and c.pplicant's objections to contentions that,

3 to the extent pessiblo, in a short sentence to summarizo the

q 4 thrust of each of ycir individual contentions, and then go

5 into your oral argument rebutting the objections of staff

6 and/or applicant.a

7 All right, you may proceed.
4

8 MR. BAKER: All right, air. Thaak you.

3 My first contention relates to financial quali-

10 fications of Houston Lighting and Power to construct the

11 nuclear power plant. It's based largely on ir. formation con-

12 tained in the recent rate hike application, because I feel

13 that that represents the most current and relevant picture

34 cf the applice.nt'a financial hea'th.A

jg I quota two sentences from Mr. Stevt Ledbetter

16 who is the comptroller of HL6P. He in saying, referring to

17 ccnstruction work in progress, he saya,

gg *As a minimum, uhe level of CNIP and

;g nuclear fuel in prece.ss in ratn base should be,

20 the amount required to maintain the company's

21 financial integrity."

22 And then he says that--

t CIIAI:U4AD WCLPE: Mr. Bakar, we have your con-g

tantion be2' ore us. I want etch and every petitioner-to,24

after outlining whit the contention is about, then to proceedg

'^'9 089
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WRB/w.s 1 dire :tly to argument rebutting what staff and/or applicant

2 object to. Okay?

3 MR. BAKER: I'll try to keep it briefer than

A 4 t'e.a t ..

5 Is that a sufficient summary?

6 CHAIRMAll WOLPE: Well we have all this. Im-

7 I'm just asking for a single sentence, more or leas, to sum-
.

8 marize the thrust of your contention.

9 As I undersraad it, the thrust of your contention

10 is that, as you stated in your initial sentence, that apoli-

11 cant does not have the financial qualifications -- the

12 financial ability to construct the plant. Isn't that the

13 thrust of your contention?

14 MR. SAKER: Right. And the basis of my conten-

15 tion are the remarks of Mr. Ledbetter.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFB: Well we can read that, you see.

17 That is support for your contention.

10 liow go directly to your argument rebutting

19 applicant and staff..

20 MR. BAKER: Okay.

*
21 Both the staff and the applicant responses to

22 this contention opened with an erroneous summary of my cen-

clusions. Sirce the staff's summary appears to be a para-- 23

24 phrase of the applicant'e summary I can deal with both at

once.25

9 090
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WRB/wb9 1 Both state that my contention would require

2 botn a source of private funding and a clear comitment of

3 the Texas PUC to provide applicant with the necessary funds.

4 In fact I stated this not as a "both/and" proposition but as,
,

5 an "either/or" proposition. And I q::cte from my statement

6 here:,

7 "The Board should require that applicant

'

8 obtain secure funding. Alternatively, applicant

9 shoulo be required..." etc.

10 Both staff and applicant followed this summary

31 with a recomrtendation for dismissal of this contention.

12 Applicant says that it it,

.. .n thir.g more than a serior of13

e n lus ry statements basad on the fact that
14

apphcant, Inn any oder pu m e tt h y, n st15

** * " * * * * Y*16

They f arther seate that I ainit that my

" prognostications" are somewhat speculative.g

4 n rs esdon is Wheden .y y
19.

y ua ns.20

The staff says, similarly, that my contention,,

"...is based largely on speculation,

and because the demonstration of financial cualifi-

cations which the petitioner would require coes far

beyond Commission regulations or practice."
25

'~'9 091
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WRB/wbl0 1 Both applicant and staff cite as their authority

2 for interpreting such regulation the case of Public Servica

3 Company of New Hampahlre, Sea.oreck Station Units 1 and 2,

4 CLI-73-1, 7 NRC 1, 18 (1978). And I will refer to that fromm

5 hero on as the Seabrook decision.

6 The staff expands upon its prinolples at some.

7 length. I had a chance to look up the Seabrook decision just
I

~

8 this Sunday afterncon. I feel strongly that its conclusions

9 are misinterpreted by both the staff and the applicant.

10 Onsof the main things that 1,truch me in reading

11 the Seabrook decision is rhe extant to which the Commission

12 recognized speculation as a legitimate part of financial

13 qualifications incuiries. And I quote now from that

14 decision:

15 "The. discussion of those heretofore

gg; largely unexplored issues has shown the ecmparative

17 vagueness of current NRC requirements and the specula-

18 tive character of financial qualificationc inquiries

19 concerning complex, c. cly, and long term cenatruc- 4,

20 tion projects."

#
21 Later, in holding that their decision in t'n

22 case "does justify consideration of the prospects o' tuture

- 23 rate .4nereases," the Commission said that,

24 "Although speculative, the factor is

25 no more speculative than other factors which should
i

^'9 092
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Iwrb/agbl be taken into account." j

2ilwswblo The other factors being bond ratings, interest

3 rates, et cetere,

4gs I maintain that even witncut the Commission's
5 a6nission that, as the rules are set up, financial qualifica-

6 tions arguments are necessarily somewhat speculative. I
.

7 believe that the basis for my contention is actually quita
..

8 sound.

9 Is it speculation to quote testimony of the

10 Corptroller of HL&P that:

11 "100 percent inclusion of CWIP

12 and FIP ia required" -- required, they say --

13 "to produce results which will enable to company

14 to achieve its financial integrity requirements."

15 That's quoting from the Comptro11er's testimony

16 now.

17 Is it speculation to quote,this same officer,
18 to wit: -

.

19 " Hopefully, with 100 percent of our CWIP.

20 in rete base, HL&P will be in a position to weather
'

'

21 the serious financial burden placed on the company."

22 I maintain it is not speculation to take these

23 statements at face value and assume that, indeed, the'

24 Applicant will be in sericue financial trouble without 100

25 percent of Ci G in the rate base.

- ,n .

W e
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urb /agb2 Ps stated in :ny contention, this assessment of

2
the Applicant's financial health by the Applicant's chief

S
financial officer leads to the inescapablo conclusion that

O 4'

i the actions of the Texas PUC now and in the future are

5 crucial to any consideration of the Applicant's financial

6
} qualifications. -

7 Although this notion that the regulatcry climate
,

8 and the probability cf rate relief are germane to financial

9 qualificationc inquiries is resisted by Staff and Applicant,'

10
| it forms a large part of the Seabrook casa at every level.

II The Licensing Ecard -- the Licensing Board at

12 Seabrook -- in finding in favor of the Applicant, Public

13 Service Company, PSCO, " observed that PSCO's earnings

14 had begun to improve since the approval of its

f3 requested rate increase."

1G The Appeal Board majority, in upholding the

17 Licensing Board, cited, "the higher rate o* return

18 allowed the company by the New Hampshire PCC
'

19 decisions, the improving economic and regulatory

20 climate" ~ still quoting from the Appeal Eoard
|~

- 21 I majority "also pointing to the recent history of the

22 PUC in granting rate relief to PSCO."

!v
23 The Appeal Ecard majority also speculated oni

~ 24 flutura acticau of the PUC by stating:

25 "It is scucely likely that the PUC

i '^'9 094
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~

wrb/ab3 would stand in the way of the establishment of

2
those rates necessary to enable Public Ser71ce to

3
fulfill the obligations imposed upon it by its

n 4
nuclear facility licensea."

5
- As ut aside, it chould be noted that the Appeal

s.

Board's optimism on this le.tter point was unfounded, as the

New Hampshire Legislature went ever the head of the PUC and
~

|
'

outlaved inclusion of CWIP in the rate base.
I

9 ! When this casa was appealed to the Commission,

PSCO maintained that:

II
! *The financial qualifications r.rgument

I '~
should focus solely on regulatory climate, unless

I3
the state PUC were shown to be derelici in its

14 duty to grant needed rate increases."

15 I would question whether the PUC had any such

16 duty. I'm editorializing here a little bit.

17 Okay. In ruling in favor of the utility, the
,

18 Commission said:

19*
"Our holding today rests on the factual

20
l record of this casa, which 4oes justi-fy considera-,

I.

21 I tion of the prospect of future rate increases."
!

22 | Finally, the Ccamission notes that

' 23 "There is pending before the New

24 Hampshire PUC a PSCO request for a rate increaso
1

25 and for tha inclusion c:! construction vorks in

'^'9 095
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3001hvbEL @l made
'

,
wrb/agb4 progress in the rate base.

2
clear that it views the PUC's action on its

3
request as critical to its plans for constructing

Seabrook."
5

The Commission then admonishes the Applicant to

6-

report to the NRC Staff all orders by the PUC and orders the

7 *

Staff *,o simmarise. these conclusions and report to the
.

O
Conmission.

9
The relevance cf this finding to my contention is

10
It s a similar situation with the Ccmptro.i.ler8fairly clear.

II
asking for 100 percent of CWIP in the rate base.

'

12
I must admit that I was quite surprised''to find

i

the Seabrook decision as I see it, so encouraging of the line
'

,

{ 4h
of argument pursued in my contention. Surprised, because I

had gathered from the Staff'c response that the heart of the

Seabrcok deci.sion was expressed in the sentance fragment they

17 quoted in urging my dismissal -- this is the Staff quoting

IO the Ccmmission's decision:
'

' I9' '

"A reasonabla assurance of financial

20 qualifications does not mean a near certainty"-- I
'

21 say at cetera, but maybe I should read the whole thing.-

22 I neglected t.o bring the Staff response with me.

23 Anyway, the near certainty that the Applicant

24 be abis to show_to a near certainty whero it's going to get
25 its funding basis is what it said.

'^'9 096'
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vrb/agb5 In fact, this sentence with the first half intact

2
and in the context of the entire decision has a rather ?.ifferent:

3
meaning than that which the Staff eaeks to attach to it.

n 4
In opening its discussion of the decision, the

5 commission notes the: " comparative vagueness of current

6*
NRC regt;lations, the speculat.ive character of

financial qualifications inquiries."
,

The ccmmission goes out of its way to point out

8
there was an earlier version of Appendix C which required

to
far more detailed financial plans from Applicants fcr

II construction permits. It recounts with scme disapproval how

12
that logislation, or that regulation, rather, was withdrawn in

I3 July of 1967 in favor of weaker requirements which assumed the

I4 financial stability of regulated public utilities.

15 It is only after 'his fairly lengthy discussion

IU of the history of Appendix C that we ccate to the sentence

17 quoted by the Staff, t/nich I now quote in its entirety:

18 "Given the history of the prosant rule

I9-' and the relatively modsst implementing requirements
20 of Appendix C, a reasonable assurance does not mean

~

21 a demonstration of near certainty that an Applicant

22 will never be pressed for funds in the course of

' 23 construction."

24 I want to emphasize again that qualifying phrase:

25 "Given the history of the present rule

'^'9 097
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1
wrb/agb6 and the relatively modest implementing require-

2
mants of Appendix C...," and t that this follows a

3
rather disapproving version of the history of Appendix C.

4c.

Since the Commiasion apparently does.not approve

5
the present rule and later in its decision calls for a

. 6
rulemaking procedure on the icaue, inclusion of the qualifying

.
'

7
,

phrase changes considerably the impact of that sentence.

8
Following a snamary of the Licancing Board and

8
the Appeal Board's findings, the Commission expressed a general

0
dissatisfaction with the record established in this case,

II
saying that they "need not undertake hore any further

12
examination of the relationship between

U
financini qualifications and safoty, ner a more

14
preciso determination of standards by which

15
financini qualifications should be judged."

16
They make it clear that they consider these

17 to be open questions by asking the Staff to commence with

18 the rulemaking proceedings.

* 19
It is obvious that they would like less vague

20
- regulations, perhaps more.in line with the original version

21 of Appendix C.

22 Finally, the Coenission appears twice to linit

- 23 its decision to the case at hand.
24 "Our determination that the cieneric
25 - issues in this proceeding require further

.

; "9 098
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wrb/agb7 explaration decs not preveat our resolution of

2
the cam before us."

3
Later they say:

'- 4
"Our holding today rests on the factual

5
record of this case."

.. g
1Bf1ws

7 i

.

8

9 '' ' () 099
10

11

12

13

14

13

16

17

10

19>

20
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21

22

-

23

24

25

.
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f
1D wrh/agb1 I would like to make some more general ramarks

2 I based on my reading of the Scabrook decision, because it seems
g

l-
3 to be very important to this whole issue.

4 First of all, there was quite a bit of discussione

5 of the relevance of financial qualifications to safety concern.4 .

6* In tnia regard, I wculd like to make a remark on two things.

7 there has b'en quite a bit in theF.trat of all,2.375 ei

.

O press and so forth about the safety record of this Applicant

9 at Scuth Texas liuclear Project. Tliere has also beer. much

10 reade cf the cost overruns at South To::as Iluelear Project.

II And, at the r.sk of being speculative again, I would say that

12 I there is some question cs to whether or not the safety vio-

13 lations stem from financial considerations.

14 Another point I uould like to make in that regard

i3 that since this decision there has been an accident at Seabrool;

16[ -- not Seabrook, pardon me, at Three Ilile Island Unit INo.

17 And my understanding of the way in which Three
,

18 11ile Island was brought on-line is that it was brought on-line

19 on December 31 of 1978 in order to -- principally for tax,

20 purposes is rxf understanding.
;

.

21- And that's a clear case where financial considera-

22 tions led to a speeding up, a possible speeding up of bringing

-- 23 j that plant on-line and led to a clear safety problem there.
;

24 And I would think chat theCommission would wish to further'

25 consider this question in light of the Three I!ile Island accidcat.
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wrb/agb2 Further I think there is quite an irony in the

2 Staff's labeling ny contention as " pure speculation" and then

U citing the Safety Evaluaticn Report Section 20.

- 4 tihen I read through the SER Section 20 again, I

5 find that the Staff's arguments are filled with speculation.

* 6 I quote ncw from Section 20.1:

7 "Ona nust necessarily make certain
.

8 assumptions about future conditionc. Two basic

9 assumptions we have made in cur analysic are that

IC l there will be racionc.1 regulatory policies with

|
11 respect to the setting of rates and that viable

i
i

12
| capital markets will exist.

13 "The former assumption implies that

14 rates will be set to at least cover the cost of

15 service, including the cost of capital. The latter

16 assumption implies that capital will be available

17 at some price. Given enese assumptions, our

la evaluation is then focused on the reasonableness

19 of the Applicant's financial planning."-

20 !!cw I would submit that, given these assumptions,

.

21 anyono is financially qualified to build a nuc1 car plant. IAny

22 public-regulated utility, if you assume they could get as much

noney they want from the regulatory agency and additionally23 i
1

24 they could got all the capital they need at some price, then

2 0 '. 25 the financial qualification argument is virtually meaningless.

.
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wrb/agb3 In this regard, I would like to quote again from

2 the Scabrook decision. First of all, the ninority report of

3
the Appeal Board, in taking issue with the majority of the

'

Appeal Board, fir. Terrar said that:'

5
*The majority's position rendered

- 6
tlm financial qualifications inquiry virtually

i

7 neaningless."
.

8
Uithout going into too much detail,the Appeal Board

9 majority sounds very much like these two assumptions here.

10 Then the minority goes .on to say -- the Iissenting'

II opinion, rather, says:

"There is a need to avoid a situation...."

13 Uell this is not really gernane tc that.

14 They go on. The Comnission, in referring to the

15 | Appeal Board, says:

16 "lloth majority and dissent presumably

17 would agree that at a certain point an Applican.t

18 could face so much difficulty in raising funds

19 that the likelihood of its being able to finance'

20 the plant would fall below the level of reasonable
.

21 assurance."

22 And I contend that statenant in the SER does not

'

23 give us any idea what level that might be.

24 Just to go on with what the Staff said in the SER,
,

25 again, in Section 20.4 in their analysis, after saying that
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1

wrb/agb4 the cnit inportant variable in ability to finance is profit-
2

ability , the Staff says:
3

"The concept of a fair rate of return
4c

on investnent is deeply ingrained in public utility
5

regulaticns. tihether or not an electric utility

6-

can finance a construction progran requiring large

7
amounts of external financing will depend on its

.

8
ability to earn such a fair rate of return."

D
I would centend that the fair rate of return on

10
investment is deeply ingrained -- may be deeply ingrained in

11
public utility regulations. But this principle, as it applies

12
to nuclear plants which have lead times of 10-15 years between

13
the time that they begin being financed and the ti .e they

14
produca electricity, that this concept is not deeply ingrained

15
ye t and we are j us t, in the Icst decade, seeing the spiraling

16 costs of nuclear plants causing the various utilities great
17 dif ficulty in getting the kind of fair rate of return that they

'

18
want cn these investments.

''

Finally, I would just'like to quote the Staff's

20
conclusion, Section 20.5 of the SER, and this one really kills

21
Ire :

22 "Tho underlyiag assumptions, although
- 23 not susceptible to precise measurenant against

24
absolute criteria, are consistent with the postu-

25 lated conditions. Consequently, since we find that
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wrb/agb5 the Applicant's financial projections are

2
reasonable, we conclude that the standard of

3
reasonable assurance has been satisfied."

~, 4
1rnat they're saying is that reasonable is reasonabis

5
is reasonable. Th2y're saying the underlying assumptions are

6'

consistent with the postulated conditions. I would contend tha t

the underlying assumptions are the very same thing as the
,

8
postulated conditions. And then they go on about the standard

9
of reasonablenoss and so on.

CIAIRI1AN UOLFE: All right, 11r. Daker, fir.

II Linenberger has a question.

12 Mr. Linenberger.

13 IIR. LINCIDERGER: First, Mr. Daker, I would say

I
that you have been admirably articulate here in fleshing

15 out the bases for your first contentions.

16 I note ene observation that has been made by cne

17 of the parties in their argument concerning admissibility of

18 the cc>ntention, narmly, that this consideration is not a new

19.

cne, and by your own recognition at some point in the pricr

20 correspondence is one that could have been brought up quito
*

21 some time ago,

22 So this then raises some question in the Board's
,

23 mind wl:y it was not -- why you didn't surface with this
'-

24 contention earlier rather thin waiting until now.

25 GIAIRIIAN UOLFU: In other words, Mr. Daker ---
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'
wrb/agb6 MR. BAKER: I understand.

2
CIIAIRMAM (10LFT.: All right.

3
MR. DAK."R: I didn't deal with that very extensivelf

4s

when I was oreparing this because I think it is sort of

5,

basically a red herring.

' O
I say in my petition, my original petition for

7
leave to intervene filed July 20 or whatever -- July 14, that

.

8 I did not seek to intervene in 1970 because of the restrictions
9 on contentions which could be made at that time.

10
In my accond -- in my contention here dated

11 July -- what was the date? It was mailed July -- not July,

12 but September whatever -- 1 say that:

I3 "I have ol.ted to use the moat recent
14 available information as more relevant to the
15 current proceedings. "

16
Nou I don't think there's any inconsistency th.: .

17 I do say that I could have made the argument in

18 1970, perhaps what I should have said is without the rest T.

19 on permissible contentions I could have made the argtuaene in
-

20 1978. I assume I only had to say this restrictions on .)n- !
, i

21 tentions at one time and bo safe once for all.

_ 22 CIIAIRMAli il0LFn All right, Mr. T3aker, you c.m

- 23 proceed with your argument on Contention 2. -

5
|24 MR. DAKER: I hava one more thing to st" or. I
,

25 Contention 1, sir, if that's all right.

. . '~^9 109
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'urb /ab7 CIIAIRl!AM ., >FE Al) right. I thought you had

2 finish.3d. All right.

3 I! MR. DAKER: I mailed in -- Let's see the date
.i

'' 4 l here -- September 29, I mailed these rather sloppily done

5 additional material in support of contentions. Chece are

6 newspaper articles based on the rate hike hearings which,-

7 at that time, had just begun in Austin. Since then, there has
.

8 been nothing in the newspaper. I haven't heard anything from

9 Austin on this.
I

10 3 I would like to rcquest -- my understanding is that
I

11 UL&P has been getting daily etumaries of the PUC hearingu, and

12 also I would like for those summarios to be made available to,

13 this Board and to petitioners who are raising financial

14 qualifications issues. I don't know if I h:17e any right to

|
15 ; make that request, but it would be helpful to me.

I

16 CIIAIRMAN WOLFU: You're asking the Board to direct

17 Applicant to furnich you with these materials, is that what

le you' re saying?
,

19 tiR. BRI;ER: Perhaps a response from the Applicant.

20 would be in order. I'm going to try and get in touch with

*

21 a lawyer in Austing and find out what's going on at the PUC.

22 CHAIR!fAH WOLFE: All I can say at this point,
,

'- 23 without getting into further argument, is that if financial

24 qualifications gontentions are admitted, then cert'ainly you

25 may informally request, pursuant to our discovery procedures,
,

,
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Iwro /4.gb 8 you may informally reqr.eut being furnished. with decrnentation,

for example, from S taff - from Applicant.

3 If diey refuse to furnish it, then you can move

4 che court or tho Board to ecmpel prcduction of those documents.

5 But it is a little bit premature at this point.

6 Proceed with Contention 2, then..

7 14R. BAKER: One more rhing on Contention 1.
.

8 I fool that I need only establish here -- my .

!

O understanding of this proceeding here, this prehaaring con- I

10 ference, is I really don't have to prove ny case at this time,

1I that all I have to do is to establish a litigabic issue. And

IE I belle ve that, based on the Seabrook decision which was cited

13 te n:e, that I have established that.

14 I will go into Contentien 2 now.

15 To do tuat, I really need to see a copy of the

10 Staff response. I failed to bring it with me this morning.

17 CIIMPNJ! WOLFE: Staf f, do you have a spare. . ..

13 (DOcun.cnt handed to Mr. Bakor. )

19 MR. EPRER: Just briefly -- Do you want me to.

20 sur.marize what my contention is, contention !! umber 27

'

21 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, please.

22 , !G. D3.KCR: I naintain that the. reliability --

23 the capacity factor that IILJP uses :.n making their cost-bonefit

24 analys: s and elsewhera, as far as I know, in the PSAR and

25 cther documents, assumes an 80 percent capacity factor for
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vrb/gb9 this plant, Allens Creek.

2
And then I quote the study by Charles Komanoff

*3
and Nancy A. Boxer, which I'm sure you're familiar with about.

4* nuclear plant perforrnance thresugh 1976, which shows fairly

conclusively that BWPs of the size being proposed run at a

6.

50 percent capacit".- '

7 CIAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Baker. This is
.

O set out in your contention.
|

9 Now address the argument directed to Staff's and

10 Applicant's objections.

Il MR. BAIG:R: Basically I would just note that they

12 have not made any attempt to dispute my facts in this matter.

13 So I judge from that that the 50 percent capacity factor

14 figure is still a good figuro and,as far as anyone knows, the

15 correct figure for capacity factor. I think that should be a

16 cajor issuo even though it isn't addressed in here.

17 Basically what the argument'is that I should be

la kicked out on the basis of the Consumers Power Company,
'

19 . Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2, because I did not also show.

.20 t: hat a particular alternative is environmentally superior.

'

21- I was not aware at the tine I made the argunents that I'had

22 to show that.

23 And I would argue that at this point in the

24 proceedings I not be required to show that, that I think I've
,

25 demonstrated it as a litigable issue without showing that at
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I '
wrb/agbl0 this point.

2
In the Applicant's response -- I'.m sorry if this

3 is socowhat ranbling -- in the Applicant's response, they say
4 that they havo mads cc st ccmparisons starting at 30 percene -,~

5 batween coal plants and nuclear plants, they have made compari-
6 sons starting at 80 percent capacity factor and goir.g down to.

7 50 percent capacitf factor.

8 Well t.-is represents a real distortion of the

9 facts, since - basically they are considering everything
I'} from the average on up. Some of the plants that are cited in

Il !- this study had 30 percent capacity facorn, and I note that
1

12 HL&P has not considered that situation in comparing to coal

C3 73 plants.

14 Beyond dat -- I'm prepared to make a few al'.e-

15 gations of environmental superiority at this tire. I haven't

16 worked it out .ury well. I would rather have the underacanding
17 t' at I can bring tnat up later.a

I
10 (The Board conferring.)

19 C11 AIR 11AH WOLFE: Yes, Mr. Baker. We feel that,

20 perhaps you should address your argument to asserting that therra

~

21 are alternative enargy sourcos that are environmentally
22 supe rior.

s'3 IG. L2mHDERGER: I think, Mr. 3aker, there't: no

24 sense in my contredictiag the Chairnan, but I think there

25 may be a facet of this, of your basis for this contention that

''9 109
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'wrt,'agb11 might help us if you addrascsed it first, namely, rightly or

urongly, the ragulations of the Commission require that a

3
p4.titioner indicata wi.th respect to a specific centention hou

~''

his irdividual interest might be affected as a result of any

action that the Con =tission might take in a given proceeding.
6.

Now, with respect to Contention 2, can you tell

7 us had you see your individual intorectapotentially being
.

8 affect rd in the coe. text of this contention that addresses
9 capacity factor?

10 MR. BN4TR2 My interest as a ratepayer is clearly

II - is pretty clea : that if the nuclear plant being built is

M unreliable that i': will affect, you know, my electric rates

13 if it runs en 30 percent capa:ity or 50 pcreerit capacity,
14 then they're going to have to build more plants, they wial
15 have store expense and so on and so forth. I'm not sure that

16 that that's an argument that is cognizable by these regulations ,

17 though.

10 I guess I will go ahead and just allege -- in light
19 of that, I feel like I probably have to allege that thete are.

20 environmentally superior alternatives, and I will note that I
2'

21 did cite conservation as enviromtentally superior specifically
22 in here, not as en'rironmentally superior but as an alter.utive
23 that should be considered. And I will allege now that iu is

24 envircnmentally superior, obviously.

25 CILURfDN WOLFE: Well as I understand the Staff's
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'
wrb/agbl2 objection, I believe it is the Staff, their objection is that

2
you don't allege that there is any alternative energy source

3
that is environmentr.lly superior to the proposed nuclear plant,

''

Allena Creek. Now it is just not enough to make the bald

5
allegation.

*

Just exactly what do you hase in mind as an energy -

7 alternativeenergysource[
.

O MR. BAKER: Specifically --

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Wait a minute, now. That is

to distinguishable from conservation, obviously. What do you

II have in mind as an alternativo energy source that is environ-

12 mentally superior? And, secondly, which wculd give a baseload

13 capacity equivalent to that contemplated by the Allens Creek
14 Applicants?

15 MR. BAKER: Which capacity are you talking about,
g

16 80 percent of the 1200 negawatts or -

17 CH AIRMAN WOLFE The baseload.

18 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Baker, I believe your

19 qt:estion was how could you answer that question with respect.

20 to what capacity factor is assund in developing your answer
'

21 and -

22 MR. DAKER: I will state right out I don't have

( 23 any figures with no on alternative energy sources.

24 HR. LINEN 3ERGER: The point I was going to make

25 here is that the reasonableness of the anticipated capacity

9 ll}
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Iwrb/agbl3 factor far the propesud Allens Creek facility is a matter of

2
some perhaps conjecture at th.'.s point. So in deveicping your

3
| answer, I thin'; ycu need to look at tihat the Applicant claims,
t

4'

which runs in ':he 80 percent ranga, and look at what you allegg
0 ' hat you feel :o be trore reasonable, something in the 50 percentti

3*

range, and tell us hcw your view of alternative scurces,

7 environmentally preferabic, will icok at each end of that range.
.

8 MR. BAKEF: Well I'm simply not prepared to do that

|9 at this tina, I have no figures.
|

fo I trould allege, though, that any source is

11 onvironmentally superior -- without gotting into cost now --
;-

;
.,

12 is environmentally cuparior to nuclear power because there is |
-
. ,

no other energy scurce that I know of that produces plutorium !13

M as a byproduct. And I would mention specifically solar anergy.
15 the co generation of electricity, there is plenty of wasta

16 hant en the Houston ship channel right now.

17 MR. LINEF3ERGER: Excute me, sir, but the Chairman

18 orplicitly set as a premise when he asked the question about
19 al,ternative energy sources that it be a source that holds.

20 the viable potential of providing a comparable amount of energy,

'

21 as will be expected from Allens Creek.

22 Now do you view a solar energy source as being
. ..

23
| a conmercially uable source of tho same amount of energy in
i

24 i the timeframe that the Allens Creek Plant is going to bc built?
!

25j Is.that yow allegation?

! '^'9 112
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'wb/agbl4 MR. BAIC:R: I feel that solar energy, among other

2
altarnativas, could take up at least part of this capacity.

3 I would uso 600 rxugawatts as a capacity on the average for

4^
this plant, since it hasn't been disputed by eith+r the Staff

5 or the Applicant.

6 ! CHAIRMMI WOLFE All right, Mr. Baker, llava you.

I

7 finished now with your Contention 27
.

MR. BAF3E: Well can I name some more alternative

9 or do I have to have figures to go a).ong withenergy sourcese '

10 it? If I have to havo figures, I can't go on.

U
'

CHAIRMiN WOLFE: Well, if you wish, name them,

12 although you don't have the figures, go ahead.

O MR. BAKER: I'll say cc generation of electricity

14 using waste heat on the ship channel, the construction of

15 solid waste conversion facilities, which have already been

16 planned by the City of Houstoa.

17 MR. LINENBERGER: Is that the same thing as what

18 is sometimes called biomase source of energy?

19 MR. BAIU:R: Wha.t I always concalve of as bicmass,

20 conversion requires going out and grabbing the bicnass for

~

21 the spacific purpose of turning it into energy, whereas the

22 colid waste facility that's being proposed also has the purposc,

23 of dealing with the garbage that we've already get.

24 I thank you for mentior.ing biomass. There are

25 plenty of woods in Eact To::as, pler.ty of good old hydrocarbon

. 4-
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1 '| is going to waste every year, dying and falling apart andwrb/agbl5

2 rotting away.

3 That concludes my presentation. |

4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you.^

5 MR. BAIGR:- I would like to ask if I will get a

6 transcript of this proceeding or what. What step do I take.

7 next? -

'

8 CHAIPSJ11 WOLFE: It's my ' understanding that copies

9 of the transcript are < lodged in the - I don't know which

10 public library - Staff, do you have that information?

11 MR. SOHINKI: The official public document roon

12 is in Sealy. I believe there are son.a documents that are in
- !

''

13 the Houston Public Library, I don't know whether they -
IN. .

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I'm speaking more of the transcript.
..

15 MR. SOHINKI: I'm not sure whether the Houston ,

1

16 Public Library gets a transcript, I'm sure that Sealy does.

17 MR. DOHERTY: I would be willing to answer that,

13 but perhaps the Applicant should.

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE WEll anyone that knows..

20 MR. DOHERTY: The special prehearing conference

"

21 of November of '78 is not in the Houston Public Library, so

22 it must be in Sealy.

- 23 CHA*IRMAN WOLFE: That, I guess, is the answer.

24 You might check at the Sealy Public Library. I would think

25 you would want the transcript insofar as it related to your
,

n
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Iwrb/agbl6 particular oral argurent, is that what you wanted or would

2
you like to see the entira transcript?

3 MR. BAKER: Well, I would like to see the transcrip:

O 4 as it relates to my particular oral argument. And I would

5 also 2.ike to ask, will the Staff and the Applicant be making

6-

Insponses to my argunents here tr-dz.y and, if so, will I be

7 eblo to respond to their responses and so on, you know.
.

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE4 It was my understanding at the

9 beginning of this asssion that Applicant and Staff said they

10 would have no oral argument.

11 HR. COPELAND: I have no argument, Mr. Chairman.

12 I did have two questions based on what he was saying, if3

13 the Board will allow me to direct them to the Board.
14 CHAIR!M if0LFE: Are you proceeding under the

15 Fedord Rules of Civil Procedure o:: jus 6 asking

16 discretionary permission oE the Board?

17 MR. COPELAND: Well le: ma just tell you what

18 the two areas are first, I can't tell whether this gentleman

- 19 is changing his contentions, so I think that I would like to

20 ask a clarifying question as to whether he is.

'

21 Secondly, I understood from what he said today

22 to raise a question about whether ne was actually aware of
- 23 the Board's earlier notices and decided not to intervene at

24 that time. I think the record is absolutely confused on that

25 point and I would suggest a couple of questions in that area.

i ~'9 115
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wrb/agb17 Basically my question on his contentions is

is he still staying with the contontion as is written in the

3
next to the lact paragraph. If so, I see no reason,,to change

4.

/ our answer or the Staff's~ answer.,

*5
.IIR. BAKER: Which contention are you referring to?

'
JYour first contention, I'm sorry.MR. COPELAND:

Basically, as I read your contention, it says that you would
.

8
ask that the Licensing Board require us to obtain a secure

9
.

funding from a private source or require a chowing thtt the

PUC is Willing to make a clear commitment on our rates.

II
I'm paraphrasing. But as I understand, you are not changing

12 that part of your contention?

'3 MR. BAKER: Dc you want me to answer that?

I4 CIIAIRIfM WOLFE: All right..

15 MR. BAKER: I would just say that my main,. ,

16 contention is that Applicant has not met the financial quali-
17- fications. The next to the last paragraph contains suggestions
18 for ways in which that might be done. They aren't the on*-

- 19 ways in which it might be dono, but I would contend that -

20 what is the questien now?
~

21 MR. CCPELAND: These are the only ways that you

22 have suggested that it should be done, is that correct, in

23'

this pleading and you are not changing your pleading, is that

24: correct?

25 MR. BAKER: I think I've added quite a bit to my

''" 9 116
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I
wrb/agbl8 pleading. Since I wrote this, I was made aware of the Seabrook

2
decision. And in oral argument today, I think I have added

3 somewhat to what I said here in the second paragraph. But I

^
don't want to limit myself to these arguments, no.

* 5
MR. COPELAND: I'm not asking you that, sir. I'm

6-

asking you are you still standing by this statement in the

7 next to the last paragraph of your Contertion 1 as being your
.

O contention?

9 MR. BAKER: I feel that the Applicant should

to ~

require a specific plan for raising the money to build thia

II plant.

12 MR. COPELAND: All right. Thank you, Mr. Baker,

13 I appreciate that clarification.

I4
My other question, Mr. Chairnan, related to the

"
15 question of whether he was actually aware of the Board's prior
16 notice. Something he said today irdicated he was not.

17 CHAIRMAN if0LFE: I don't think we have to go into

18 that, Mr. Copeland.

. 19 '
MR. COPELAND: Very well. Thank you, sir.

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Just one point here,!!r.
'

21 Chairman

22 Mr. Baker, I thought I detected implicit in your

'- 23 question about the availability of the transcript a question
24. about hcw you would know how to proceed from here. And if it

25 is of any hsip on that point, let to say that subseqtent to

1^'9 117
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Iwrb/agbl9 this prehearing conference, this Board will issue an order

2
making a determination - announcing its determina' tion as to

3
the admissibility of your contentions. You are on the mailing

4 ~

list, and you will get a copy of,,that order and know whetherT'

5 your contentions are in or out.,

6 MR. BAKER: Do you have any idea when that might,

7 be?

'endBloom 8 MR. LINENBERGER: Notat.this point, no. But I
Landonf1ws

9 would anticipate that we will try to be pronpt with this.
-

10

11

~~9 11822
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20
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1 CHAIlufAN WOLFE: Insofar as the transcript itself,

2 the Board has no encra copios of the transcript.

3 You might try the Sealy library.

,: 3 4 Mr. Copeland, doos Applicant have a libra.".f or some

5 section of its office wherein copies of the transcript are
6 kept and may be looked at by the public?.

7 MR. COPELAND: No, sir. He havs 2.ttempted to keep
.

~~
0 the Houston public library filings -- I shoul'dn't say

9 concurrent, we just can't- do that - but we have attar.ipted to

10 keep the main docur.ents on Illo ove: at the public library,

11 and I personally have gone over there a ceuple of tines to

12 try and get in all straightened out and make sure tdut the

13 mcin documents were over there.

!4 We'll try to send a copy of the transcript over

15 there. That's just a personal commitment from me, and if I

16 forget to do that, scrasbody can jus; call me and rcuind me

andI'lbgetittothem.g

gg MR. BAKER: I'd really like the transcript. I

jg know othat you've been able te send me re.ims and reams of

20 paper no far. If it's not too onerous a burden, if someone

21 could copy it off and send no a copy, I'd really appreciate-

i
it.g Ji.st the portion that relates to my testinony. |

i

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, M . Copeland has made the !23w
I

offer. You can give him a ring, and --

MR. BAKER: I'm sorzy, I missed that. You're i20

'"'9 119 ,
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1 offering to let me look at your copy of the trhnscript?

2 MR. COPEU.ND: No, sir. I'm offering to Irake

3 certain that a copy of the transcript is over in the public

e 4 library.

5 MR. BAKER: In Houston?

300R ORIGI116 MR. COPELAND: Yes. '
.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you, Mr. Baker.

'

MR. BAKER: Thank you.n

9 (Applausc. )

10 CHA.RMAN WOLFE: We try to maintain order. I would

g; apprcciate it :.f we did not have any applause at all, or

jy other evidences of pleasure or displeasure. We're trying to

g3 proceed in an orderly fashion. I don't think that adds any- i

14 thing to i*. So please don't do it again.

;) MR. COPEIAND: Mr. Chairman, I now have the copies

gg of those amendmenta filed by Mr. Potthoff. It might be wise

if I toch a minuto to hand them out. I know the Staff doesn't3 .,

g have them, and they're waiting to take a look at it.

CHAIRMAM WOLFE: All right, why don't you hand the;g

Potthoff documents around.,,

s.0

(Docur.ents distributed.).

All right, while Mr. Potthof2.'s submissions are, , ,

u

being reviewed, we will proceed meantime with Mr. Doherty.,,

e3-

MR. DOHERTY: I hava contacted Mr. J. Morgan {,sa

Bishop, who is here this mornirg, and requested that he might

'"'9 120
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1 be able to go ahead. It seems to me that that's certainly

2g satisfactory with myself, if it is with the Board and Mr.

3 Newnan.
|

m 4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Mr. Bishop?

5 MR. DOGGETT: Mr. Chairman, Mr. and Mrs. Bishop are

6 personc listed on the list of persons that I will be represent-

7 ing. They have informed me that they do not wish for me to
"

8 represent them. So those two people I will not be represent-

9 ing.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doggett, a point of clarifica-

11 tion there. I have Mr. and Mrs. Bishop listed on what I have

12 labeled as potenti:1 West list, rather than the. Doggett litt.

13 Nou, I don't know how to interpret that last statement you

14 made. Is it that the Bishops don't wish legal representation,

15 or that they should be stricken from the West list?

16 MR. DOGGETT: I can only speak for certain about

17 myself. They do not want me to represent them. I believe

18 that they will not be represented by Mr. West, either. But

39 I think it would be best that they speak to that.

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Lishop, could you clarify?
-

,

22 Certe_ inly you raay speak on ycur own behalf, but are you to be ;

- 23 represented, or are you being represanted by Mr. West?

MR. DISHOP: I am not.24

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And he will not be representing25

'^'9 121
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I you during the course of this proceeding ,then, if you are

2 admitted as a party, is that correct?

3 MR. BISHOP: I cannct answer to that. He will not

' 4 represent me today.

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: At this time?

6 MR. BISHOP: At this time..

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.
4

8 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, I have a point of

9 clarification.

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

11 MR. COPELAND: Are we proceeding at this point to

17, question Mr. Bishop about whether he has complied. with the

13 notice, or are we proceeding directly to his contentions?

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I missed your first portion, there.

13 MR. COPELAND: Are we now pursuing the question of

16 whether Mr. Bishop has correctly filed under the notico, or

17 are we proceeding directly to -

gg CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We're proceeding directly to his

, gg oral argument, aless you have some questions. The Board has

20 none.

*
21 MR. SOHINKI: MR. Chairman, may I clarify something?

n CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, Mr. Schi4iki.-

- 23 MR. SOHINKI: With regard to Staff and Applicant

24 rebuttal to the petitioners' presentations, do I understand
,

25 e rrectly that pursuant to Federal Rule 12 (b)' that we will

^'9 122
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1 not be replying to those presentations unless there is what

2 we perceive is a change in the contentions?

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: No, I asked for your assistance

- 4 yesterday to advise me about Rule 12 (b) and ito application

5 in the District Courts. You work with it more than I do. We

- 6 were merely directed, or suggested, by the Appeal Board that

7 petitioners for leave to intervene be given the chance to
'

8 respond to Staff and Applicant cbjections.

9 As I indicated yesterday, the Appeal Board did not

10 suggest or advise us whether Staff and Applicant would havn

11 a chance of -- I guess you would call it . well, call it. .

12 rebuttal.

13 I put the question to you yesterday, and it was

14 my understanding that neith.ar Staff nor Applicant wanted to

15 respond to any oral argument by any of the people who were

16 going to make oral arguments.

17 Wasn't that how we left it yesterday, Mr. Copeland?

18 MR. COPELAND: Yes, sir, I believe it is. I do

19 not think it's a close call always, when we get into somebody,

20 like Mr. Baker, who rambles on like he did, particularly,with

21 respect to the last series of questions and answers about the'

22 alternatives.

23 I never heard hLa specifically answer the roard's

24 question, and, therefore, I didn't think he had really

25 succeeded ir changing his contention, so I never spoke up.

-e a
1 n )77 |L
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1 But I think the Board is correct in its interpreta-

2 tion of what we had agreed to.

3 CHAIFRAN WOLFE Well, Mr. Copeland, I think we're

n 4 not asking for anyone's ccaments upcn any person's oral

5 argument. The Board is well able to draw its own conclusions
'

- 6 about the nature of Mr. Baker's argument.

7 I think those sorts of gratuitens comments do not

*

8 forward this case at all.

MR. COPELAND: Sir, I did not mean to be criticizing9

to Mr. Baker. I was using it as an example of what I considered

;g to be -- and I think it is the problem Mr. Sohinki is having -

12 Mr. Baker clearly went off into something that was not raised

13 in his contention, and I sat here and I was trying to be very

14 quiet about that because I didn't want to get involved in

responding to his contention on argument unless I had to.g

"* "9 * "# # #16

dialogue I did not think that he had changed his contention, '

.

Locause of what he was saying and the way in which he was '
18 '

answering the question. But it was a touch-and-go situationgg

a e way ug e a gue, an we re just gohg20a
;

to have to reserve our right to make arguments when we think I,

we have to.
22

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Woll, do what you think you have
.

to do. But all that I'm saying is it's touch (74 go, using
,

your own words, on how far we should go in commenting on

I 9 ) 2 z[
#
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1 someone else's oral argument. Il'

2 MR. SOHIHKI: Mr. Chairnan, the reason I raised the
!

3 cuestion is that I was having t.he came problem regarding Mr. f

4 Eaker. I did not p?rceive ultimately a change in the contentiorn

5 cs the questioning proceedel, hut I wanted to make it clear

, s whether the Board was going to allow responses to the

7 peAiti'6ners' presentations in the absence of a change in the
'

s contantion?

9 CHAIRMAli WOLFE: In the absence of a change in the

39 contention?

jg MR. SOHIMEI: Correct.

12 CHAIRMAN UOLFE: I'n sorry, I don'c undarstand you,

fir. S hinki. The ground rule, or the understanding I had, was13

14 that thars would be no oral argument by Applicant or Staff, i

!
t

g And I understand that if there is oral argument that oversteps |
|

16 the bou-ds and atte:apts to change a cortention, the thrunt of
'

37 a contention, it is my understanding that certainly it is

raserved to any par:y to bring this to the attention of the18

Board, and the Board will than rule on it.
39

, g Dut that's the extent of my understanding of how

we're proccading.. g

MR. SOHINKI All right. That's fine.

CHAIRMAN WOIFE: All right.

All right, Mr. Bishop, proceed with your cral

!arguT.snt, Tha ground rules are that you state in a sentence

:
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1 or two, without unduly restricting yourself, what the nature

2 or thr2st of your contentions are, and then go irmediate.ly and
3 addresa your argument in rebattal to Staff's or Applica Tt's
4 Objections to your conts tions..~

5 All right, go ah2ad.

6 MR. BISIIOP: Okay, I think I understand..

7 My first contention is that the population near a
'

8 nuclear power plant or a proposed nuclear pcwer plant must be

9 a consideration when siting tha plaat.

10 | I believe that it is obviously preferabla to put
i

11 a plant in an area with as fev people as possible, and that
-

ia tha future population growth-in the area of tha plant must be

13 taken into account.

74 My contention st.2tes that Houston Power & Lighting,

13 the Applicant, have underestir.ated the rate at wh'.ch the

16 population of Housuon will grow and the rate in which it will

17 spread toward the plant. I have numerous bases for this

gg contentien, but I will now turn to what the Staff and

;g Applicant's objections are, since I think that's what you,

20 would profor.

21 In my contention the Staff says the petitioners*

22 provida no basis for their assertion that the population has

been underestimated.( 23

p All right. They say there is no basis for my

g assertion that the population in the area of this plant has

.

: ~ 9 126
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1 been underestimated. j

2 nov, I:11 give you the bases for that argument.
3 Number 1: The proposed plant is directly West of
4 Houston, and is in the path - can you hear me all right?,s

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

, 6 MR. EISHOP: Since I had much difficulty in hearing
7 everyone, I want to be sure you can hear me. - and is in the

'

8 path of rapid residential development, as shown by the fact

9 that thers are at this moment at least 70 subdivision.1 of
to variosa sizes being develcped west of Houston and east of the

11 propossd plant.

12 Number 2: The city limits of Houston hava been

13 cxtended 10 miles in a westerly d:.rection since 1970. If the

la city limits continue to extend in the future at this rate,

15 the city limits will be at the plant in 1997.

IG I contend that no one would consider putting this

17 Plant in the city limits of Ilouston at this moment, and that

18 no one should be allowed to site the plant so close to

Houston as to make it a reasonable card;ainty that the plant19,

20 will be within the city limits during the time of its

21 operation.-

22 Number 3s The Applicant said that the residential

areas'of Houston are expected to extend to within 20 niles23

24 of the plant by 2020 A.D. I took t' Tat information from the
'S^n 2 18-25

: ^"9 127
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g The fact of the matter is that the residential areas

2 of Houston are already within 20 miles of the plant, in 1979.

3 So their estimato is off by 40 years.

4 If you liko, I can quota the subdivisions, but I..
.

5 don't think that's necessary at this moment.

. 6 I think that this indicates that the westward growth

7 of Houston toward the proposed plant obviously exceeds Houston

Lighting f4 Power's estimates and indicates that their entiru-

8

demographic studies of population. projections in the area are9

en nece.10

It further indicates that the population in closeg

pr ximit'/ to the plant would be much higher than has been2

estimated by Houston Lighting & Power.g

Point Numbar 4: Houston Lighting & Power has

projected that the population in the sector - - and I guess you
.

understand what sectors mean in their radial estimate of16

populatica ~ does the Board understand what I mean by sector,

since this is an important point?

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.
19

,

MR. BISHOP: I took it from Figure S 2r2 This,so

is the sector between the town of Katy and the City of Houston.,

And Houston Power & Lighting said that there would be 2300
.

people in this sector in 1985, and 4900 people in the year
23s

2020.
~

24

This estimate is patently in error, as more people
25
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1 7.ive in the sector now than Houston Power & Lighting projected
2 would be there 40 years frem now. In fact, this error is so

3 great that in my own mind I wonder whether Houston Power 4
4 Lighting has made any good-faith effort to estimate what thec

5 population will be in this particular area.
. 2WEL 6 For your information, the population in this sector

7 at the present time is 25,000 peopla. Thus, the population
'

3[ currently exceeds the Appli:: ant's 1985 estimate by a factor

9 of 10, and their 2020 estimate by a factor of 5.

10 Now, the 1985 eshi:teted population for this sector,
11 as made by the Rico Center for Community Design, in 1978, is

12 on the order of 110,000 people, which makes Houston Lighting

13 & Power's estblate in error by a factor of 46.

14 MR. LINENBERGER: Pardon me, sir. Excuse the

15 interruption, but may I hava again the figure reference number

1G that you quoted just about two or three minutes ago?
i

17 MR. BISMOPt Figure S.2-2

i8 MR.LINE'1BERGER Thank you.

19 KR. BISH0Pt Again. according to the Rice Center,

for Co:munity Design, their estimate would be in error by a20

21 fae:rcor of 46. That's 46 times their estimate.
-

22 Now, I contend that the nanifest error in forecast-

23 ing the population in this sector casts doubt on Houston'

Liy ghting & Power's projections in general, and leads to the

25 conclusion that all of their population projections are

^'9 129
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2 I further think that the 1980 census will

3 :: Astantiate the error in Houston Li.ghting & Power's demograph-

4 ic projections.
,

- --

5 Number 5: Houston Lighting & Power states in their

- S PSAR that their county sector populbtion projections for the

7 year 2020 were based on percentage cf the total census
.

8 population that that sector had in'1970.

9 Now, I want you to' understand what they've dono

10 when they estinated their population projections. What that

11 neans is that if a certain area of a county had 10 percent

12 of the county's population in 1970, that that area would also

13 have 10 percent of the county's population in 2020.

14 What they said is, then, that all areas within a

13 county are projected to grow at the identical rate.
,

16 Do you see what I'm saying? That all areas will

11
17 grow at the identical rate.

.

18 Housten Lighting & Fower admitted - or stated -

19 that this method of population projection puts future growth.

20 into the sectors that have already been developed, which says,

21 then, that the centor of Houston is going to grow at the'

22 identical rate that the suburbs are going to grow.

23 Now, this method of allocating population growth-

24 is man festly arreneous, since it assumes that undevel> ped

25 areas will always remain undeveloped, which they will not.

'^'9 130
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1 Anyone living in Houston I think knows that the

2 city is growing and expanding outward, and that undeveloped

3 areas are being rapidly subdivided and developed.

4
, Now, the end result of this met; hod is to project

5 very little growth to the west side of Houston since, in 1970,

6 there were very few people living in that part of the county..

7 It also operates to allo'f little growth anywhere

'

8 west of Houston, which is, in fact, one of the fastest growing

9 areas of this county,

10 The fact. that Houston Lighting & Power has under-

1.1 estimated the grouch in this part of the county is supported

12 by numerous studios which show dramatic population increases

13 in this part of ths area, which I could quote.

14 The Rics Center also mada a study which states that

15 inner city population of Houston is expected to decrease by

16 the year 1995, and the growth will be in the suburbs.

17 For your information, HLiP's demographic pro-

18 jections indicated that the inner city would grow by 100

19 percent in this time frame. Rice C-snter indicates that it.

20 will dscrease. And I think anybody that is familiar with

21 the City of Houston would certainly support the Rice Centar.

22 studies.

23 MR. LINENBERGER: Pardon me, sir. Are you

24 saying Rice Center? Is that Rice University?

25 MR. BISHOP: No, I'm saying the Rice Center for

: ^'9 131
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I Community Design. I do not know whether they are connected

2 with the University.

3 MR. LINEUBERGER: I'm asking , is it Pice - R-i-cm3,
,

4 center?s.

5 MR. BISHOP: Yes, sir.

- S ME. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

7 MR. BISHOP: So what I have tried to say and support
"

s at thir point is that there is evidence to indicate that

9 Houston Lighting & Power's actual forecasts are in error and,

to furthermore, that their method of ferecasting is equally in

11 arror.

12 Point nunber 6: It is my further contention that

13 Houston is not sufficiently distant from the proposed plant

p. that no special considerations conte.mplated by 10 CFR 100

15 need ba given to distance from that population center.

16 I'll retract that, becauce I want to bring that

37 up latcr.

13 My first five points, then, were in response to
!

13 the fact -- or in response to Staff's objection tha,t I had ,,

20 provided no basis for the assertion that the population ie

2:1 underestimated. I think I havs respondad as best I could to*

22 that objection.

_ 23 Now, their second objection that I could find was

24 the statement that said that since the nearest largest city,

25 't H uston, is sufficiently distant, no special considerationr
El
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I contemplated by 10 CPR 100 1183 need to be given to distance

2 from that population center.

3 Now the Staff said that the PID - which I guess is

4 partial initial decision - found Houstoa to be sufficient.lyn-

5 distant and that no considerations, according to this 10 CFR

6 100 1183, need to be given to that city.

7 Now, as I read 10 CFR 100 1183, it states that
'

8 where very large cities are involved, a greater distance n.a.y

9 be necessary because of total integrated population dose

10 conside rations.

11 Now, to start with, PID was in error, because

12 Houston is not 45 uiles from the plant. Houston is 20 miles

13 from the plant.

14 MR. LINEMBERGER: How do you define Houston uben

15 you establish -

16 MR. BISHOP: I define it as the city limits.

17 MR. LINEMBERGER: So you're saying tnat in the

18 direction of the plant the city linits of Houston extend

gg currently to within 20 miles? Is that your -
,

20 MR. BISHOP: That is ccrrect. And the jurisdictional

21 limits of the city of Houston extend to within 15 miles of.

22 the plant.

S that you understand what jurisdictional linits23

y are, the City of Housten has a five-mile distence from the

ity limits utward in which, although they are not within the25
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1 city limits, the City of Houston controls the development

2 within that five-mile radii under the assumption that that

3 area will be annexed by the City. And the City requires that

4 various and sundry city regulations be followet during the- s

5 0.ovelopment of that area.
.

6 As I said before, since the jurisdictional limits.

7 are 15 miles from the plant and the suburbs of Houston are
.

8 also within 20 miles of the plant and moving west rapidly, it

9 is my belief that the plant will be within the city limits of

to Houston within 15 to 20 years.

II I also think that since a very large city is

12 involved, that the actions contemplated by 10 CPR 100 1183

f3 must be followed; i.e., that special considerations must be

la given to the distance from that population conter.

15 MR. NEWMhN: Mr. Chairman, may- I just interject a

16 moment, with Mr. Bishop's consent, just to re-check something

17 with him? Is that okay, Mr. Bishop?

18 MR. BISHOP: Certainly.

gg MR. NEWRI: I just wanted to know whether you had,

20 observed the sentence immediately preceding the one that you

21 read from in Part 1007 That is, "The political boundaries are-

22 not controlling the application of this guide."

k- 23 Had you overlooked that, or was that part of your

24 analysis?

MR. BISEOP: Let me direct your attention to25
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1 10 CFR 100, 3(c), which says that, " Population cantor distance

2 means the distance from the reactor to the nearest boundary of

3 a densely populated crea."

m. 4 So whether the political boundaries -- I hardly know

5 how to respond to that. I mean it says that they eithar can

6 or can't be, so, I don't know. I'm not quite sure what his.

7 Point is.
~

g MR. SOHINKI: MR. Chairman, just so we're not tralking

9 about apples and oranges hers, the saction that Mr. Bishop just

to quotad refors to the population centar distance. Population

;; center for this application is not Houston. It's designated

12 as Rosenberg. So I think we may be talking about apples and

13 oranges here.

14 CHAIPJ4AN WOLPE: All right. Proceed, Mr. Bishop.

MR. BISHOP: The next objection which was raised15

16 was that the contention provides no basis for either raassess-

ment of the Board's findings in PID with regard to regionhl37

18 dem graphy, or upon which to challenge the updated demographic

projections in the SER and the FES Supplement.gg

20 W response to that is that the points that I

raised to the first objection, which were my points 1, 2, 3, 4,

21

and 5, equally apply here; that PID is in error, sinceg

y Eouston is 20 miles from the site, not 45; and that I also

will subsequently argue that the PID is in error since Houston

should have been designated as the nearest pcpulation center,

^'9 135
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1 and not the City of Rosenberg.

2 Let me continue in that vein, then.

3 It would appear to ne that Houston is not

- 4 sufficiently distant from the proposed plant that no special<s

5 considerations contemplated by 10 CPR 100 need be given to the

6 distance from that population centar..

7 The jurisdictional limits of the City of Houston
*

8 now extend to within 15 miles of the plant.

9 It is also true that Houston's city limits are

10 essentially the same distance from thoproposed plant as are

11 Rosenberg's, and. that the jurit:dictional limits of 'Iouston

12 extend closer to the proposed plant than does the jurisdictional

13 limits of Rosenberg.

14 Now, it is my argument that since the City limits

15 of Houston and Rosenberg are the same distance from the plant,

16 and since Houston in much the larger city, that ilouston should

17 have been designated as the nearest population center, as

ja opposed to Rosenberg.

19 So it is my contention that the designation of,

20 Rosenberg as the nearest population center was in error in
the PID,'

*
21

22 Another objection that was raised was that the

k. 23 petitioners need to demonstrate a material change in circum-

y stances since the date of PID. I think I substantiated that

25 with my previous arguments, and that the PID is in error because
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1 Houston shcul6 have been the neares: populatior centor. The,

'
,

f City of 11oucten 122
20 mile 3 to the plant not 45., an the

4

3 h various other poi. ta that I ruined earlitir.
1;

I

4 d. Ti' era vna cncther objec 7. ion rr.is ad in a :.ong-s.<

13 ; se::iac of objecticas, that the petitioner failed to c.e:enstriacca
f

Gi that cite celecticn criterie in 10 CFR 130 would be vio]ated-

7 d by a nuclear plant at the cito.
'

8 j Well, I think that I've d:3monstratc3 tha; the
i

I9 population projectior.3 and amended projections .2re in e: Tor.

10 1 . I' re crgued tnat :fcuccan should hs.ro been desiyat.tod as :he
i.
1

11 jj neare:. : pcpulation centor, not Rostnherg., And is to demon-

12|| strating ahet;ur tdic site sele: tion criteria hrte been
8

..

13 I viola. tad, I believ2 that's difficule to ascerta:.n at. this
i

1
;4

'

mor.ont since the population projections are opan to question.
I

15 !! That's all I inter.d to say about Contentica 1.
b

16 f CIIAIR!1MI WOLFE: We ' .'.1 h ave 2. 10-minute ra:esa.t

17 (R'2ces s . )
I

|
a

'
C4 to CEnIRM!L'i WOL?E: All right, Mr. Bishop, } c 1 nmy

19 1 prcceed.
4
j

20 MR. BISI:0P: Mr. Potthof ? Would like to proceed,

21 if possible, now. '2harefore, if it's okay
.

. -

22 |
CHIIRM?;! WO!JE: Cart ain '.y. Come forward, Mr.

I

23 POUEh SI- '

All right, Mr. Potthoff, you knov the groand roles, )24

3| and I ould luggen.: to you an'. to a.11 persons who prueef. to 1

l !

!
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, 1 orally argue, the roa.:d, I munt indicate, in becoming cor.cornad
?. | that possibly ve mighs: not be able to hear all the cral

3 argumenta that app:ar will have to be nade by 5:00 c' clock
- 4 this F.tiday.

5 Eo wo would appreciate it if you would, to the .

O ntent possible, sr.m. ariza an best you can, without cutting.

7 into any of the substance of ycur o. al argunant, that you
~

.mke triary ofiort to reduce it in s *.za so that evory ne cang

g be heard this week.

10 MR. POTTEOIT: I underst..nd, sir.

33 | But let a:e ask: 13 the Applicant and t.he Etaff

'

r2 going to reply to my contentiens - I scan my amcr.cha ants to

13 contentions I submitted on October the 5th, right nort?

g CHAIRMAN WCLIT: It's my undarstand:.ng that thsy

;3 ' still have no rabuttal.

g| Well, on your subsequent - on yetir 0:tobar 5th
I
!

submisuien?g

g| MR. POTTHOFF ''es, the amandmonts thsy just gat.
*

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. CopEland?g,

20 MR. M 30FF: It's okay with na if they vant to
r*P Y #811 *l Y.

21

tMR. 00PELAND: Why 3en t we let Mr. Pott).off
8

22 :
,
.

proced on Cose. :dgM nw n &ed look mo ws mM_ 33 ,

i

g han anything to say, but I would like to reservo tht: chancu
,

to de ao in case there is ceraething.g 25 i
-
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I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: A.1.1 rignt. fir. Soninhi, are you off
i

2 the saine mind?
!

j MR. SCHI!TKI: Yes. We h Aver.' t had sufficient time tO

,T 4 to study thoro amerinents, Mr. Chainnan. The onvironmental
I

5i project managor, who hr.3 to look at those, was here listening
i

6' to Mr. Bishcp'n population projecti:ns, and hesn't raally had-

7, an oppcrtunit? to cufficiently look at the amendments in

.

8 detail.

9 CHAIRMAN WCITE: Well, d> you Yant more tine, Mr.

10 Schinki, or shall yco procco'?

11 1G SCHIMKI: Wall, we will need a little more ,
,

12 tima to look at thi anendmsnts, Mr. Chairman.

13 CHAIRWA WOLFS All right. Proceed,

14 !G. PordOIT: All right, Well, shall I just go |
I

15 ahead cnd jucu talk abc.ut the mendmenta I gave before, j
t

16 'oefore Octobo:: 5th, or .. i..

17 CHACR!".AN WOLPE: Well, I just c.on't kncw what ,0ar f,

!
to amendmsnto sei.ze to do. For example, if you had Conte.ition 1

19 and than an anondment, you :r.ight pull than all togetner into,

20 your one contenticn, ycur one argtetnt, and present it and i
i

2i hopefu'ly Staff will be abl2 to follow it, despitu the fact.

22 that parhaps t:1ay havan't had full -ime to consider four
,

- 2', latact amand:::nt to Contentior. 1, an of October 5th.
,

g So :- y to 1:seg it cc concisa to possi.b.".e, and.-

25 .aring r.veryth:.ag into ene contention, including all / cur

;
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1 amendments thereto.

2 ME POTTHGFF: Oka/.

3 All righr. My fir:st amendment la that ---

m 4 CHAZRMM WOLFB: You rcean your first cont.ention?

5 MR. POTTHOFF: My first contention, yes.

. 5 My first contention concerns safety J esue.s as

7 relate to tornadoca, and I contended that, well, in my final
'

3 amendrrent I conten3ad that it s a possibility, since the

9{ Stato of To::an is known to have the most tornadoes of any

10 Statt in the Unite 1 States, there is a possibility 4.htt there

11 will he a pesaibility that sometime during the opert. tion of

12 the plant thoro would be a tornado in the area. AnC I'm

13 werriei about nhat since the area west of Houston has a

14 lot of growth, there will be a lot of heavy construction

15 CWpmnt - you know, like cranes, bulldozers, stuff like
that - to build naw bridges and industrial parks and33

g residences, and 17m afraid a tornado will ccme along and hurl

g these uge.inut important structures related to safety, such,

as ths radwaste buildinJ cr the omergency generating diecel79,

building, or the tarbine building, and thus injura them,20
,

1
affecting - '.

s

22 CHAIPWdi WOIEE: Yes. This is contain3d in your '

_ 3 Centention 1. No .7, would you addrass Applicant's and/or
.

Staff 2 a arguments .>r objections?3
!

OR: Okay,25 ,

t

i

1
-
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- >

I Well, basically, the Applicant, one of his rasponses
2 to my contentica 1, he says that specifically I fallad to base
3 it on ' actual basie, you know. But I believa I have, and I

- 4 strong.'.y believe the eventa I've thought about in my
,

3 contention, there's a possibility they can come about.
. G Thorsfore, I believe that we rhould - this should

7 be a nc.tter of a contention in this proceeding.
'

8 The Staff basically says that all of this

9 contentien has been answered before between Staff and the

10 Applicant, and that in anstrar to al.'. this they have uked the

11 Appliccnt to have stricter - to gunrsntee that they 5:111

12 follow stricter criteria in buildinct this plant.
13 How.tver, I still believe that it would be thc

14 besu thing to b2ild this plant underground, as I sugirest, or

13 cover it up with a mound. Eecause as I stated, Texas Itas -

1G CEIAIM1AN WOLFE: Woll, Mr. Potthoff, let uc.

37 interrupt thero,

ga You're not called upon to do anything other than .

t

99 challe2de, contest i:he design of the plant as is. We're not I
,

20 really going to get into -

21 MR. POT'EIOFF: "' hat's wha t I'm trying to do..

22 CHAIRMAN WCLF3: - si: ggt scions or recctmundata.ons
;

i

23 1s to v. hat the Applicants ought to co. They have a design out |
!If it's a bad one, you point cut whare it's bad, er if3 now. '

it's under-designed, you point out waere it's under-Cenigned. I25

!
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I

I And if that's che e1se, the licensa won't be granted and/or
2 the Staff may require that certain commitments be made.

3 But I think wa're sort of wasting time, fer you to

4 nahe these sorts of reconsnendations.
3 MR.LIbNBERGER: Yes, I certainly go along with

S that, but I would like to ask you, Mr. Potthoff:.

7 In Applicant's responsa to your amend:nent to
'

O Contention 1, a reference is made to nom. thing called a

'3 regulatory guide 1,76.

10 MR. POTTI!OFF: Yes, sir.

11 MR. LINUliBERGER: Is this a document that you're

12 familiar with?

f3 MR. POTTIIOFF: Yes. I've looked it over.
f4 MR. LINE!!33RGER: You've acen it? All right, sir,

15 Secondly.,~is it or in it not the thrust of your
16 contention, at least: in part, that that guide to the design

17 criteria with respect to tornado rasistance, is inadequate,

to the provisions of that guide are inadequate? Or is it your

19 thrust of your contention that Applicant will not be meeting,

20 the previsions of that regulatory guide?

21 Which of thoso two positions best representa your*

22 contention?

TRB fl3 23m
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1C WRB/ubl1 MR. POTTHCPP Wil, originally I raised that
WP31oom
?ls WI;Landda issue because I 1 coked at the tornado guide, and it si:e=ad

3 to me that the applicant = man't fo' lowing what the guide
s

4 said that he had to do, ycnt know, in the previe n tbles

5 in the first Safety Analysis Report he - they Nere following
,

.- G figures for another area than the one Texas is in, you know;
,

7 figures that were much lower in, ycu know, winds in miles
.

3 per hour they muld have to resist, and things like that.

9 Right new-- Let us sce. I believe the staff

to wroto back and said that they are trying to make the appli-

1g j cant " allow stronger regulations, otronger critoria for build-
|

12 ing a plant. So,if that's bl:e case,then ny objections, you

*3 knen, I guess on that la answered.

14 But as to, you knov, whether the r m11ations -;

15 whether I'm challenging the regulations, I don' : know; I think

16 thoro 'nay he a specific case here in Texas since we are known
S

17 to hava more torntdoes in the Union than any other atate,
,

i
18 And tharo s also c lot of tornadoes that have been known to

39 go abc7e the regulations as utipulated in the document you.

20 were uniking about; you know, like - let me see: I think on
,

*

'.[the araa we are in they have to racist winds upto scrething21

n '.lika 350 miles par hour, and I read of a case of a ternTdo

g oing up to winds up to 500 miles rer hours. In fact I thinkg
, a.,

24 parewasonethatwantttoughWacowhichhadwindasomathing
lika that, around 500'eph.~

25
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WRB/wb2 i MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you. J

2 MR. POTTHOFF Shall I go on tc-- Let's see. . . .

3 MR. COPEIRID: Could I ack epecifically on that

m .* point if there is a reference for that allegation?

J MR. POTTECFF I can't- Shall I go she.ad?

G CHAIPRAN WOLFE You may respond.-

I

7 HR. POTTEOFF: No, I can't remember that right

.

8 n w, but.... No, I don't really remember the reference.

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Go ahead,. Mr. Potthoff.

10 MR. POTTIICFF All right.

Let's see: Well',' on hmendment 1, I just think
'

gg

12 that it is a litigatable issue, since norn of the tables I've

',' 13 soon seems to take in the damage that might be caused by-

3,g tornadoes hurling heavy constructicn equipment against the

*
reacter.15

IG 3 m ifically, I'm uorried about the damage that
-

might be done to the diesel, to the emsrgency diesel-
37

CHAIPXAN WOLFE Mr. Totthoff, once again, your18

argument now--
39.

MR. FOTTHCFF: Okay. I'm being too rottndabout?20

CHAIDIAN EDLFE Yes. We can read what you've"

21

said here. We would like just for the audience's sake forg

them to know what you're talking alout. So just a nhort-

23

summary statement of your contention.
73

MR. ICTTHOFF I thoutht I did that,
uS,,
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MP.B/wb3 i Let mo see: My contention bs sically wa.s abcut -

2 wac that the Allens Crack Nuclear G?nerating Plernt enould

3 be buried unde.rground and covere.d. wi.th a mound.
.

n 1 : CI:AIPPAN WOLFE: Ye.s. Well, as I said,'re won't
|

.i I. get into that.
1

- G ! HR. Pr,TTECTF: You naksd me to give a brief

7 ! atrmaar7
1

~

3 f CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well it is no longer a litigable

3 , issue from our standpoint whatpur recccmondations ar.o
+
,

13 beyond--

11 i
MR. POTTHCFP: Then what an T doing up hars?

i
;1 CHAI:0!AN EOLPE: Well you'll have te nr.sver that

13 at this point. All I 5 snying is that insofar as your recom-

;g mandations as to what applicant mic ht do, that's ran11y not

15 our cencern hare.

vg What we are concerned with is to hear .' rem you,

;7 for example, what'a wrong trith the applicant's design. If

gg ycur position is that the walls of the reactor vet; sol ara not.

gg strong enough to withstand a 500-milo tornado -,

20 MR. POTTHOFF: No, that isn't it.

CHAII' MAN WCL?S: Well, whatever.*

21

MR. I-0TTH0FF: My position is that the non-22

reactor buildings aren't strong enough te withatnnd tho force'
- 23

'!
of hc. ivy const.'.uction equipcont be.'.ng harled ae;ainst them-

2.1 .

i

i and tr.us affectint the emargency c luipment er affeet!.ng theg

^'9 145 |
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f
11RD/wb4 1 turbina, thus causing a financial loss to the ceupany and

1

2 thus 0.ffecting ma as a ratepayer.

3 I'm Jorry it tcok no long to gat that o2t, but...,
i

4 |? CHAI2?IiAN UGUE: Go ahead.m
.-

|

5 MR. POTTHOFF: A2.1 right. UUn fl -

6- A'11 go on to Contention 2.-.

l
l Contention 2 was ebout aa incident that happened7

~

E L at the Millstone reactor in which 2 plane crashed iM.o the
b

9[ onsita transferner and rendered tha emergency cooling system
!!;oj unclees sin:e it was operated by electricity.
I

11 | I anended this to say - well, my original con-

12 tentien said they cheuld incorporate some sort of a system

12 that cporatec mechanically or by air pressurer so in cace the
~

14 systeh, the o1cetrical system, fai;ad, the ECOS will operate..

15 And I emended that to ray that onler if the app *.ioast doesn't

13 bury +.a plant shc uld they do that, And- I don 't bio'er let's
:'ve forgotten what the applicant said aboun this, but...17 sr.:e :

!

ta The only thiny 1 can see the applicant says

19 about J.t is that it is too garbled , And if they caa't under-,
i.

|
20 sta.:d English, well, then I dert't know what to do aMut it.

"

21 But the staff said this is a challenge to NRC

22 ragul.tions. And - let's s2e - if I understand, then I

23 cen~ well, let m::. see ~9ut i Enfoty related question to

24 the Cumissic n, or something like t'Ist, for .~ulemakiar. So I
'

33 think I might do that ins:2ad of putting this beform tha

1^'9 146
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2 So I think I'll go on now to Content),n 3

|
3 (Pausa) j

'

,

C 4 CHAIR:MN WOIJE: Are ycu ifeiting for 1E to rule :

S| on your Contenulon 2, or ere you withdrawinJ your Contention 2

- 5 and intend to petition the Commission? |

7 !!R. PUITIIOFF: I guess I'ra wit *1 drawing it.

.

You ra vithdratfirg Contantion 2.a3 C'GIR!!AN UOLFE:

9|'
All right.

n i Mit. PNTITOFF: Chay. Hy co.itention 3 $.au
,

11 basicr.lly - I basically stated that the Allens Crer.k Nsclear

12 Genern;ing plant can he reple.ced by a system of wind generator

13 wind:aills, and that this can take place hafore the timo that
,

14 Allens Croek will appear on line, which is 1986.

is I alco contended t' tat such a system 9xanid be

ts envircmnentally mero preferable to Allens Creek Kue . ear
_

17 G3norating plant.

TO Let's saan I don't seem to have the applicant's |' --

19 rasponse right now. No, wait a second. I have it night here,,

.

20 I believe.

21 Okay. They just say, the applicants say that my
~

22 centoations eran't within the scope of the Board's April lith
,

|crder. But I believe it is; since, as I undarstood it, the23-

1
24 |

Aprill lith order was issued .so that - bacause tha Appeal

i
23 j Board ruled that tha previous order was too r wtrielve inamnu h

. ,

I :
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WRB/wb6 1 as it restricted issuas too much. So altarnative. energy forms

2 weren' t thoroughly discussed that much, and I bolieve that it

3 would oc a good thing for me to present it before the board.

4 From uhat I understand frora the order it is permissible. Sc-

5 I don't think that tha applicant has any call to object.

6 Now the NRC, the staff, has ccme forwa:-d and-

7 said that I haven't proved that any of the - that the wind
.

a| energy is a reasonabla alternative for Allorscreek. Well, I

9 basically feel that I have. I have cited numerous things frosa

10 %tm.. government reports on it, NASA"s Wind Machines and

11 Project Independence. And I think specifically Projcet

12 Independence shows that wirA energy can be an alternative by

13 the time that the applicant has said that Allons crock will
.

14 como on line, which is 1986
.

15 So I think it is an iusue which the Bo:trd can
i

. 16 admit as a contention.

17 I'll go on to Content:.on No. 4 now. I guess

18 my reply to that is - you know, about the cane for both the

gg applicant and the staff; that,for the applicant, that it is,

20 an innue thac can be rnised, and, for the staff, thst it can

*

21 be brcught in to raplace Allans Creek by 1986 when Allens

22 Crook is supposed to come on line.

23 All right. My contention---

24 Ch, yes: did I mention. . . Well, okay.

25 Fy Centention No. 4 wss -- let me montion that my

: ^'9 148 |
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WRB/vb7 1 Contention No. 4 was about using photovoltaic cells to raplace

2 Allena Creek, if I didn't nention that before.

3 My Contention No. 5 states that - it's cencernod

4 about conservation. And I stnte that a program of contarva-p

5 tion can replace Allens Croek.

'~

. 6 I don't seen to ' nave .he applicant's response to

7 that. I hope the Board won't mind if I borrow one of theirs.

*

8 (Document handed to M:1 Potthoff)

9 CHAIFMAN WOLFE I hand you a copy of Applicant's

10 response,

ti MR. POTTEOFF: All right. The applicaat com-

12 plains -- opposes ny contantion because it says it's based en

13 a docuent that could have been presented in response to the

14 order of September lith, 1978. Houever, again, I wscid like

15 to point out that there has been no contention on the issue

16 of conservation replacing Allens Creek. Therefore I

17 think it would ba a good policy for the Board to allow it.

ChAIRMANWOLFE And Tour Contention S has to do18

19 with bic=asa.,

20 MR. POTTHOFF With biomass, yes. All right.

21 CHAIM1AN WOLFU And you contend that would be a~

22 viabla alternative to the proposed plant; is that correct?

23 MR. POTT 3GFF Yes, sir.
..

24 CHAIFMAN )OL?E: And what do you say in rebuttal

25 to the staff and applicant's objections?

: " 9 149
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wrb/agbl MR. P}TTHOFF Wall Ich rno see. Well, let's see,
flumb7

2 i

basica!.ly the applicant says that 1 ha'ren' t shown that the
1

3 '1 studica I've cited had any relatior chip to the need for - has

^~

~*
any relatio/1 ship with the i.eed der more load (.o;.n here,'

f

i-
#

| But I think the two atudies I've cited hava shovn |
3 that if conser7ation is taken in in residance and in cot:rsericab^

,i i
7 I and irdustrial building, that the Ipplicant can cut its lead, :

I !
.

3 i ,

| you kr ow, so that it won't need Allans Cree %.
I t

As to the Staff's responsas, basically thay say f
9

;

3
iN

{ that I haven't specific.d ar.y way that their analysin of |
' t

| conservation is in error. Well basically I think that their j
II

i
i

12 -

balances has to be leaked into aga'.n because.... 1
'

l

f Also they say that studies should have been raise (13

i
14 before, but I didn't rr.ise than before becausa I didn't think

;
.

4.325 15 ! they tore an issue that could b2- rnised at the time,

16 Okay. Uce for ray Centention NumScr 6, let's see,

:7 j basically the Applicant says that rty cententions ara tes ]
i3 vague. However, I don't think that they're that v.ute. When -

e 19 I talk about a bicT. ass tom, I specifically mean a uarino ,

:

23 biomatis form which - basically, you knew, my idea was that tair
'

'21 would grow kelp and take i: In and have it decay into alcohol
t

22] or ne.hane or somathing like that. '

|

| They also say that rey contaction doesn't shou I23

;

24 thr.t :iomass will be c.pecifically - would be envir nt::entally
'

!
.05 | profe::able.
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"

,

1 I
urb /agb2 { n was my intention in the petition -- I thought

2 !
i I unde.:stcod. That's what I meant that biomass generation of

3 i power 'vould be env4.ron:ents 11y preferable unde). the FEPA.
1
'

- p,

The Kric Staff objects to this because they say I

5
offer no basis to this. However, ty basis is project fadepen-

|
0 i-

donco,.which says that a biomas4 ftrm could be ready at che

tima span which I's talkinc.; about in 1986 3

.

0
I guess that'n my anster to the Staff'u and

|

9 '
Applicant's cbjections.

8
.

U
! C3AIPRAN WOI211: All right.
I

II

| MR. PCTTFiOFF: I thank the Board for their time.

N
| CHAIE'AN l':OIFE: One rio:aent.
i

13 | In light of the amendnenta dated en or about

I4
Octcher 5 to Mr. r otthoff'a contenulons, are there ar.y

15 | quentions?
I

I6
I have one question, Mr. Chsirman.;MR. COPEIFliDs

4

I7 g
CHAIT Mali WOIEE: Yas.

|

IS | MR. COPEIJtND: The ame:ndment dated - or the
19* amandpant reJ ating to Contention 4 has attached to it a

20 Figure. II-18. And I just wanted to make sure of th1 acurce
~

21 cf that table.. Ic that the projeen independence reyrt?

22 ' MR. POTTEC"7 'les.

23 MR. COPEIANDr And it's my understanding that

24 you are relying uron that to show the amount of aclar scwor
25 that could bt: available by t:ta ye r 19957
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I jg

wrb/cgb3
,

liR. POTTHOPP: Yes.
2

IIR. COPELAND: So you are willing to stay with

3
f tha ff.gures a!.own on this table under whore it says

4
Mar.imum Production of Soltr Pow r, is that what you're relying

5
on?

'

G
11R. ?OTTHOFF: 'Ics.

MR. COPIIIAND: It's your understanding ti.at,

8
that'o on a a.stionwide basic, that number?

9~
MR. ?OTTHO?r: Well what I understand is it's

10
a nationwide tverage and would be applicable if ditf arant

"
places across the ccantry have different little syt t2ms of

uindmills or if one place has the same - is the cr.ly place

83
that has a sr: of windmills.

n
~

HR. COPELAND: l'his talks about solar pows. ,

that' 3 wha t I'm a sking you about. Is it your underatr.adingi

I

that this is a nationwido figura?

MR. !*CTTHOFF: Photovoltaic, yes.

IO
MR. COPELAND: Thank you very much.

'
1 That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

CRAIRMAN WOLI'E: Mr. Schinki?
.

I MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, we hatro now had a

w
chanc: to review the amenf.ments filed on October 5, and they--

23 do not change our prior responces.

M| . CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Thank you, Mr. Pott!wff. Would

20 you 73 turn tc me the Appla.cnnt's resp < mas that I Inanel to roul

1
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wrb/agb4 (MR. POTTHOFF Thank you very much.

2
(Handing-document to the Chairman.)

31Df1ws CHAIM1AN WOLPE: Mr. Bishop, you may proceed.

' ' O c5 4'

As wo indicated to Mr. Potthoff, there are

5 more peoplo who wished to make oral arguments, so is would

6 appreciate in if you would continua apeco.-

7 MR. 3ISEOP: Well I think I had about finished,

.

C with contention 1, as I recall that's when we broke it.

9 All I would say is, to summarize that part:.cular

1C i contention, was that I contend that HL&P's demographic studies

I 's are in error and the population in the area of the plant has

i2 !| been oadly underestimated, both at the time the plant :cegins
'0|, operacion and thea throughout the life of the plant.,

i4|i
'

I believe hat there in a strong likelihood that
i
i

15 ' the City of IIouston will extend to the plant itsalf during
.

S the life of *.he plant, and that tha proximity of Housto.1 to.

|

17 I the plant muat be given sfocial consideration when the decisior

18 to site the plant is made.

t
19 ! Now let'a proceed, then, to Contention 2. Now.

20 Contcation 2 was basically a tiro-part contention.

*

21 (The Board conf. string.)

22 CHAIRMAN WOLIE: Go ahead. We're listening.
1
I

!23 ' We ara just conferring.
t

il
24 h Im. DISHOP: I'u not suru that you can --

i

25 CHAIMfAN WOLFE: 'tes, we can hear'at thesame
i
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J Jhjk*'

wrb/ab5 I t3mo. We'ra (oing all right.

2 l'R. DISHOP: Th; continticn was basically a
~

3 t.uc-pc.rt conts.ntion which said tha: the population antimates

.- J .n the close vicinity of the plant were in error and that theri

5 was a strong :.ikelihcod that there would be a major recre-

G ctional area up on the wast sido of !!custon..

7 tiow in reapending to the Staff's objection tnat

'

8 nrf cor.tention that a Disney World-type recreatio1 center on

9 the west side of Houston la pure speculation, I respond that

10 in thu Houston Pot,u dated June 15, 19*19, that it was reported

11 F that a particular prominent frually in IIcuston was planning to

1 ?. develop a twjor recreaticnal center like Disney World or

13 Six rings over Texas in tha vicinity of the plant.,

14 IIR. I!S WI W I: Because this is a situation uhere
'

I a basis not previously offered is being used, I don't tacan
'

!3 to challenge the argtunnt but timply to ask the petitioner

17 whether ha has a copy of that noespaper article with him

18 that'We might be 3310 cc loo:: ct.

i19- .E. 1.4ISh0?: tio, I de no':. I cculd get cne,
'

,

20 t' lough, but I do not have one with me.

*

21 km. EW!W7: It would be helpful, pe2 h.1ps if

22 after tim recisss 'te could grin accass to it.

| IIR. 3ISIICP: Id' he happy to do that.23'

I

3,3 The locat' n. of the center would be cicae to>

25 t.ae city of Fals~nar. And that I was intending wat that ifa

'"'9 154 !
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1

wrb/ab6 something like thia recreaticnal center came to tha; area,

2 that there would be c major influx of permanent residents into

' 'the imediate aren of the propo:cd plant. And not only would

* there be a lot of perm.nont : esidnnts, but thera wo11d be
,

O tnoucando of trancient population in th3 area o;t a leily

6- basis, many of whc:a trott1d be child.:en.

7 I.vacration in this type of I cituct:.on, I cctitend
.

8 usuld be ve.:y difficult.

9 And I believe that a planned recrea<:icnal

to facil .ty is further oviden.:o of the tremendous population

Il gr:1th that this r.rca is likely to undergo in tha f ature!

|
12 whibi. all of this is another indi:ation that !!LSP's demc-
13 graphic conclusio: a, in my opinion, als in error.

M liow to the secoad part of the contention which

15 was tnat the demographic projections in the close vicir.ity

16 of th; plant were in errer, thr: Staff objected by saying

17 that thero was no basia for an allagation conceraing under-

10 estimution of the population within the vicini:y of 2c plant.

19 ..n reapcnse to : hat, the City of Si.nonton extends"*

20 virtually to _ho proposed ple:nt's aantern boundary. The
.

21 bulk af Simon':on, at the :romant, is a sttdivisio1 called

22 Valley Lodge, whi h also extends very close to the eastern
.

- 23 boundary of the plant.

24 Tt the nomant, there is rapid devnlognent gcing

25 on it this suadiilsion dte to uhe build:.ng of a million dollar

^'9 155
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1wrb/agb7 recreational center. And planc ara being mada for multi-

2 fami]y dwellings, cluster homs and other hir;h-dansity develop -

5 menta. ;

m 4 taother large residential developtrent is underway

5 near t.he plant, a.pproximetely two miles from the northeast

6 boundary of the plant, is a subdivision called Brazos County-

7 Subdivision, which is expected to contain between 700 and
"

8 1000 horces when corpleted. I

I

e 1;ow it'e ny belief that thene and other

10 subdivisions are being built on the Brazcs River in the |
|

11 vicin:.ty of the plant due to the fact that it's a beautiful

12 part of the country, very desirab23 for many pcopic and is,

i 12 in fact, a pr?.me development area that will see the same kind

14 of growth pati:er that has been noticed on the north side of'

15 liouston which was that. after the City of IIousten had extended
..

16 a cer: sin dicrance to the north it then ju:med about 13 miles

17 to the trees,

1S The Bracon River happens to be a very trced

19 area, consequantly very desirable for people. And I would.

20 anticipate that these two subdivisiona, and there are others,

21 are just a procursor of many subdivisions and much development
*

22 in the in:cediate area of the plant.

23 As an exampic as to how IILGP has serion. sly-

24 underosticated the n:nnbar of people that will be in the

25 ittrediate area of the plant, I car tell you that the

' 'I) )j6-

,
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Iwrb/agb8 Brazos County Subdivision alene can be. expected to have a

,

I-
'

j population in the near term greater than HL&P estimated for the

3 entira northeast quadrant entending out to 10 Itiles from the

S'

propoced plant in the Year 2020. In other words, one sub-

5 division alone will have more population than HL&P han

6 figurad for the entiro northeast quadrant 'in the Year 2020.-

7 / I'or these reasons, than,. I contend that HL&P's
i

o.

3 population projections in tho immediate area of the plant

9 are erroneous and reconsideration of the site must be mada.

10 r,, hat concludes Number 2.

I1 !!R. LINENBERGER: Pardon nc, sir, but Contentions
,

12 1 and 2 are rather similar for the sake of the question I

13 wanted to ask, namely, granted for sake of discussion purposesi

14 only that everything you have said is reliable, how do you

15 sree the intarosts of yourself and your family being affected

10 if this plant is built by virtus of these dernographic elementa

17 of your first two contentions? Your interests and that of

10- your family?

19 MR. SISHOP: Well I happen to own land in the.

20 subdivision of Valley Lodge, so I happen to be very, vol.7
'

21 close to the boundary of the plant. Consequently, it seems

22 to me as thouIh the p1pt will impact those people tha.t live
23 in the area of the plant and in the area surrounding thev

24 plant to a distance of whatever one wants to consider.

25 liR. LINENDERGER: But how does that affect -
4

s A J (*=
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.
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'
wrb/agb9 that impact on you? How does that impact on you depend on

whether or not the Applicant has made an arror in his deno-

3 graphic analyser? How does the impact on you depend on

4'

uhother or not the Applicant has made an error in his denc-

5 graphic analysis? I haven't understood that point.

6-

It seens to me - if I can help you with my

7 question here -- you are building where you are building. If
.

E Applicant's population projections are right or wrong, you' ee

9 still building where you are building. How what difference

10 does it rake whether Applicant's populatior. projections . are

11 right or wrong ' so far as the impact of the plant on you is

:2 concernad?

13 MR. BISHOP: Well I don't vnderstand what the

;4 point of the question is.

15 MR. LIHENBERGER: The point of the question isi

IS that the regulations require, with respect to any specific
t

17 contention, that a petitioner indicate how his interests

70 will be affected by the outcome of the -- or the possible

19 outcome of the proceeding. And I'm just kind of cur' ions-

20 here hov you feel in this regard with respect to these two

*

El contentions.

22 MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman.

' - E3 CHAIRM.N WOIJE: Mr. Scott, as I've warnsd you

24 before, you represent yourself and/or Texas PIRG. Tha Board

25 is ncW asking a question of this indivicral, and I don't cae

-

~
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Iwro/agbl0 that anything you would say now would have anything to do with

2 your own individua'. interest or that of your client. Now if

3 that's the case, please don't ask the question.

4 MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman, what I he.v3 to says

*

5 relatea to these proceedings being run correctly and relevant

6 evidence being discussed. I'm only exercising the same right-

7 that the Staff and --
.

8 CHAIRMN WOLIE: No, you ma.y not exercisa the

9 sama right, Mr. Scott beccuse, by happenstance, TexPIRG has
'

to been made a party, but this is only because we've been running

!! on two tracks.
'

12 ordinarily in this type of situation, the

13 primary parties -- and by that I mean these parties that are

14 actively engaged in questioning people who wish to intervene - -

15 are the Applicant ind the Staff. As I say, it's only by an
.

16 aedident that you are presently considered and are a party.
"

As I've told you before, you may not intervene17

18 when cuestions - when someone else is speaking and it does

19 not involvo your iaterests, your specific interests.-

20 And yoizr specific interests are .not involved

*

2f here, only the argunent being made by Mr. Bishop is at issue

22 and dcas not touch upon any of your interests o that of

23 TexPIEG.

'24 Ma. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman, I respectfully wish

25 to disagree wi.h you. It doesn't matter whether I'n a party - -

'

.i ~'9 159
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'
wrb/agbli CHAIRMAN WOLFE It doesn't matter whether you

respectfully disagree. That's ref ruling. Please sit down.

3 ZE SCOTT: I want the raccrd to show why the

4a ruling is wrong. If you can quote to ne what rule or regula-

5
tion or law makes parties treated differently because they

6.
are parties by accident, then I will respect that. Otherwise ,

7 you're wrong.
~

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE' Continun, Mr. Bishop.

9 MR. DISHOP: Well if I understand the question,

10 it was what would be my particular interest. And as I said

11 befora, nuclear power plants bring with them many things
12 which impact the populatien in any particular area at any
13 particular time,such as they bring some construction problems,

14 they bring an influx of people into the area which are there

15 for a long tine, they impact the school systems, tiey impact
16 the public utilities and the private utilities in the area.

17 It seems to me as though a citizen in the area

18 has cn interest in whether or not the plant is there. So it

'. 19 seems to me that my interest is obvious. I don't un63rstand.
'

20 MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, if I might make a

21
'

point, and if I'Ja reading Mr. Scott's mind correctly it may
22 be the point he was making.

23 While I certainly agree with Mr. Linenberger
24 that a petitioner must establirh an interest which nay be

25 affected by the proceedinc, I'm a bit ccncorned by the

^'9 160,
.
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urb /agb12 imphcatiou of fir. Linenbergor's (;uestion becauce I don't

believe that thct interest must bo tisd to exc0t spacific

3 contention,having first been raised sue:essfully by the

~

petitioner.

U MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Schinki, ths Staff

6! cbviously plays a very crucial ro".e in proceedings such as
.

7 this. So I do want to comn ant to you with racpect.to the

,\ :-

Ecard's perspectiva on this mattor.*

O The term "interast" .a used by the Regs, in two
,

10 ' diff rent cer.te::ts. As it relate 1 to standing, or is

iI associated w3 th the concapt of st.mding, there is a threshold

12 showing required by a petitienor :o achieve par::y status.

13 Dut then the Rags. go on to say that with

@ 14 , respect to any particular contention, a petiticaer must not
i

15| only develop wich adequr.to speci?icity the staterant cf that

10 contention ar.d the bases therefer., but the petitioner must

17 also show hov his personal intere it -- not having to do with

18 standing to be a petitioner, to be a party, but hc4 his

10 personal interest will be affectei by the outcome of the-

20 procceding.

*

21 And in that conte::t, the use of tha word

22 , " int urast," is the context in which I was questioning tae
!

23- petitioner here, not the .thrashold chewing of interest or

24 stanling nacossary to be - as on3 of the preconditions to
t<

M~ j becc dng a party.

'^'9 161
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Iwrb/agb13 I hope that explains to you the cor. text of my

2 qucati.on.

3| cnAp GR ;iOIFDs All right, Mr. Dishop, continuo.

4 IIR. SCHINKI: Mr. Linenborger, it doeE explain^

5 the context o.? your question. I still Live to say that I
,

5' disa7:co with that interpretation of tM rule. That is, I-

7 do not believa the.t a petitioner is forcelosed fron raising
~

8 issues involving subject matters which were not att.ted in

9 his "staterent of standing."

10 lR. LINEI!BERGER: That's another atbject

11 completely and had nothing to do with ny comm nts. .

12 MR. SOHINKI: I guess the cimple WLy to say it

i

13 is I don't se a any requirement in the rogulatict 3 that the

14 ' interest must be specified related to each contention that a

15 petitioner ralaca.

16 MR. LIliEN3ERGER: I'll find it for you.

17 . HAIRNidi HOLFE: All right, Mr. Bishop, proceed.
'

18 j

2Aflus 19

; p p g,u b A U Mb ill n |L
nn pik| '

23

'
21

22 , ^'9 162
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fis ID I MR. EISHOP: Moving to Centention No. 3, which

9/+1
23- 2 was, 2 gain, another population contentien in that I war con-

3 cerned about the population c.ensity in the area of the pl2nt

4 and p.trticularly cince it says in 10 CFR 100 3D that tne

5 actual. distribution of residents within the area is an import-

'

6 ant factor which one must :onsider. The actual distribution

7 of re.sidents within the area is an important factor.
.

3 What concerns ma here is that the applicant, in S

9 calculating the population density frcm any pa-ticular

to distance from thn plant has basically gone cut a certaf.n radiu, :.t .

11 from the plant, a certain distance fres.1 the plant, 5 m.'.le s ,

12 10 mi:.es, 20 milna, er 30 miles, whatever, thea taken that

13- area and divided it by the number of people new ar.d/cr

14 expected to be in that, shall ue say, circular area in ths

a futura.

g
.

Now what this method doen is that it averactes

37 heavily populated areas with lightly populated areas, tihich

3,3 then gives some sort of an average population Sensity for

19 the entire circular area. I-

go Now for the Allens Creeky or the, proposed Allens 1

*

21 Creek plant, this means that in calculating the populatien

22 density for any circular area around the plant that HIAP
,

23 has z.'reraged the icv populatio~n density areas to thliiTmt of

24 the plant with tha high pcpulation density areas east of the ' ,a
,

'

i
'

p3 plant and hava ccue out with a rather -- well, have come out t lY3

: ^'9 163:
. .
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WR3/wb4 I that, don't you agree? Unless you are answering sone argu:nent
2 that was advanced, or cbjaction that was advanced by staff
3 cr applicant; in which caso you haven' t 30 told us.

4 MR. BISHOP: Uell the objacv: ion that the staff

5 had uts that,

6 "The petitioners have stated no basis-

7 upon which to challenge the analynes of either the
~

8 PID or the staff documents."

9 And I'm in the process of trying to do that.

5.340 to CITAIR%N WOLFE: I take it, staff, you have no

11 objection here?

12 MR. SCHINRI: No; we certainly do, Mr. Chaiman.

13 We havo the sane c:ajection as applicant, in that we bulluva

14 the peitioner is going far beyond what tha petition deals
15 with.

16 CrIAIREN WOLFE In spite of the fact that ho now

17 says he's addrassing your cbjections at page 97

18 MR. SOHINKI: I thought ha ctarted out that way.
is But one specific exxnple muld Le that he talks about popula-.

20 tion exposure, and now he has turned the contention into an |

'
21 energency planning contention, with other considerations thrown

22 in.

23 Cl! AIR:4AN WOLFE All right. We're obviously

24 going uo filter your argument before we reach a conclusion.
n

We'rs not going to rule on what' u've ntated so far as going25 p

j : ^'9 164
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liRB/wb5 1 beyond the scope of your contention. But we do request that

2 1 ycu do stay withir. tha boundarica of your contention.

3 So, with that in mind, proceed.

4[ F R. I ISEOp s Hell I don't *xnow quite what you've

S told 11a.

6 CHAIU!AN WOIFE: We are not, for one thin 7, going.

i

7| to pa'r any attention to your argument on -- that the city of

*

8 Houston has nc evacuation plan in mind. That's not within the

9 gist, within the tnrust of your contention 3 It's going

to beyondIour Cor.tention 3, and it is not addressed to r.nything

1; that :he Staff said in opoosition to your Contention 3.

12| I'm ::aying no r that I'm not going to rale cno

~3 way or cnother at this tiue. But I can tell you that there

14 [ are a lot of thin </s that are being said to which we will not
i

;3 ' give much wei ht, if any.t

1G i Locausa uo do havo so many people that-are wait-

1'

37j ing to follow yon, I don't want to get into it to any great
i

'

jaj degros. So a.7.1 IS asking is that you de restrict your,argu-

, 13 ment to that which is within the scopc of your contentien.

m.".0IhS0p: You mean within what Ilslieve is20

21 the scope of ny contention? Is that what you're saying?'

12 WAI.U!A:t WOI22: You may try to gc beyond the
.

23 scope of the contantion unintentionally by what your under-

24 [ standing is. And I'm saying that the staff in this particalar
O

33 : cituction, as well as ths applicant, hat pointed out that you
i

;

,9 163
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WRB/wb6 1 indeed have gole bayord the propar bounds of the scopacf

2 your contantio1, t.x1 wo'ro going to disrsgard what yon had

3 to say about t.e lick of an evacxation - the lack of an

4 emergency evac.2ation plan.-

5 So I'::t just telling you, ploasa try to keep

5 yoursc41f within the scope of the contention. I imuld hopo you.

7 would do that, and not intenticaally go uithout it.
t

*

8 Ma. SISHOP: I'll do my best.

9 CHAIP3.AM WOL7B: All right. That's all that I'm

to asking.
.

11 MR. 3ISHOP: Well further in this ccnt,3n? ion,
.

12 then, it wou3d appear to me as though the population projec-

13 tionc of EL&P, even though it would appear to me they are

14 inaccarcto, on the low side, indicates that the proposed

15 , plant will hava a greater populction denJity dering its

16 cpers:ing life then other plants to tahich BIAP is ccmpared.

37 CHAIPMN WOIJE Now you art restating your

10 conteation again.

, ;g hR. HISHOP: ?ossibly.

20 M M NO M ' Y*** YC" **** ^"0 ** * " ***0

21
your contentien. All that I'm interested in is what you have'

say in response to staff or applicant's objections. Please.22 '

ME. BISHOP: Tiell let me ask you this Many3
,.

of tha bases for the population contention No. 3 rest eny

g some of the bases and the points that I raised in 't~pulation

9 166 !
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iW wb7 1 Contention 1 and 2

2 Now, does the Board, when they are conoidering
k

3 contentions, take into account what I have said on prior
4 contentions, orches each contention stand alone? Decauso,. s

5 if they stand alone then I might have to go-- You know, it

5 makes me concerned that I reight have to go thrcugh vhat I did.

7 ) on the other contentions 1 and 2 on theso.
|*

8 j Do you understand what I'm trying to say? What
i

9 I'm trying to say is the population co stuntions, the way I'

10[ structured than, nach in turn rests on the other one to are
f

11 axtent, that the same data is involved.

12 CdAIF3 TAN WOLPFt Well if that'7' what you had

13 wanted the Board to do wh' didn't you just say "I'm going to

14 discuns Contentiona 1, 2 and 3, and hero, Point 1, Point 2,

93 Point 3, are the gist of these three contsntions. I wish

16 the 2 card to consider then really as being intertwined,' and

;7 then gone into it?

gg I just can't tell youhow to govern your argu:nent.

, gg You hcVe proceaded on a contention-by-contention banis, and
,

i

20 now ycu are as'<ing us how you are going to adjudge what you

2 have done. It is ycur choice. The only thing that we have
'

'

22 before us is tne pointing out that you talked about. In addition'

23 to anything e1Je that might be encompassed under 3, you have

y gono :.nto amor 7ency evacuation. Now I don't know - And you

25 didn't bring t tat up when you talked about the othe.- two,

1.^'9 167 .
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WRB/wb8 I conter.tions. So I don't know why your asking us about, for

2 example, something that you didn't even raise when you sucke

3 about your othsr =to contentiens; namely svacuatio:t planning,

r- 4 MR. JZSHOP: ilell I felt .rery comfortable in the

S vay in which I wat proceed $ng.

- 1 CHAIL!!AM WOIEE: Well I'm sure you did, But I

7 I was getting uncos.fortabic, and I think the staff and the

8' applicant were, too.
*

'o MR. BISHOP: 'Yes, I agree it's a" challenge to

10 the methodology and to the results that are already apparent,
i

11 and then that to uhat the projections wculd lead to. It's

12 not just the methodology, it's the fact that the people that

13 are currently residing in the area already far outnumber what

's t. hey naids so that their projection methodology is in error,

15 and the actual nuabers of people livincJ in the area refute

l

16 those projections. I guess that's maybe to clarify that.,

17 DR. CHEATUM: Woll this would fall under the

18 category of new information, or most recent information

19 which has to be v.arified.,

20 CHAIMI WOIEE: All right, Mr. Bishop, will you
.

21 proce edV'

22 MR. :1D' MAN: I would jus; like to follow up on

i

23 the obcervation that Dr. Cheatum just made.

24 I think ha correctly observes that the matetrial

25 that's being relied upon hera is relacively recent material.
,

|

.,9.-.
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300R ORS'NI:lLWRD/wo9 1 lumped into one.

.480 2 we will examine what subittance there is in your

3 challenge to'the methodology of the derographic figures, the

4p. projections, if it's good, if you have a good basis for that-

_

5 challenge.

6 I just wanted to make that point with respect - as-

7 a point in common with all three of these contentions, that
,

8 the Board is aware of your challenge to that methodolc4Jv.

S MR. SISHOP: Yas, I agree it's a challenge to

10 the acthodology and to the results that are already apparent,

11 and then that to what the projections would lead to. It's

12 not just the methodology, it's the fact that the people that

13 are currently residing in the area al: eady far outnumber what

14 they said; so that their projection methodology is in error,

15 and the actual numbers of people living in the area refute

16 those projectionc. I guess that's maybe to citrify that.

17 DR. CHEATUM: Well this would fall under tht-

18 category of new information, or most recent information

19 4 which has to be verified..

20 CIIAIRMAN WOLPE: All right, Mr. Bishop, will you
,

21 proceed?*

22 MR. NEMLW: I would just like to follow up on

23 the observation t at tr. Cheatum just made.v

24 I " 1% ho correctly observes that the matorial,

25 that's being relisd u;qn here is relatively recent mato: rial.

:^ 9 169
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WRB/wb10 1 And th2t does raise the question Phot er this intervanor was

2 foreclosed on t. hat isace by the resnricti:ns in the original

3 notice, I would Lt.ggest th.st he wa.3 net so foraciosad and

4 that the contentien is, on those grounds and th2 ough his own-

f

5 words, untim 31y.

6 CFAIRIAN WOLFE: 'Icu don't have to addr 3ss your--

7 self t: that, Mr. Dishop. The Board ultimately will nake that

"

8 determination.

'
9 We wi:'.1 recess nm until one-thirty.

to (Wheraupen, at 12:50 p.m., the hearing in the

:1 above-entit led matter was re:essed, to reconvene at

|
'

12 1:30 p.m., the same day.)

Snd B1com 13
~ 1ndon fla

"i

16

17
.
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2, (1:30 p m.)

3 CHAIRMIdi WOLFE: All right, Mr. Bishoo.

4 I have noted that for the next several of yourm

5 contentions that the Applicant and/or Staff has dealt with

. 6 several of thcm as being consolidated, or so:newhat similnr

7 concentions.
*

8 If it ffts your scheme of things, and for purposes

9 of expediting, if you could treat some of your contentions as

10 being concclidated it would be helpful.

11 But you have your cwn way of going abot.t it, so

12 proceed.

13 MR. NE5CIAN: Mr. Chai: man, before Mr. Bishop

14 proceeds, I'd just like to have a gr.astion of procedure a:1d

15 no fodh.

16 Prior to the inncheon recess, thero was a colloquy

37 nong Mr. Scott, Mr. Linenberger and Mr. Schinki regarding

the propriety of certain questions that Mr. Linenberger had33

.
j9 addrcsced to a petitioner.

20 I believe that the questions relating to the

21 harm pcrceived by the individnal whc; is: petitioning is ra kvant-

to the question of interest.22

L 23 ~e Appl cant hns pending a ::enpanse to this

g petiticn to intervene which asserts that this petitiener has

~o , not addretsad tho a sture of tha concern ha perceived or how.,

4

,4
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1 he will be affec'.ed.
2

To tha extent the Board remcins unsatisfied, or has
3

not satisfied itself, with raspnct to patitioner's interasts,
4

thos2 questions, in my j 2dument, are all legiti:aate questions., i

5| I'd like to add that I also, however, support what
:

6 Mr. Schinki caid. .

. Once the determination of interest.has been I
3

'

made as to an/ centention, it is not incumbent, in my judgment,I
7,

e o
n the petitioner to establish that he has a specific.

l interest relative to each of the contentions that. he wishess

10 to pursue.

11 So I'd just like to repeat that when we do have

a question relati::g to this gentleman's interesta, those12
,

questions remain germane while that question is pending.13

Indeed, before Mr. 31 shop leaves the utand, we14 i
!

15| would like to raiss uith him some questims relating -- rather
r

serious questions - relating to interests, and the veracityis

17f of certain ntatements that he's made in connection with his
gg |, standin g to participate in this proceeding.

But I think right now we'd like to go right on with;g
~

the cententions, as you suggested.20

'
21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right, Mr. Bishop, proceed..

22 MR. SOH.NKI: Mr. Chairman, I'd just like to note

'

for tha record that I agree with earything that Mr. Newn.any
1

|
just said, and if, indeed, t:he Scard's intent was to inquire24

25 '' " ' * ""~

G '
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I I cortainly think ;ias a legitimate inquiry.

2 CHAIRMAll WOLFE: All right, Mr. Bishop,

3 MR. BIEno?: I wanted to sunntari::e the population
i

f* | conton:: ions only to the extant to say that, as Mr. Cheaten4e

.

5 said, the contentions probably are very closely tied together,
6 and, therefore,.that I would like to hr.ve the bases that I

7 supplied for euch of the contentions -- excuse me --~I didn't
'

8 have my mike or.

9 I would just lika to say that I would like to have

to the bases for the contenticas that I supplied for each of the

11 individual contentions to be applied to all three, since I
12 agreed with Mr. Cheatum that they were, in fact, closely tied

13 tcgether.

14 The fotrth contenti.on was that the Applicant, in

15 the de sign of the plant, and in the derign of the cccling

16 lake,.;equired that a 24-inch natural gas pipeline be movad,

17 and that the proposed new route for the pipeline would put

18 that pipeline closer to the city of Symington and to Valley

19 Ledge, which is a subdivision of Symington.,

20 Now, in support of that, the Texas Utilities

. 21 Company's 24-inch natural gas pipeline is, as I calculate it,

22 now something like 3-1/4 miles from the Valley Lodge

23 cubdivision.

24 The Applicant is proposing that the line be

25 reloca':ed.to, it appears to me, to be soms. thing like 2 to 2-1/2

'^
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300R OR ClNIR1 miles from the subdivision.
J

2 I believe that by moving that pipeline closer to the

3' city of Symington and Valley Lodge that the danger to the
- 4' inhabitants .are being increased, because in the possibility

5~ of a rupture of the pipeline, combustible products from that

F pipelina could spread throughout the area and hazm the.

7 individuals in the subdivision of Valley Lodge and in the city

'

8 of Symington.

9 CHAI1 MAN WOLFE Mr. Bishop, I think you did a very

10 good job in setting our your contention in about four lines.

ii' I think fou've restated your contention now in

12 about eight lines.

13 As I've said before, we have your contention in

u iting. What tre're primarily interested in is your rebuttal14 r

15 to Staff's and Applicant's objections.

16 Fcr the sake of the audience we're asking you to

17 sumx.rize your contentions so that they'll knew what you're

18 addressing when you're addressing the objections.

19 MR. BISHOPS Okay, I'll try to do that..

20 It says - in their objection it says there has been

21 no case made that there will be any greater danger of.

22 pipeline rupture at the new pipe location than along any

23 other rotential rou-:e, and that there is nothing in the

24 contention that suggests ti.at there is any hazard to the local

25 p pulece in the event of a pipeline rupture along the rcute

to which the pipeliae is being located.
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I Now, in response to thet it seems obvious to me

'
that in the case of a pipeline rupture of the size of that ,

3 pipeline, which is a 24-inch pipeline, that there will be

4 quantities of combustible gas that will emanate from the:.

5 pipeline, and tnat Oculd, in fact, constitute a hazard to the

6 seople in the area..

7 So, I'm mystified, I guess, by the suggestion chat

*

O there is no hazard to the local populaca. I don't unders:and

9 that, because it appears relatively obvious to me, particularly

10 since the Applicant has said that it is conceivable that a

11 rupture of the 24-inch pipeline could load to an explosion

12 that would be equivalent to several hundred tons of TNT.

13 Now, that seems to me to be a hazard to the local

14 populace. And, of course, whether the gas explodes or whether

15 it just catches fire, is somewhat immaterial to the peopla,

16 I would suggest, since it would be a hazard to all o ' them

17 in either case.

18 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well, is that a fair evaluation,-

19 a fair rebuttal, to Applicant's objections?
,

20 I don't read Applicant's objection to state that an

21 explosion would not present a hazard to the population. As.

22 I read the bottom cf page 7 and the top of page 8 of their

23 argument, they're just saying that there is no hazard in light

24 of the fact that the relocated natural gas pipeline ' fill

inc rporate all the safety standards of tha Natural Gas25
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1 Pipeline Safety Act. fr !

2 There is a diffe::ence in what you're saying, in

3 what you're attempting to rebut.

4 Would you address what they are actually objecting

5 to?

. 6 MR. BISEOP: Well, I'm reading on page 10.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Oh. Now we've gone beyond7

contention 4 now take it?-

8 .

u

MR. BISHOP: No, sir. Page 10 is taken together.9

It starts, the big paragraph cn page 10, says:10

"Taken together, Contentions 4 and 5..."g

MR. COPI; LAND: I believe he's reading froan the
12

Staff's response, tir. Chairman.

'tR. BISEOP: Yes, I'm sorry I didn't make thatg

10_
clear. I'm reading from the Staff's response.

CHAIRMAD WOLFE All right.

MR. BISHOP: On page 10

MR. CJPELAND: And the question, Mr. Bishop, I
8

believe was directed to the Applicant's response, what your

argument is to rebut that.

,
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well . . . I'm sorry, At least

I didn't hear you say that you were addressing yours alf to

Staff's objections, But how about, then, Applicant's

objections, in which it state:3 that the relocated pipelina
24

will incorporate all the safety standards of the Natural Gas
25

'^'9 176
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UII bdI6lbI Pipeline Safety Act?

2 MR. BISHOP: Nell, in my view, if I understood what

3 Applicent was saying, they oaid that we needn't worry about
4 the relecation of this pipeline because someone else would

5 look into that.

- 6 It appears to ma as though the construction of the

7 proposed .Mlens Crech plant in what is, in fact, causing the
*

8 relocation of the pipeline. And, therefore, it seems to me

9 incumbent upon HL&P to propose a route that would be the
,

10 safest possible for tha peopic in the area, and that until

11 kncwing what that route is, the public's interest is very
.

12 difficult to be carried oum

13 So what I'm saying -- well, that's what I'm

14 saying.

15 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well, I don't know who <1dministers

16 the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, but it seemed to me that

17 your concern would be bect addressed to the agency that

18 administers that statute.

19 I'm just throwing thnt out..

20 Go ahead, Mr. Bishop.

21 MR. BISHOP: Okay, let's turn to number 5,-

22 Contention number 5 basically addressed the same

23 pipeline, and the rerouting of that pipaline, and indicated my

24 concern that the line was being rerouted very near to the

25 bank of the Brazos Ri ar.
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g Now, as near as I'm able to ascertain the new route

2 appears to bo three to four hundred feet from the current

bank of the river. The pipeline in its original position, or3

,- 4 where it is now, appears to me to be so;nething like 1,000 feet

fr m the river.5

- 6 N, again it appears to me as though the Brazos

River has moved westward about 500 feet in the period of time7

" ' ' '""* ^ 9""
- * *~*8

No data has been supplied by the Applicant on whatg

the river has done since 1972, l>ecause they said there was no

serial photos. So I don't knew what's happened in the last

seven years in that area.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Is this contained now in your

Contention 5?
14

MR. SISHOP: Yes, sir.
15

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What you just said now?
16

MR. BISHOP: Yes, it concerns the rerouting of the
17

pipeline near the bank of the Brazos.
18

CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes, but you were adding something
19.

there, that applicant hasn't furnished information in recent
20

years regarding the Brazos River. *
'

21

I don't see that in your contention.
22

Now, what we've asked you to do, and I hope I don't
23

have to repeat myself to) o' ten, is to state summarily what
24

your contention is, and then go directly to what Applicant and
25
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9 Staff object to. #
'

2 ; Now, if Applicant objacts to scnething and your
I:

3 .j answar to that is that Applicant hasn't researched this

i
, - matter of the course of the Brazos " liver since 1897, well,

d
then, uhat's your response to an objection.

]:
3

6 | But you ara going beyond the scope of yotr.

, contentien at this point. So pleasa go directly now to --.,

1

E. BIFJo?: You mean I'm giving too much infor.na--

g

tion? Is that --a
-

.

10 CMM NOLFE: Wall, il's not tco nach inform 1-

| tien, b;t nu're hero to orally argua against obj2ctions.,

is ;

n

g, made by Staff or Applicant, and you are not setting this out

| for us as being ycur rebuttal to thair objections.
la_

,

i MR. BISHOP: All right.

On page 10 the Staff has said,

i, t

"Taken together, Contentions 4 and 5 allege thatt o,

; there will be an impact on the aren cf population due
17 |

to the relocauion of the lino. These contentiens !.ppear

|t
19 || te ce based rolely on conjecture concerning the ste.bility

.

of the soil along the rerouted lino due to the possibility
of ficoda, which they allege would increase the,

p:cbability cf pipeliae ruptura.",_u .,

ITow, what I'm trying to do is to address that
23m

| objection. They wara objecting, I .hink, to art allegaticn24 i

that the pipeline was being sited in an arca where the 3ra :os
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f River could be -- or that the Brazos River could uncercut, in

2 time. And I'm trying to support that.
f

O So all I'm saying, bcsically, is, then, that

73 4 based on hictorical data that I hava, the Brazos River cculd

5 within the life of the plant r.ove to the now proposed

- 6 pipeline location, undercut it, and cleata the possibility

7 of a rupture that does not currently crist.

"

8 I'd also say that the river dcas not have to

9 undercut the line, that the river etn becane close to the

10 line and also creana a hazard tc the line. So it dcean't

g; have to completely undercut, in my opinien.

12 So basically what I'm naying in that by coring che

13 line to the point where thay war.t to move it, creatca a

g possibility of a rupture that does not nce exist and there'oy

93 creates c hazard ta the people of the areae

10 That's all I hava to say on that.

If we c:uld move to Contention 7, and then cor.o7$

back to 6, I would appreciate it, because 7 also concerns theg

g[ 24-inch natural gas pipelina.,

20 This contenticn said that the line basically is

being located at a position vary close to the cooling lake-

u, ,

?

i . dam, and by doing 3c creates a ta:ard to the dam the.t could..

cc i ,

lead to the dan being breachet and a loss of the coc. ling unter3

in Lne lake.

Tha objLctions that were raised were that,,
to ;

t
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1 petitioners provide no data to support the bare assertien that

2 a gas explosion e.ould provide the force necessary to branch the

3 dam.
~

4 DR. CHEATUM: Mr., Bishop, whoss object. ion 37

5 MR. BISHOP: Tha Staff's.

G okay. In responae to that, t'ta Applicant notes in-

7 their 7SAR that a crator 97 feet in diameter and 18 'est deep
.

g eculd be generated by the detonation of a methane cloud, which

9 they calculate cculd be ge.. orated from a treak in the line.
I

;o Now, it occura to las that if that dotonation did

in fact occur somewhero along the cooling lake, that that,7;

I
12 in fact, would breach the dam and allow the cooling lake

g water to escape.

74 Furthermore,the calculations of the Appli: ant

73 apparantly refer to flat, dry soil. And since tha da.s is not

15 flat, and is not protectad on thrae sides, it seenus .>ossible

77 to me that the effact on the dam itself would be considerably

greater than that ::eferenced above.
18

79 Now, the other objaction that the Staff raised was,

20 that it was pura spoculation that there would be damage or

loss of lifa due to flooding, which might occur due to the-

g

loss of the dam and the emitting of the lake water.. , . ,

u

I don't know hof to respond to that. It 3eems 'mg

ma as though that if the da2 were breached, and a 5030 acreg

cooling lake water waa emitted, that that is going t) impactg
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I the property in the area of the cooling lake and downstream.

2 So I can't cite specifics as to the number of people

3 in the property that has been lost due to this type of

4 floodir:g, but I think that that's - it seems very reasonablec

5 that the impact could be severe in the immediate area of :he

6 dam.-

7 MR. LINENBERGER: On this point, Mr. Bishop, have
.

8 you determined : hat the area below the dan that might be

9 subjected to such flooding represents land that is currently

10 populated or developed in any way, or under any kind of

11 agricu;.tural use?

12 Is something going on now on that land that woald

13 be endr.ngered by ficoding?

14 MR. SISHOP: Well, I think -- as you know, the

15 cooling lake dam ic long. I mean it's several thousand feet

lo g, cnd --n16

17 MR.LINENBERGER: Excuse me. You can ansuer my

18 quastion yes or no,.you do know that something is got.ng on

19 that would be endangered, or you don't. And then you can -

2.0 MR. BISHOP: The answer is yes, I think I do.

21 MR. LINENBERGER: Now, then, would you explain that-

22 answer? The land below the dr.m, not the shape of the lake,

23 what's going on below the dam that will be impacted.

24 MR. SISHOP: Yes, I understand.

25 The line and the dem parallel osch other for setveral
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I thousand feet. Deoending on where the break in the dam occurs,
2 if it occurred above the meander upon which - well, I guens...
3 w ll, the point is that the subdivision of Valley Lodge coulde

4 ha endangered, depending upon where the break occurrad..

3 MR. LINSNBERGER: All right, that's an adequata

6 answer for this purpoce. Thank you.
-

7 MR. 3ISHOP: So basically what I've said here is
.

O that I think that by moving the line to the position close to

9 the dam has created a potential for breaching the dam by

10 gss explosion that didn't exist, or that wouldn't exist, if
1I the line were moved elsewhere.

12 And I see no information in the PID that addresses

13 the potential for auch an occurrence to happen.

14 MR. NE E N: Mr. Chairman, the partial initial

15 decision does, in fact, as represented by both us and the

16 NRC Staff, address the question which the petitioner is seeking

17 to raise.

18 Hern.again, we've been admonished by the Board that

19 natters onca litigated may not be litignted again. I believe.

it would be incumbent, in order to meet that' objection, for20

21 th3 petitioner to state on what authority, Since the date of*

22 the partial initial. decision, his assertion' rests. If there

23 is nonc other than his own speculation, then so be it. If

24 there is authority, that st.cula very well be cited I think.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Weald you care to address yourself
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f
1 to that? '

2 MR. DISEOP: Sure, I'd be happy to. I couldn't find
i

3 it in the PID. You know, ncybe it was there, but I couldn't

4 find it.,~

t5 So consequently I guess it's my own allegation, as '

. 6 opposed to some authority, I guess.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: What couldn't you find in tl.e

-

8 partial initial decision?

9 MR. BISHOP: Well, I think the attorney for the

10 Applicant must have been concerned with my statenent that the

11 PID didn't address the potential for a dam crater created by

12 a gas explosion. .I guess that's what he's saying. That's

13 what I understood that he was ashng tw.'. whethdE that wa:s .
~

. .

14 you knew, I thought that's what he was asking.

15 MR. NEWMAN: I think the partial initial decisica

16 paragraph 85 does, in fact, address the type of accident the

17 petitioner is talking about, and I think that will become

18 apparent to the Board on reviewing it.

,4WEL gg MR. BISHOP Do you mind if I look at that for a

20 second?

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Go right ahead. That's paragraph.

22 85, Mr. Bishop.

_ 23 (Pause.)

24 MR. BISHO7: Well, I don't think we 'ught to belabor

this point. It just says in the PID that tihen relocated these2S

'^
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1 lines will pose no safety hazard to the plant.

2 I mean, I don't - as I said, I don't see that the
,

3 PID addressed itself directly to the potontial for a dan

4 crater created by a gas 3xplesion.o

3 MR. NEWMAN: I would simply suggest that the PID

- 6 has to be read in context. It's not only the specific

7 languago of the Board, but the Board's references to the

*

8 underlying datn. And I don't balieve that the petitioner has

g read that underlying dam , which is a matter of public record

to and has been now for almost four years.

;y CHAIPM.N WOLFE: You any proceed, Mr. Bishop. If

12 you wish to answer further, or think you've answered

13 sufficiently, that's tsithin your determination, because

14 y u're the person conducting the oral argument, and you may

proceed however you see fit.
15

16 (Mr. Scott handing document to Mr. Bishop.)

CHAIRMTOT WOLFE: Mr. Scott, pleane do not interrupt
,

17

' *
18 '' * ** *

(Mr. Scott pointing to a section of the documentg,

handed to Mr. Bishop.)g

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Please be aaated at this time..

MR. BISHOP: Well, the only thing I would like to

say is that I've made the best effort that I could to read

the SER, the PSAR, the ER, and all the suppleme.nts, and I

cannot find that an evaluation of the potential for the daa
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1 to be breached by an explosion of gas emanating from the 24

2 | inch pipeline has been made.
I

3 i CIUCRMAN WOLFE: All right.
~

g

t i
7- 4 HR. BISHOP: Let's cove to Contrantio.2 6, which

5 | ccncerns the LPG pipelino, tha 6-inch LPG pipelina.
!

6 Now, I have ucre difficulty wir.h understanding
-

7 exactly what the Staff hns said, but I think what tl oy've,

.

8 caid is that they agrae that the Applicant's analysis of a

9 detonation from LPG emanating from this line has not beer.

10 analyzad properly, Maybe properly isn't the right word.

11 Hasn't been anclyzed in depth, and that they are withholding

12 their svaluation of tnis particular problem until a later

13 stage.

g I think that's what Staff has said. And they have

15 asked why should modifications be made at this point,

16 Well, my point is that the Applicant has not

37 adoquately determined the effects on the plant of a detonation

9g of the gaseous products from this particular 6-inch LPG line.

;9 .| Now, the Applicant's calcult.tions were based en.

20 the line being filled with propane or normal butana. This,,
i

in fact, is not the case. The line carries other products,-

21

ther than those. In fact, the line contains isopentane,22

23 isobutcne condcasate, and natural gasoline.

24 Consequently, the Applicant has not analyzed tha

_ffe ts of a detonation from lhis pipeline on the basis of25
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I uhat's in the line.

2 So I fin:i, than, or would suggest that their

3 calculaticna cannot be correct, sinco they're no'c applicable

c 4 to what's in the line.

5 MR. COPELAND: Excuse me, Mr. C'1 airman. 7. believe

6 that Mr. Bishop has again changaci his contention. And at a'

7 minintut I think we should be entitled to a cpecific touren to
.

O supped, that allogr.tien hs has made.

9 CHAI?JfAN WCLl"3: It would appec.r, indeed, that you

10 have geno beyond your contention, Mr. Bishop. -

|
11 | MR. BISEOP: Well, I'm not quite - I don't quite

|
12 ~ understand what it means to go beycnd one'<3 ot*n contention,

13 but I contend that the Applicant has underestimated the effects

14 of descuation of gas by a ruptured LPG line on the plant, and

75 that tlaf have undorestimated or misestimated thoss effects,

10 due to the fact that they didn't knew what 'fas in the line.
,

17 MR. COPELAND: Fell, that's certainly not what

to the contentien says, Mr. Chairman.

19 MR. BISHOP: I just read it..

20 MR. COPELAND: Sir, your contention does r.ot say
*

21 anything about the other products that you claimed a2.e in the

22 line. What I'm asking you for is a reference that we can

_ 23 lock at to find out what you're talking about. Where is it

33 that it"s chown or demonstrated that those other products are

in the line? That'3 all I'm asking.25
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You do go beyond ycur contention

2 to that extent, don't you, Mr. Bishop?

3 MR. BISHOP: Well, LPG encompasses a wide variety

4 of products. That just means liquefied petroleum ges. LPG,c s

5 does not specify any one of the coa.ponents of liquefied
-

6 petroleum gas.

7 (The Board conferring.)
.

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, certainly your contention

9 is not that clear that you are speaking of other productsr

10 as well. Therefore, necessarily, because it'a not that clear,

11 and we are now addressing merely LPG, you will rostrict your

12 com:tento to LPG, and not other by-products.

13 MR. BISHOP: I'm sorry, I didn't understand.

14 LPG encompanses a wide variety of products, so that when I

15 speak of a product that ccmes under the unbrella of liquefied

1G Petroleum gas, I guess I can speak of LPG. But I would ask

17 the Bonrd to under:3tand that that includes a varisty of

18 products, many of chich are in the line.

19 MR. LIIMNBERGER: Including gasoline, shich is.

,20 not generally termed LPG? But you did mention ga3oline, for

*

21 examplo.

22 MR. BISHOP: Now I'm not talking about car gas.

_ g Natural gasoline. I'm talking about na.tural gasolins.

y MR. LET!NBERGER: When you use the term gacolins,

25 that's a common usage that the word brings to mind. So if
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1 you interpret the word gasoline to mean something else, kind
2 of label it that way, would you please?
3 MR. BISHOP: Okay. I didn't mean the refined

4p. product that one puts in his car. Natural gasoline in the

5 way I was thinking of it is a cut from a refinery that

6-

includes lots of products. It's kind of the end.

7 MR. LINENBERGER: It is a refined product, right?
.

8 MR. BISHOP: Well, I don't know I'd want to call

9 it refined. I:'s a split.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. Let's get down to the

11 basic thrust of the contention here.

12 Is it & fair characterization on our part with

13 respect to this contention 6 to say that your thrust here is.

14 that the Applicant has not done an adequately conservative

15 analysis of the impact of some kind of malfunction or breakdown
.

16 of that pipeline?

17 Is that the basic thrust of this contention?

18 MR. BISHOP: I think that's correct.

Is * ~ - - MR.-LINENBERGER: Thank you..

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE With that explanation, then, Mr.

21 Bishop: you may proceed.-

22 MR. BISHOP: Okcy. Now, the reasons why I was

v 23 concerned that the Applicant's calculations were not

24 conscr'iative enough were, (1) that the Applicant assumed that

25 the Applicant could shut in in a certain period of tine,
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1 without any supporting data that I could find that trould

2 back that up.

3 In other words, I don't know how long necessarily

4 that it takes to shut in pipelines, but I saw no statistics

5 that would indicate that 1-1/2 hours was the median time,

6 et cetera..

7 The time that it takes them i shut in a ruptaa.e

*

8 of a line is important, because it detarnines the quantity

9 that could be emicted. I was concerned about the Applicant's

10 assumption of a 50 percent yield. It appeared to nvi as tough

,; yield is n.)t very well defined, and if one wanted to be

la truly conservativa he would havo used 100 percent y:. eld,

13 although that is probably a very improbable thing.

14 Thirdly, the Applicant assumed that A center of

15 detonation for their calculations would be no closer than

16 4500 feet from the plant.

g7 Now, it appears to me as though the low lying

16 1 ud of LPG -- using the term loosely - could not only

g g. approach, but engulf the plant. Therefore, I felt that the,

20 center of detonation could have been taken at the plant

21. itself, as opposed to 4500 feet, o? whatever that in - three'

g quarters of a mile away.

c3 Also, the Applicant made no analysis of the,,
s

g damage to the interior of the plant that could occur if ths

LPG cloud infact engulfed the plant.c5,,
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1 It appears to me as though the plant usec outuida

2 air, and con c<. plan:17 draws is the atmosphere into the p?cnt,

3% and tie:t if tha pL.ni:. were enin.". fed by an I,I'G cloud, that
Ii

;

4j, thera culd be a possibility 3f hasard internally to tho,
,.

5 - plant.

N
6' MR. COP 3IA2D: F_r. Chairun, ascin .I h_a,ve to-

7 obj ect s. I don't believe that that is in t.ny way related
D

'

3L to eit contention.,
i
is

9 '{ CHAIRMAN KO:LIZ: I ha r3 that s(21fsans problen.
..

10 ,| I don't really knov wha': ycur stanc'aent - to uhich objections I
F
n

n ,; of Applicant and S'.af f your argunen': in toing directed. T ad
!
I12 to that e' stent it does stray from tha contentiori.
-
.

I

13 I've bcon scarching here , Could you point cut'
i

| something in Staff's or Applinnt's objections th.it you'rey
r
il

15 '/ addrecuing it this pcint?
,

a

m, MR. BISHOP: Well, specifically it says Gera

f

has bca.n --''
4.,
at it

il

;g ,1 CDIRMLN KO2 ': Where are yot reading? You :3cy
4
;i "It stys." I hava a lab of p apt:rs up he:a.9. . a

.[ !!R. BIS 30P: I'm sarry. Page 4~ 3 of tha !;taff 'r. .3g. ,

CHAIRMU ?.07J1: 0:<ny. :
.

3;
I i
i MR. BIFUDS: Urdorast.th that cloJGly tig}b Stliff Ig

it rays, ".. .has chown no rea scri why tny modificatic ns arts , , ,
- ._ a

nscoac2ry at the construction permi: staga of revier.' I' rag
'

'rjin to support thet c.t the mecen:. |
25

I

h. '9 I9I |
f

'
,
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1 1 In other vsrds, if I would understand thtt the
1,

] Staff's ultinate argment was ths.t these argumsnts can better2

3 occur it the titic ?. hat the operating license is discussed
i!a

4i than t':ey can now - what I an trying to support at the-

1

3 "; moment is that that*c not trus, or.in my opinion these it.aaea

4 should be disenssed now at the constructica phase, than at-

h
- O the oporating phase. And I'm tryin7 to any thau as best I

4.
p.

8d Can.
:,1
' h(

CHADFu'di ICLFE: Apparently Applicant hat nottlag
a

3,. to say, or at least -

!

MR. COPSLTeID: isell, I j ist think that's a grc ss'

, , ||su
;l

g y miccha::acteri30. tion of wha: the Staff has said. It's gcing

Yi
gj to be Jery difficult, I think, for this gentitruan u procead

{
q, if that is the amnuption as to ifhat they've said.

r
ig But I'm perfectly t*illing to lat him go ca. 1
i

t o_ j, don't think I'n entitled to even suggest that h.a step. Euta

,_i I do ha11 ave that he hann't grasped the Staff's ohjactict or
;..

$ our objection. I think that's the problem tre're having,g
i

CIIAIRMAIT TOLFE All right, Mr. Bishop, 70 ahead.g,

1

MR. SOHINKI: Mr Chair.aan, I'd like to point out,,

i
'

I for tha record that the Staff's rea.aons for objecting to the
,

contention are oceentially subsumed in this quatatica fec:t
,

0

[ the Safety Evaluation, and I haven't heard anything Erora Mr.
- . ,

1

, 7 Biahop yet that takes issuo with anythir.g, any specific point
-

|

25 :1
that we :tade in tha Safety Traluation Report. I think ttac'sI

.

d

i
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@Ut t lU|t{t u l|b{g g
)!\, OU1 the problem that I'n havir.g.

2 We've already agreed, as we stated, that we had

3 probicis with the Applicant's analyses to date, but there are

; ~ 4 certain reasons given in this quotation from the Safety

5 Evaluction Report as to why the Staff holieven it's

6 appropriate to wait until the operating license stage for-

7 final resolution of this mattar,. and I havan't heard any

*

8 arguIent that nddrasse:3 it self to those specific stntements

from the SER.g

;n CHAIRMAJ XO.3?E: All right. You've haard ths

;; arguments. You've heard what pcople have been nayirsg about

12 your argument. Now, you decide what vou're going to do.

C ahead, Mr. Bishop.13

!!R. SIS 30P: Thank you.34

! U9 ### #" # # *" #* "U"15

issues is now, before the plant is constructed. It seems to

11 . me that the best uire to discuss things like this are beftroI

.

tLa pInnt is constrcctod, and before the plant is i.1 place.81

Becanta onco a plaat is in place and constructed-then things
, g

become significantly more difficult.
.20
t

It also appears to r.c - I tried to !!igure in my.

ot:n mind why one would want to wait to make a dacision 1:.1 e

this. Well, iu asams to na as though that the calenlatim s

'of yield, detonation, et cetera, et cat. ira, are very diff: cult
8and they re opun to differing opinions, And it caems to r:e

'"'9 193,
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1 as though that now is the time to discuss those, and not

2 wait until the plant has already been built.

3 I mean I can see no reas: n to wait. In fact, I

4 can see several reasons to proceed, because this is a.c

5 difficult area and the sooner that it is brought iorth, and

6 the sconer that the whole issue is examined, it appears to*

7 ma the better for eireryone.

~

g I mean uhis issue isn't that difficult, in that

9 that end result is that the pipeline is all that has to be

10 20VGd-

g; Moving, thene to Contentien 8 and 9. Contentions

12 8 and 9 nre the same thing.

MR. LIFENBERGER: Should we infer that you ',suld13

34 have no objection to seely them consolidated?

'

MR. BISHOP: I'd have no objection if you elininated, g,-

g ~8,'becauso 8 was a typing error.
,

Mh. LINEN 3ERGER: Are you withdrawing 8?;7

MR. BISHOP: Yes, I'll withdraw 8.

MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.;g,

HR. BISHOP: Basically, Contention numbter 9, then,20

is that the Applicant has conceivably underestinated the.

effe ts of detonation of gas from a rupture of the 24-inch
22

'

nature.1 gas pipeline.g.

Basically it's the same concern that I had E. boutg

# * " I"*25
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I that'a actually in the line. In other words, their calcula-

2 tions assume methane, but natural gas frequently contains

3
_

many other things, other than methane. And I do not knew

4 what would be the impact on their calculations of other things" * -
s

5 in the line.

6-

Icpanding upon thn ccapositicn o! the gas in the

7 line, this would affect many of their assumutions concerning
.

8 gas dansity, velccity of flow, energy ralocaed during

9 datonation, ot cetera.

10 MR. COPEIED: Again, Mr. Chairman, I npalogize,

11 but I*m going to have to o:aject.

12 There is nothing in thir. contention thnt says

13 there is senathing else in those natural gas linen other than

14 natural gas.

~

15 If thia gentleman has informatica tha*: can demon-
2

16 strata that there is someil- ing other than natural gas in

17 those lines, I would respectfully request that he come forth

18 with :. hat informa'.. ion and docunant it so that we can

IS addre s it..

20 MR. BISHCP Well, sir, my point was ".htt their

'

21 analysis was cado on the basis of pure methane. There is

22 nothing in what I read that indicates that an ana.'.ysia cf

- - 23 the g.as that goes through the line was run. So, concequently,

24 cince natural gau very seldom is pure methane, I quast;.cn

23 whether or not tin analysis has been run on the procer

^'9 195
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1 product in the line.

2 MR. CO? ELAND: That's just not the contantion, Mr.

3 Chairman, If he knows - his contention is that we failed to
4 calculate the yield and point of ignition and volume of-s

S eucaped gas product. I see nothing in there that suggests
6-

that there's acme other product in those lines other than

7 what we calculated.
'

8 If he knows and has information which suggests

9 that the product that we used for our calculation is wrong,
10 then I respectfully request that he come forward with that

if information and documant the source of his information.
12 That's all that I'm saying.

13 (The Board conferring.)

14 CHAIMIAN WOLFE: As with the prior - if we et.n

1$ call it --objaction, or certainly e::ception taken by Applic. ant,

15 it*c not that clear an area. We're not going to rule at

17 this time on whethur or not the statements by Mr. Bish'op

13 do excsed the scope of the contention. We will hear the
19 argument of Mr. Dishop and make the detc:'aination at some.

g

20 time, at the time when we issue our order, whether indeed
*

21 this argument does e:cpand the scope of the constion. And

22 vo will just have to determine that at that time.

23 So proceed, Mr. Bishop.

WP3 fin 24
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t2B wrb/agbi !!R. BISHOP: Ucil as quickly as I can, then, I
$

will try to'resprid to the Staff's statement than there is"

a e

'

3 no vaderlying breia for the contentien. numbered - page 11,
9.14C 4 the bottom paragraph - Contentions 8 and 9 assen without~

5
any underlying basis whatsoevor.

6. Very quickly, then, I'm concerned, one, about
7 the composition of the gas in the line. I'm concerned that

*
8 shei.: analysis has been run on something that is not in the
9 line.

10 Secondly, I am again conco.med .as to the time

11 it would take to shut in the line. As naar as I can tell,

12 ~

the Applicant has used two-1/2 hours. As I recall they used

13 some other number for the other line.
.

14 .
|

I again seo nc data that supports thct, and
1

15 that's a fairly critical ascu=ption because that, in fact,
!16 determines tho amount of gas that would emanate from the leak.

17 And then, in turn, that determines what the size of the
18 datonation would be that could occur.

'
19 One ather comment was that the Applicant said,

20 that the peoplo that were running the pipeline could he
* 21 notified of the lea'c because people would either see it or

22 smell it. Well -- i.e., they would either see or smell the

23 gas emanating fron the line leak.

24 Well we really need a better nonitoring system
25 than that.

^^9 197
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4

wrb/agb2 Secondly the Applicant has 1.mde certain,

i

asatustions concerning the r ste at which the escaping gas

3
would be carried toward the plant, in other words, they used

4| 1.8 niles par hour.O

U' I don't knew why they used and ran their analysis,

'6'

en only one wind speed. It would occur to me that a .v,ariety
,

7 of wind speeds wculd have been better, because that than

4* 3 would have given a person a range over uhat could have happened

9 with different meteorological conditions.,

.

10 Again thors was the point of assuming 50 porcent

li yield tshich, as the gentleman said, I was concerned as to

12 whether that was conservativa enough.

13 .They again said the- center of detonation would

14 he no closer to the plant than 3600 feet. That concerns'me
'

13
-

j because I would exp2ct that the gas .could, in fact, engulf
:

16 .! t:he plant, end the more conservative analysis would hava
I-

'
~ 17 been to have put the center of detonation at the plant itself.

IS Again, as I mentioned in the lpg line contention,

t 19 the Applicant, as near as I tell, has not considered the

20 impact on the cooling lake dam that could result from a gas'

*

21 cloud that detonates immediately over the dam. Kor.hnve they

22 .made any analysis of tlie hazards to the interior of the plant,,

23 that could occur if natural gas should engulf the plant.

24 Sc these are my supporting arguments in that
,

25 regard.

''9 198
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i j

wrb/agb3 Shall I move to riunhar 101' JIl1

2| CMIRMJU WOLIE: All right. How much :. ore time

3
do you think you will need for iour oral argumer.t, ascuraing

,

"|*
# that na one intorrcpts you?;

m

f MR. DISEOP: Well I would hope it would bo
'

6*

f nistad within an hour. I don' t know bu t --

7 CHAIMLet WOLFE: All right. Go ahead.

O MR. 3ISEOP: Number LO. My contention was that

9 the Arplicant had said the.t there wara no sources of cerrosive

10 liquic. or oil upstusam of the p;. ant en the Brazos River.

II In other words, basically what I was concerned

12 w3.th tero was how teric, inflamrnable o. corrosive catorials

13 might get to the plant. And I sugges':cd that there vert

!4 mrmy ripelinas upriver of the plant thut could rupture on

15 the Brazos River and thereby various and sundry chaticals

16 could be carried to the plant.
;

17 Now the Staff said: "The petitioners have

10 failed" -- on page 13 - "The petitioners have

10 failed to idantify any of the pipelinec abcut which
-

20 they speaE"or to identify any of tho subs ~ctncos
*

21 carried by haese pipelinec."

In respense to that, as e:tanples of 5he pipo-22

- 23 lines that crosa the river upstream, the Brazos River upstraan,

24 I believo the Penincula Fasocrees Corporat3on 8-1/2 inch pipe-

25 line crosses the river. ~~ believe that the 3he.'.1 Corporation

: ^'9 199 ;
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wrb/agb4 ', pipeline, G inch LPG line, 8 inch cruce line and 24 inch'

1

2' l
crude line all cross the Brazoa River ripstream, a.nd I believe

3 the Mo':,11 pipelines has two linos, cn eight inch and a tan

4'(3 inch rhat also cross the rivar upstreen, and theao linas

5 generally carry hydrocarbon fluids of varicus mixtares.

6~

3.230 ,i The Staff also objected and said that they

7 cnly hypothesized that those pipelines could causa hazards,

|
-

8 to the plant and @at the poatulated impacts on the plar.t'

,

9 from tha rupture of one of tasse lines is pursly conjectural.
.

iO Woll inasmuch as those pipelinca, I bzlieve,

11 all carry hydrocarbons of ons type - hydrocarbon fluids are,

!;2
; gar.arally combustibia. Hydrocarbon fluids ara ordinarily
!

13 1 corrosivo in their unrefined state due to such .1r. purities

I
14

| r.s carbon dioxida and hydrogan sulfide.
|

15 Now it occur 3 i3 Fe that if one of the lines;
, .

l'
IG should rupture upatream cf the plant that the rivar water

17 would carry the #1uids de.ra to the cooling lake inlat and

18 into the cooling Lake. Ind once into the cooling lake, tae

19 liquids, in whate7er form, could enter the plant..

20 Since unrefined hydrocarbon fluid 3 are
*

21 frequently corrocive, as I said, I'm concerned ta2n that this
.

22 might cause acme hazard and/or deleterious effect en the

23 plant itself.
. -

24 MR. COPELAND: 3efore we move on, Mr. Chairman,

25 I wonhr if we could gat thia genticman to identify the
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'
wrb/agb5 sourco of his knowledge wi h reJpect to these pipelines and

2
whother or not the.y were there in 1975.

3
C!! AIRMAN HCLFC: Might I ask why you are asking

#^

that question, Mr. Copeland?

5 MR. COPELMID: Hell the first question is just

6 so that ua can verify their exiatence. I don't know whero

7 his source of information is. If they did exist in 1975,
.

3 I have a very serious question as to why this contention has

9 been brought befers the Donrd at this time. I don't really
.

10 inten'1 to go into it.

11 CIIAIRHXI WOLF 3: Can you point Mr. Copeland

12 toward the source of your information about tness pipelines

'.bove the plant?33 t

I4 MR. 13ISIIOP : Basically most of the information

15 came out of the Applicant's submittals.

16 CHAI.'tMAN WOLFE Okay. That's your a',swer.

17 All right. We'll proceed with Contantion 11,

18 plaasI.

'
10 }iR. DISHOP: Well Contention 11 basically says.

20 that the Brazos .T.ver may change channels in the futura and
.

21 leave the plant uithout cooling water.

22 Now in objection to that, the Staff said that
i

'

23 the passibility that there may be not enough cooling wat.er
I24 at sc.t3 time in tne futura bacause of the changiag courre of

25 the Brazos River is so speculative that it could .Tet bo

'~'9 201,
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Iwrb/agb6 intelligently addressed by the Staff or the Applicant.

2'
. So my argument then will try to leave a basis..

3 as te why that I think the river may change channels and why
,

b
.. 4 the river -- or why the plant might bo left withcut cooling

5 water.

6 MR. LINENBERGER: Just a moment, sir.*

7 (The Board conferring.)
.

8 CHAIFMAN HOLFEr All right, Mr. Bishop, please

9 go on.

10 MR. DISHOP: Well the position that :the plEnt

11 has been - or that the Applicant is considering for the

12 site is a very interesting one because it happens to be on

13 or very close to one of the largest maanders in the Brases

14 Rive:;.

15 If one looks at the Brazos River over quite a
.

16 long extent, one finds that this meander happens to be one

17 of the, largest in the crea. This meander is at the noment

18 in the process of being cut off, and that cut off is occurring

19 through what is now Valley Txxige Subdivision.-

20 Now as noted in the PSAR, the Applicant is

21 being -- the Applicant, o.icuse me -- the meander is being
"

22 cut off both from the north and the south. In other uords,

23 the river meanders and it's cutting from the north and it is-

24 cutting from the south.

25 Now the information that the Appliennt supplied

^
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Iwrb/agb7 indicates that tlm river was cutting at the rate of 90 feet

2
a year between 1939 and 1957, es near as I can tell. The

3 River is still cutting today, as is evidenced by the fact

4
, . - that the Valley Lodge subdivision has lost one street to the

5 river and is in tae process - or the meander is approaching

6.

nnother street.

7 UsinJ the sene rate of cutting as established

8 in 1939 to 1957, the near. der will cut through in 1988, which

9 will leave the plant 2-1/2 to 3 miles fr.um the river.

10 Now I note that there is nc ~ contingency for this

II in the PSAR. But since the plant uas going to be built on

12 the river, I assumed thay wanted river water. And I don't

13 think that they anticipated that they would be three miles

14 from it.

15 Now the Staff said that they didn't think that

16 - well, they didn't know how to intelligently consider

17 rneander cutoffs. But from the information that was su> plied

18 to the Applican , three meanders in the immediate area have

19 been cut off sinca 1900.-

20 CHAIRMAR WOLFE Let me interrupt here, Mr.

~

21 Bishop. You're not saying that there will be an inmediate

22 cut off of cooling water by virtue of the change of course

23 of the Brazos River, are you? That this will occur over a
24 course of years?

25 MR. DISIIOP: Well I wanted to address that.
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wrb/agb8 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: Well address it now.'

2 MR. BISHOP All right.

3| Most cutoffs occur during floods, and consequently,

e 4 one cannot predict when a meander cutoff will occur. One can

5 project -if the rate of cutting continues as it is or as it

*
6 has been, one can project when it will, with reasonable car-

*
7 tainty, cutoff in the future.

.

S But since most cutoffs, in fact, and the highest

9 rate of cutting occurs during flooding, one cannot predict

to when the cutoff could occur. So the cutoff could occur, you
'

11 know, in a week's time during one flood.

12 So I basically am not saying that the plant

13 would be .left without cooling water, since I assure there

14 would still be scme cool!ng water left in the lake. Whnt I

15 am saying is that their . source of' river water for coolant

16 could be jeopardized in a very short period of time, and that.

IN the choice of the plant site just happens_ to be at a place

18 on the river where this probability is the highest of about

19 . anyplace on the river in the area.*
.

20 C51AIRMANWOLFE: All right. I reaJly don't want

21 to get into the merits, but this brings up another question

21 then.

23 Supposing the plant were in place toraorrow and-

24 opere. ting tomorrow. Supposing, as you postulate, a Good

25 would change the course of the river so that overnight-

~ ''9 204
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Iwrb/agb9 instead of flowing close by the plant it would flow four or

2 five miles away Tecm it. In what way would this change of

3 course of the river have a cafety impact on the safe operation

4 of the plant?--
s

5 MR. LINENBERGER Safe operation or safe

6.

chutdown of the plant.

7 liR. DISHOP: Weil I guesc my response would be
*

8 diat loss of ccolant water frcm the river obviously would

9 have some effect upon the plant.

10 CHAIRMAN WOISE: !Te're not talking about sons

11 'offect, we're talking about what cafety impact would it have?

12 MR. BISHOP: Well that depends on whe.ther the

13 dan went out at the same time that the river reander was

14 cut off.

15 MR. LIHENBERGER: Oh, but: your centenulon deesn't

16 address the simultaneous meander and dam failures.

17 MR. DISHOP: I know that. I dcubted that that

18 would o:: cur.

19 DR. CIEATUM: You still hasn't anEUcred the.

20 question, though, as to how the loss of water, a direct loss

21 of water from the river would affect the possibility of a-

22 safe shutdown of the plant.

23 M. BISHOP: Okay. In my opinion, I can easily

24 see where it would affect the operation of t;te plant. Nov

25 whether it would affect the safe shut:fown of the plant, I'm
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I !
wrb/agblo not certain.

In other words, if one looks at the rate of

3 e*raporation from the cooling lake, and if you make certain

4"- assumptions as to the amount of water in the cooling lako

S that might be there when such an event occurred, you could

6-

assum, or you can calculate that .the plant cannot operate

7 without river water for too long a period c2 time.
'

.
.

8 And I know that it will take a significant~ period

9 of tims to figure out some way to get water from the Drazos

10 River if the Brazos niver_la three to four miles away.
,

II I think the plant could be shutdown, buti I am
12 saying that I am dubious, if it should occur, that the plant
13 would be able to continue to operate.

14 MR. LITENBERGER: So far you don't see a safety

15 problem associated with this then, I gather? .Because I

'

16 haven't heard one. It can shut down safely, you concede?

17 MR. BISHOP: I would hope it would be able to

18 shut down safely, but I don't know whether it would be able

19 to operate.-

20 . MR. LINENBERGER: Well I have a little different
~

21 problem here which I will only comment to you on, I don't ask

22 for a reply. Br.c I have the impression from sem of the

23 contentions that an operating plant near Valley L6dtfd is

24 undesirable. Here co=es along something that will stop it

25 from operating and that's undesirable too.
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wrb/agbil I just make that observatio /
Ex: tice me,. pleaso continue.

,

., !
" r; HR. 'dISHOP: Well ence there, I would 1 ope it

"

would operate, okay? In other words, once the investnant had

31,
' heen made, I wouldn't wcnt bho plant to be shut dein and just

S ''
*

ait there.
I

Mn. LHIENDERGER: Fair enough.
I,

b*
CHAIRPAN WOLFE: Mr. Bishop, in light cf the

9 interruption, you have six more minutes beyond your original>

tuo hcurn - or beycnd yobr original one hour, I shculd say.

II 2E1. DISHOP: I thought you asked me thtt question

12 at 2:20

U CIAImiAN WOLFZ: You said an hour beyond that;

4'
cnd I'n just adding that he interrupted you for abot t si::

I6 minuten, so we'll tack that on.

IG 2M. 3ISHOP: 'zesi I undernte.nd. Thank you.

I7 The next contention tras Number 12, and it basically

I6 i concerned or addresced my concern that radioactive water would
19*

sosp.from the cooling lake into the Evangeline aquifer.
p

20 " Now this aquifer happens to supply the drinking
~

21 water to most of the area residents and also to the City cf

U Houstcn. It supplies irrigation water, livestock water, et

23 catert.s

24 N]v ny conce2m is - well, to try to folicw the

i25
!, guidelines: ca page 15 the S taff said bl.at:

! '''9 207
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Iwrb/agbl2 "'~here are no drinking water s pplies

h 2 within 53 miles of the plann."

3 Well there are a lot of water walls <ithin c. few

4 miles of the plant, the City of Wallis gets its water fron,

5 the Evangeline aqu' c which is abcut, I guess, four miles

*
G i from the plant.

7 I think what the Staff meant to say here is that
e

8 there is no surface water being used au munici. pal drinking

9 supplica from the Brazos P.iver within 58 miles of the plant.

10 I don'': think they were alleging that there was no one drinking

11 water ;! rom the Evangeline aquifer within 58 niles, I think

12 that la just an oversight.

13 MR. COPELMD: I think what the Staff says in

14 very clear. I think you tre micquoting, and I think because

15 of that.you are falling to address what they said.

16 I would respectfally request that the toard hold
,

17 this c,entleman to doing just that.
.

18 CHAIFI!AN WOLFE: I don't kncw, Mr. Copeland, I

13 don't have a problem. The Board does not have a problem.-

20' We don't see. the area of your concern.

'

21 MR. COPEIAND: T: ' point is, Mr. Chairnan, that

22 this conten.; ion has been addressed in detail. And the Staf f's

_ 23 conclusien was as stated that there are no drinking water

24 supplies within 53 niles of the plant that could be affected

23 by the. plant liquad effluents, not that there were no wa:4r
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Iwrb/agbl3 wells cit'im $8 eilas of ths pisnt.

2 C1! AIR 9N hTJTJE: That's what the g. r an raid,

3 he. caid I ar. urs aey are only t alking about surf ace watt-ra.

'

O 4 He may he wrong in his assumpcicov but that's what hs it:

3 assumiag-.
*

6 All right, Mr. Bisha.r, go ahead.

7 M1!. BISHOP: Then the Staff gces or. no say that

8 | "Under ncrmal cparating conditions, no

9 potential e; cists for groundwater contamination" -- I'm

to readiry from the same place. Okay.

13 I'm concerned that the App 2.icant may not have

12 at:curacely estinat3d the ar.otat of radioactive veter that

13 could enter tho aquifer ar.d raach area residents.

14 Now ':ne fact that 3:adioactive water from the

15 cooling lake la going to enter th.3 aquifer is sup.so::ted :.n the

16 pSAR, where tha Applicant notes that seepage fro:a the cooling

17 lalce will result in localized reversals in the groundwatur

18 gradient. They als'o note that water from the cooling lake
~

19 will enter the aquifer, and they also note that flov through

20 the bl2ff which .turrounds the lake on one side, I believe,
.

21 will cllow contaminated lakewater to flow into the equifer.

22 M2. IINENBERGER: Hould you give us tha pago

23 reference ther3, pler.se, sir?'-

24 MR. DISEOP: Yes. ER Supplement S41-4 ;a) s':a tes

25 that Fater fro:n the cooling lake will anter the aquifer. The
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'
wrb/agbl4 PSAR 2.4-48, they say that soepage from the laka will result

in localized reversals of the groundwater. And 2.449 of the

3
PSAR, they note that water will flow through the bluff into

4'

the aquifer.'

02Cflwn
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2C URB /9bl 1! Well, since the lake water is radioactive, once

2 it enters the aquifer it will also be radioactive.

3| Now I think that the staff then said that I

'

-4 had offered no basis for my contention. And what I'm saying

5 is that the applicant has supplied the bases by saying that
.

6 this contamination will in fact occur, and vill in fact occur

7I to the extent that local groundwater gradients will even
~

.

8' cccur.

9 I think this also negates the staff's statement

i

to that under normal conditions no potential exists for ground-

1I water contanination. In other words, the staff said there

12 was -- that under normal conditions there would be no ground-

13 water contamination. Well, groundwater contamination it going

14 to occur. So I think that negates that comment.

13 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I would like

16 Mr. Bishop to address himself to the staff's assumption made

17 in the FES supplement that a person who drinks fromthe cooling

18 lake itself, which would obviously contain more radioactivity

*

19 than the groundwater into which it seeps, is only going to

20 get a radiation dose which will.be less than .1 millirem per

.

21 year, which is lower than any of the Commissbn's dose guide-

lines. And I haven't heard anything Mr. Bishop has aaid22

that would negate that conclusion, or address itself to that23

'

g ascut:ption,

I might also point out that the staff hasgg

: ''9 211
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URB /wb3 1 recogi.ized, in the SER as well3.s the FES, that thera are wells'

2 in Wallace, and, in fact, in th.a SEn has analytsd tac coa-

3 csquences of e.n accidental spill of licuid wasta on the site

^
4 and cencluded that the dosas fr21 an accidental spill at the

5 zits are a suc11 fraction of tha Part 20 limits for unrestrict- -

.

3 ed areas.

7 Eo what I'm saying is, we he.ve analyzed for both
.

3 norna'. opsrating conditions 4tud for accidente.1 conditiers, andi

9 in fact, have mada accu ptions which are n: ore conservative

to| than anything Mr. Bichcp has addressed himcalf to baratcfore.
i

23 C7 1i f (The Board conferring)

12 ,1 C.HAIRMAN ECLPCs ifa'va heard your statament,

13 Mr. S :hinki, Lnd hopefully - 1:all I'r sure Mr. Diehop .has
I
*

u heard it. If he wishec to respond to it, fine, if it dcesn't,

15 fine. We'll #ust have to make our determination after va

16 have road the concentions, heard the oral argument, and Ji

17 something is left unsaid or left vague by whcmever, whenever

jaf it cuts against, that's a fact of life,
I t

*

gg Do you wish to address anything that staff said? j

I20 If not., proceed with your arguaunt.
|

.

21 , MR. BISHOP: Okay. Mall I will address what
i

22 | the s:cff caid in a moment, if I may.
I

23 (HAI2 MAN FOLP3: You have three more minutes

mora : nan the hou. you vers originally given,3

25| G. MSHOP: Yes. I think I'd b6tter Xcop track

i
'
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WRD/wb3 1 of that.

2 Basically I guees *.that I've said to far in that

3 the applicant has said that there will be contaminstion of

4 the ground water supplies in the ar'ca. The groundwater..

5 supplies in the area are used by various and sundry citizens

-
6 in the area.

7 What I would like to address row is that, one,
.

a that the applicant has assumed a certain amount of seepage

3 will eccur into the lake - I mean frem thz laks into tha

i2; Evangeline aquifer. And I wculd be cencerned that they've
!

11 underestimated the amount of radioactive water that came into

12 the aquifer.

13 First off, the applicant has drilled hundreds of

14 wells into the ground underneath the cooling lake. Now these

15 holes in the ground could provide a direct avenue for large

10 amounta of lake water to basically contsminate the Evangeline

17 aquifer.

18 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, I think we're off

19 on a wild goose chase again. Mr. Schinki has correctly noted
-

.

20 that you could put all the water in the cooling lake into the

~

21 Evangeline aquifer and we would meet the Commission's regula-

22 .bions. I think that's the problem that this gentleman is

23 aced with. And I dodt see any point in pursuing this line-

24 of argument'any r. ore. I tDink it is wasting the Board's tima

25| and overybody's time., And I would respectfully object to the
6

~ ' 9 _2 U
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WRB/wb4 I procedure of allowing him just to argue ad nauseum about

2 things that have no relationship to cur ergtment and the

3 staff's argur.cnt,

e 4 CIIAIRICLN WOLPE: Ifu refuse to cut. off the o: al

5 argurent.
1

*

6 You can proc 2ed with your oral argument. We're

7 not ,Toing to judge it at this time.
e

8 Proceed, Mr. Bishop.

9 MR. BISEOP Well let me addrecs Mr. Copeland's

10 problem, then. Maybe it might he easier that way.

11 CfD.IRM!iN WOLFER All right.

12 MR. BISHOP: I think, if I understand Mr.

13 Ccpeland's statements, I think he is saying that the staff,

14 etc., has fotnd that one can drink as much lake water ec one

15 wants without any deleterious effect on whoever drinks it.
.

12 And they have then jumped to the conclusion from there that

17 if one drinkt water that progresses through the subcurfa:e

is that one can also drink that water with safety.

19 Well, that assumption is based on the fact that-

20 the radioactive natorial in tho subsurface will be equr.1 to,
*

21 or more dilute than the water in the cooling lake.

22 Now on the surf ace that. seems- Maybe that's

C 23 the vrong terminology.

24 (Laughter)

25 I thi.ik one vould ordinarily think that that's

u ~~'9 214
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WRB/wb5 1 probably true. However I believe the applicant has said that

2 radioactive material vill build up in the bottom of the lake

3 over time. And I'm concerned that entrained radioactive

,c 4 particles may enter the subsurface in greater quastity t M n'

5 in fact they are in the lake water. And this is senswhat

6 substantiated by the fact that the staff - or I guess the
*

7 applicant has said that one is in more danger standing on the

.

8 shore than they are in the water because the water does not

9 contain as much radioactivity au does the shore or the bottom

to of the lake.

It MR. COPEIAND: Sir, I wish you would point .o

12 that statement.

13 MR. BISHOP: Well I wish I could, but I don't-

14 You know, I'd have to find it. But I think it in there. I

15 think it says that cesium-137 will build up ou the ahoreline

16 and, therofore, the people that swim in the lako will have

17 a less dosage than those that are on the shore.

18 In any event, it's possible, I think, that you

gg could have a higher radioactivity in the subsurface due to.

20 that than you could in the cooling lake water itself.

21 Furthermore, as vatar progresses through ths'

22 subsurface and as it goes past things lika wells, metallic

23 salts have a tendency to plate out on the casing of thoss

24 walls. Consequently you can have a buildup at the well casing

25 which is greatar than one would find in the water itself,
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F33/w:35 1 considerably higher. And, canaequantly, I would be concerned,
f

2' then, that the redioactivi:y that cne cotid acuually get in hit
j'

3j drinkt.ng water freu a well night be significantly higher than
- 4 the r:dioactivity that on-) wculd get from drinking the lako

5 vater,

t
~

S l'ow that addrosses Mr. ccpoland's concern as best

7p I can at this Itor.ent.
I~

c| M R ., I M E 4A N : Mr., Chairman, Day I inquire whacher
I

o! with rec;ect co nhe lact sta':eme- t. che petitioner is relying
to cn hic own auslysia, or 13 thert come authority that you have

,

!; i referred to in developing your poriticn to wh: h you can
I
i

12 refer us? '

:
I13 $G. BISHOP: Tn which-~ i

14q MR. N3RDN: Your just-cor:1r. led anelysi, C.n
P

15 respect to the plating, is that an anal'v .a that :. u hsve

!G perfor med, or is it your belief, or hau yn "elicd on erme'

17| rourcs. which psrhaps we might be referui '.3 so wa can bett er
i

p3 'L underctand the basic for your contentica?
>
.

p) i MR. BISHOP: We .1 I wich I cc:*.d ref er feu ':o-

1

20 | Eomabhing, and I will try hard to do thts okay? I don't

*

21 have a referance here,

23 i MR. NEM!AN: Thank you.
!

23 MR. DISHOP: In any event, a s I wa s trying to

2<| ,

devalop why there might be more radicactive water that sould

y,.3 [ get into tha Evangelino aquifer than tne n;plicant had
I

i

i '^'9 216
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WRB/wb7 I| ectinated I noted that there were hundreda of walls drilled in
d

2 ' the 'co% tom of the cocling lak s, and that inese ecald provide
:,

Il
3 il an avenue for large anonnte. of cater to ponotrace ir.to the

I
i

4| Evangeline aquifor ar.d, thereby, move through the aO2ifer
i
I5 and contair.inato the drirAing .iupplies of tho area.

G The rearon or bringing that up is that the appli-r-

'

i

7 cant has assumod that the seepage would b2 at a certain rete,

"

8 and I S suggesting that there*a a possibility that that neep-

9 ago might be at a cluch highsr rate, and, therefara, the extent

10 to chi:h 3:adioactive material could move through the cubsurface

11 would in fact be greater.

'

12 MR. IiEWMAN: Mr. D:'. shop, agala, is that based on *

1.3 an analysis yea hxre dona, or in there a reference to which

14 wa night be refor.7ad?

15 )
* Md. BISEOP: Well basically tho inforz 'cion for

16 that came out of applicant's own documents. -

*

17 M3. IEEAN: Thank you. -

18 MR. DISTICP: Applicant said that hundreds of vella

| were drilled and, furthermore, there w=ra many wells that had
'

10.
;

'l
been drilled lato the area of the cooling lake which wera not20 i

i

21 | d.cillel by the applicant but vare drilled by pecplo earlier.~

22 MR. 5::*3IANs I tzast't addressing thtt. I war

23 roferring to your aunartion vit:1 respect to the fact tha:

i |uj therc would be gracter acepage from the laka than tie np12icant'
!

*

2-1 - had cc.lculated. :tna I wantai' to k: ow whef:har that na 1.s. red
,

j:-

:

I.
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WES/wt a I on an saalysis you had perforr.wd, or is there scme basic

2 referance reurce that you aze - elying upon to which the Board

3 i and we might refar?

4 MR. SIEECP: I guass it is the fermer.

5 MR. NEWMAN: It's your own analysia?

6 MR. 11ISHOP: Yes, my own logic.
*

7' MR. NEVefAN: Ycu have to perform an analysis,

'

8 though, to-- -
.

| MR. BISHOP: What I'm saying is, there's a likeli-9

10 hood that more water will get into the Evangolinen aquifer.

MR. hDTMAN: Thank you.11 |

7.120 !2 MR. DISHOP: I'm also concerned that there may be

la scrface faulting in the area of the cooling 16.ke which could

14 provi.de avenues for ecoling lake water to get into the

15 ~ aqui:'or.

16 What I'm looking at here are the :nethods by

17 uhich it could be postulated that a lot more radioactive

je water will get into the lake than has been estin2.ted by ,the

jg applicant.-
'

,,

20 Furthermore, the applicant has estimated that

-

21 the rate at which the water moves through the aquifer will be

22 son thing like 50 to 100 feet a year. New I frankly der.'t know

23 upon uhere they get that information. There tro easy rathods

y to deternine the rato at which trator moves through the sub-

25 surface, and I res no referance by which they have detsruined
.
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WRB/ub3 3 how fast it will in f aci: move at the Aller.n Creek site.
2 So I'm suggesting that the rste at which che

3 vater :toves through the subscrfsce at Allena Creek may ha
'

faster or slower than what they est*; ate, since I see no- ' ' 4

5 information.

'

6 MR. SOHINKIt Mr. Chairman, did I understan.1

7 Mr. Bichop to now add a concern to his contentisen vith regard
.

O to surface faulting?

CHAIRhNkOIEE: You did.D

10 MR. SOHINKI If I'm not mistaken that appears

11 to be an expansien of his contention.

13 r CIIAIRMAN k'0IFE Mr. 31shep?

:S MR. NEWRUI Moreover, Mr. Chairie.an, that is a

14 contention which would absolutely fly in the feco of the

15 detarnination of tiva ?artial Initial Decision with regar-i to
~

16 surface faulting beneath the lake.

17 MR. BISHOP: My only response to thet is, at

10 the mct:ent, that surface faulting can provide en

to evenile through which radioactiva water can contaminats the'

20 ground'. And anot-her one of ray contentions concerns faulting.
'

~ ,-
.

21 And I think it'inight be better to wait until we get t'o' that

22 point than to belabor it v'w.

23 CHAIMIAN I',ufE: All right. Have yod finished

y; with contention 12?

25 MR. NICG!AM: Mr. Chairman, I don't believe he
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1;RB/wb10 1 has finished with contentica 12. The closing santence lu:s

2 not been addressed; which is

3 'I contend that the applicant should :tet.

4; be allowed ,to construct t113 ACNGS unicas and unti'.s .

l .-

5 it provas that no radicactive material will reach

- 6 any area resident."

7 I would like to know if that's the bottom line-

'

s of his contention.

9 HR. LISHOF I think probably what that should

10 have said was that radioactive material in an amount which

11 would prove hazardous to one's health should not reach any

12 L area resident.

13" MR. WriMAN Is it your assertion that there will

''

34 he 'a deposit of material in excess of that amount na a resul::
,

15 of the operation of the plant?

MR. BISHOP: What I'm saying is that - I'm
1G]

| gettir.g lost now.37

18 MR. HEhEUI I withdraw the question.

gg MR. SOHINKI: Mr. ChaIrmnn,"in light of Mr. Bishop' s.

20 last statement I would simply like to ask the question as to

-

21 whether he is asserting that any releases or any doses would

22 be in sxcess of any Commission regulation?

23 .

I don't think I am,MR. BISHOP:

l' CHAIFFJCI WOIEE: All right.y

MR. BISHOP: No. Wait a minute. I'm not sureg

! : ^'9 220
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WRB/wbli I what I just said there. I

2 CHAITEAU WOISE: Would you road the question and

3 answer back, Mr. Schinicit question, Mr. 31ocm?

4,- (Whereupon el.e Reporter read from the recorf.

3 as requested.)

6 HR. BISliOP Let no restate that.
-

7 What I cm concerned about is that there will be
'

8 a greater cmount of radioactivity that can get 1ato the drink-

9 ing water of the area residents, and that the amount that

i
10 J can got into the trinking water of the area residents will

*

11 ae a factor in their -- vill be deleterious to t'neir henith.
12 And I also think that the amount that could get in there

p.

13 could be in fact considerably greater than the applicant

1% astim:ttes.

15 CILW) TAN WOLPE: Jre you so:1sfio! with the

13 ansacr as being rasponsive?

17 MR. SOHINKI: What I was referring to,

18 Mr. Chairman, was that 10 CF t Part 50 Appendix I includes

to doses from all pathways, inc.tuding the drinking water pe.thway.,

20 And it appears to me that if what Mr. Bishop is contending

21 is that the commission's regulations are not sofficient to

22 Protect the public health and safety - in other words, that

23 the doce limits nre too high - then the.t's a challenge to the

2g regulations.

25 on the c>ther hand, he may ho aste~ tine that the

| '9 221,
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WRB/wbl7 1 doces will be too high to comply with Appendi:t I. And that*

2 would be another contention. SBut I don t understand hi:n to

3 be doing that.

4 CHAIlW.H WOLPE: Do you understand the dictinc~

5' tion now, Mr. Bishop? And just exactly what are you asserting?

6 MR. SISHOP: Hell I think I'm confused, if you*

7| want to know the truth abcAzt it.
'

s I know that I- I can understand that I'm alleging ,

9j and I can understand how that more radioactivity can get into

10 the drinking water supplies of the ares residents. That I

it understand. But a challenge to the Commission'a rules and

12 regulations, et catera, I don't knows I don't understand that.

13 It's not clear to me.

g MR. LINENBERGER: Perhaps you would permit me an

15 attempt at ccme assistanco here, Mr. Bishop.

16f You feel that you have a basis for believing that

17 applic: ant, perhaps even staff, have undsrestimated, as a

resalt of titeir analyses, the amount of radioactivity that18

;9 might get into the Evangeline aquifer and work its way into.

20 drinking water supplies; is that correct?

21 NR. BISHOP: (Nedding affirmatively)*

22 MR. LINENBERGER: Now, than, you have also made

23 the peint that yeu're not saying that you would require that

24 no activity whatsoevar be allowed to geu into the aquifer

25 and drinking water supplies, but only an amount that might be

; '.^'9 222
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300RORG01
WRB/wbl3 1 injurious to health. In % t a proper characterization?

2 MR. DLC. HOP: (Noddh.g affirmatively)

3 MR. LIIENBERGER: All right, sir.

/ Now in the face of thr:sa two under3ving allega-,

5 tions we have in tho Code of Federal Regulatior,s Part 50 in

s which the Imc has established levels of concentration at or.

.

7 below which an applicant may be permitted to inject radio-
-,

# 8 activity.

9 New is'it the thrust of your contention that
i

, hat vill get into the drinking water supply is higher than1 C, ' w

1i what Part 50 allcus, or is it your contention that mren if

12 it meets Part 50 that is not good enough? Which of those

13 two represents your thrust in this contention?

14 MR. BISHOP: The former.

15 MR. LINENBER3ER: Thank you.
'

16 CHAIRMAN WOIFEt All right.
I

17 MR. NIMMAN Mr. Chairman, I just want to be

18 suro that we have that. Becuase now I believe we have a sub-

stantially restated allegation.to,

20 I believe your contention is now that the efflu-

21 ents through the liquid pathway will be in excess of 10 CPR 50,

22 Appendix I. Am I correct in stating that is your contention,

23 Mr. Bishop?

24 MR. DISHCP Well wht I'm centendi.ng is that

25 the rad.ioactive material that will reach the area residan..s

9 223
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WRD/wbl4 1 vill be a significantly greater quantity than.the applicant

2 es tims.tes.

3 MR. 2W:AN: That isn't the quesf.cn I asked,

4 | nor is it the agreertent that I heard cu xtprosc with. . .

5 Mr. Linacherger..

6 MR. 3ICUOP: What! understood fran what
-

7, Mr. Linsnberger said, one uss whether I was cha.11enging the
~

0 rules and regulationu of tha Regulatorf Comissien and one

0 vas -- which I'm not; I'm not challenging the rules and

10 ragulations of the Regulatcry Ccmmission. I thcught tha was

11 the 1?.tter of his statement.

12 In that right?

13 H R . M EIR G U You're saying, then, that we will

14 not mesh the regulations; is that correct? -that Allons Creek

13 will not meet the res.n21ationc for effluents through the liquid

16 pathuay?-

17 MR. BISHOP: I guass that's right. I'm not

to challenging-

!O MR. NZ1CIAN: You say you " guess that's right."s

20 It's r. very l';portant matter that we understand your conten-
!

21 tionc. Is it your contention that we will not meet - that is,-

22 the plant will not meet the limitations on effluents through

- 23 the liquid pathway?

~

MR. BISHOP: I think the answa r to that la Yes,24

25 that it is my bellaf that there is a possibility that the
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WRD/wbl5 1 radioactive effluent that will prcgress throuch the subsurface

2 could lead to a drinking water Sc.se grsater than that which

!

3 iscentemplatta by the applicant or the rules,

, . ~ 4 I think that- I'm not cha11 engine the rules of

5 the ccamission; which is ulu.t I thought this gentleman was-

6 HR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, that's e.4 new contention-

.

7 It's certainly not subsumed within Contention Ko. 12 An6 I

i :~

9, think it represents a very substantial shift in the nattr:e
,

I

9! i f the allegation. Ita s a contention which, if offered aow,

to would have to be justified as a non-timely filing under'

11 2.714,

12 HR. BISIIOP Well, I don't know. What my

13 contention anys, "I contend the applicant has not adequately
. , .

14 estimate the amount of contaninnted Fater nnd radioactive

15 material that would be ingested by area residont2." That's

16 what it says and that's what I':n attempting to provide a

17 basis for.
-

18 DR. CII2ATUM: May I comment here?

. 19 It's difficult for me to reconcile vour conten-

20 tion regarding seepage of radioactive materials into drinking

21 water when it's based on a sort of relative amount thing-

22 with respect to the last sentenceof ycur contention which says

23 that the applicant should not be allowed to construct the

24 ItCI:GS unless and until he can provs that no radioactive

3 material will ever reach any area resident.

'^'9 225
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WRB/wbl6 1 CHAIRMAN WOJEE: Didn't you amend that, Mr. Dishop ,

2 to exclude the word "no'' and stating "unless he can prove

3 that radioactive materiale injurious to health shall ever

-
- 4 reach any area resident," didn't you insert those words?

5 MR. SISEOP: Yes, I did.
f

6 MR. SOH'RIKI Mr. Chairman, I think my problem'

7 * is that-

'

8 CHAI.1 MAN WOLFE One thing at a time.

9 Let nc address applicant first.

to I 60s't think your argument is well taken. I

11 think Mr. Bishop is nrw firmly on record as to what he means.-
t

12 And I think it certainly can be well inferred frem the third
.

13 sentor.ce of his Contention 12 that he is concerned about

14 radioactive materials contaminating wat62 in excess of Com-
.

15 mission regulations.
i

16 I see no problem with that.

17 Mr. Schinki?

Jg MR. SOHINKI I guess my problem, Mr. Chairman,

;,6 is, as originally written the contention argues essentially.

20 for a zero release.
.

21 CHAIRMAN WCLPE: But he has so amended or so-

22 advised us that by deleting the word "no" in that last sentence ,

23 that he was speaking only of radioactive material hazardous

24 to health. I thcught that covered it.
.

23 MR. NETGAN: Mr. Chairman, excuse me; I think thez a
.

~
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WRB/wbl7 1j is a blurring in this colloquy. I think the gentleman is
|

A| saying that this plant will not neet Part 50 Appendix I
i

3| ilmita. He has said it on several occasions here in the lar;
!

4: few minutes. And I think if that is the nature of his
-

t

5 contention it ought to be so clarified. And I think it also

6| marks a significant deviation from the centention as presently
'

I

7 [ stated. Those nre simp.Te facts.
-

8| ER. SOHINKI: The staff agrees with that,
b

9 MR. Chairman.

10 (The Board conferring)

11 CHAIEMAN WOIJ5:s Wa disagren. The Board agrees

12 that what Mr. Bishop has been saying in his clarifying exulana-.
I

13 tions shows that he is not changing the scopo of his con-

14 tontion and we d.on't recognize thz.t he has e,.ceeded the . scope
i

15 ' of his contention.

16 | So y'au may proceed.

;- Had you finished with this contention No. 12?

18 | If so we'll have e ten-minute recess.
I:nd 2C 13 (Recess)

'

2D 7.350 20 CHkIRMAN WOIEE: All right.

-

21. I Mr. Bishop, please continue,
t -

22 , MR. BISHOP: If we could move to Contention 15.
2.; ; could I skip 14 for the moment? Contention 13 never existed.

24 | 173 were going to resubmit it, but we never did,-

g5 j No.14 I would like to skip and ccme back to, if
I

! ^'9 227
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WRB/wbl8 1 I couJd. 9
'

,,

2 So, if I could go to No. 15 now I v uld appreciate
!

3 that.

4 Contention 15 concerns faulting in the area ofe

5 the plant.- It basically says that the applicant has not

6 conclusively shown that surface faulting does not, and cannot,

7 exist at the plant site, which would inclu ch the cool'ing
B lake, the lake dam and the various and sundry buildings.

-

9 Now the geologic, seimnic and engineering charac-

to teristics of the sita are all-inportant and neel to be well
11 , understood when one is consicering siting a plant.

I
i

12 1 The t'iing that concerns ma is I know the applicant (,

13 has done a lot of work in trying to determine v/ nether or not i[
I.

14 subsurface or surface faulting exists at the plant area.

15 However the applicant says, lio,1, that faults do exist at

16 the location of the site in the deep subscrface, and they

17 are basing that on the fa.:t of scue vibroseis data that was

18 run in the early seventies, e.nd apparently some Amoco 011

19 Company seismic data that was run in the middle sixties.,

20 Now what concerns me here is that the vibroseis

21 was run on about a 2000-foot grid. In other words, the vibro-
,

22 [ seis lines were about 2000 feet apart, while the Amoco grid
. 1

g3 ' was about one to two miles apart. Now this type of a grid

is entirely too cloue, in my opinion, to conclusively disprove24

25 or prove that surface faults exist in the area of the plant.
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WRB/wbl9 1 The type of pattern that is cur ently):aing

2 used, if one is interested in conclusively looking at the sub-

3 aurface is something called a 3-D technique which involves

47- seismic lines run on a 50 meter to a 100 meter grid.

5 So what concerns me is that the applicant

6 in their efforts to determine whether or not faults exist at-

7 the site, have used a grid that was too coarse for them to

-

3 have seen it.

3 Furthermore, the vibroseis informatfon tras run

10 only over the area just of the plant itself, and was not run

11 over the are.a of the dam or the cooling lake.

12 The applicant also indicated that they had

13 reasonably good resolution, they thought, of faulting from the

14 vibrosein information up to about 1000 feet from the subcur-

15 face, but that the upper 1000 feet, as near as I could tell,

!6 was not well defined. And that really is what we're most

interested in, is the top 1000 feet, not the bottom 1000 feet.17

18 Now tho applicant has indicated that there are

. gg no faults which extent to the surface, based on their analysis.

20 -However, in their submittals they show a contour map of tha
-

21 Wilco:f,-Yagra formation which could be interpreted as having
.

22 a fault going through the site. I don't say that there is a '

fault, but I say the data could be interpreted in such a way23'

24 that it night indicate that.

25 MR COPELAND: Again, Mr. Chairman, I think the
.
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WRB/wb20 1 gentleman has gone way beyond his contention.at this point.

2 There is nothing in this contantion that says that there may

3 be a fault at the site that we hcven't located from interpre-

4 tation of cur cwn data. I think this matter was er:ensivelyp
5 erplornd in hearings before, and I think if he has some infor-

6 mation tht suggests there are some faults at the site that'

3

7. we haven't discovered that that would be inforration to
' ~ "

.

8 bring fortrard.

9 But I think he has now gone way beyond his con-

10 tention.'

11 MR. BISHOP: In response to that, I said I was

12 concerned that the applicant did not adequately detarmina

13 that surfacs faulting is present at tha cite. That's tha
,

14 thrust of my argumant.
.

~

-- 15 CHAIIU4AN WOL?E: However you agree tha- the

16 partial Initial Decision specifien11y addressed that and unde
i'
l

17 a determination; isn't that co, Hr. Bishcp?

18 MR. BISHOP: Yes, I understand that

CT:AIIGtAN WOL73: Now,'what in your contention- 19 .

i

20 alerts the Board to anything that would cause us to recon-
.

sider'our decision of Novsaber 1975? --
'

21

22 MR.- BIS!!OP : Well what ccncitrns me hers is that

- 23 the basis on which that dacisica was made did not have the

24 infornafion - Well, if tha...

25 CHAIRMAN WOL?2: What new information are you
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M% [Jilld|h |L|0
WRB/wb21 I talking about? a U L 41 - 11 1)

2 MR. 3ISHOP: What I'm saying is that the applicant

3, did not gather tho information that was needed at the tine

4 of the PID to conclusively show whether or not surface fault-

5 ing existad. so what I'm trying to say, I (r.20ss, is that in

- 6 my opinion the bases they supplied for telling the Board that

7 ! no surface faulting existed was based upon data that was not

. 8 |j. as good as it could have bec22

I

9{ CHAIRMAN WOLPE: It was incomplete?
!
i

10 : HR. BISHOP 3 Yec. That's a much bette.: way of

|
11 ' saying it.

!

12 CHAIRMAN WOL7Es And wherein was that data

13 ; inccmplete, specifically?
!

14 MR. DISHOP: Well the seiEmic data and the vibro-

I seis data that was utilised was run on a wide grid, and,15

16 furthermore, is old data.

17| Now, thera are many advances that have been made

1
~

18 in the geophysicci industry, both in processing instrumentatior.

- 19 an? in the actual running of the surveys. The data that

20 Amoco gathered in the middle sixties is ceindy not- or
.

-

21 one would not think would be of the quality that would te

22 sathered now.
' ~

- 23 . So what I'm concerned about is that they'used old
i

24 data with conceivably outzroded techniques.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And you have nowGr data since
'

t

-
-

.



WRB/wb221 November of 1975; is that correat? *k-
_

2 MR. BISHOP: " fell I don't icacw that I~

3- CHAIR'4AN WOIEE --which would serve to indicate
''

4 that there are fault planes at the site?

5| MR. BISHOP: I'n saying that fault planes could
.

6 exist if the proper data had been gathered to analyze tham.

7 CEAIRMAN WOLF 2: But you don't know if there is
.

8 any new data or preper data that would so indica:e fault

9 planes at the site?

10 MR. DISIIOPs ., Well I think proper c~.ata could be

11 gathored that could indicate that.

s
12 CHAIRMAN WOL72: Well what is the basis for that

i

i

13 : contention then?c

| |
'

'

14 ' MR. DISHOP: The basis is that-

15 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3 Is tilis pure speculation on your

16 Part, or do you have some knowledge that there is batter data

,
17 available since November of 19iS?

18 MR. BISHOP Well I don't know that bettsr data
-

is existo. What I'r. suggesting is that better data could he

20 gathered.

~

21 CHAIPJfAN WOLFE All right.

22 MR. LINENLERGER: One step follown logically from

23 that point, Mr. Bishop. The existence of faults, the postulated

24 existence of faults per sg is not necessarily cause for con-

25 cern unless these faults have certain characteristics as

9 232
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W1B/wb23 1 prescribed by Part 100, which is semetimes acmewhat strangely

2 called " capable faults." '

s So your concern addresses the possible a tiet mce

!
7, 4 of faults not previously datected, but Igather doan not go to

3 the consideration of capability of the faulta I didn't sus

3 thtt in the contention..

7 MR. BISHOP: Well I don't quite know what

e capable faults are.-

9 MR. LINENBERG3R: Well I have to refer you to
.

jo Part 100 of the regs, but wa shouldn't take up the time of

3g the group here to get into that.

12 But if a fault is - if the antiquity of a fault

13 is greater than a certain ago and certain other things about

3 it:-- lack of any evidence of motion in tha Quaternary poeicd,

15 say, it's generally conceded that the existence of this fault
!

. .

16 is kind of a "so what?" thing. So I'm trying to understand

37 how your contention which worrias about "maybe there's a

g fault there," how it might relate to a problem.

, 39 MR. BISHOP: I understand.

20 My concern is that there may be surface faults

in the area of the site. Those faults may be active, and21
,

.

22| the plant has not bcon designed, as near as I can toll, for

h- 23 t e possibility of active faults. '--

i !!R. NUMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would lika to inquircg ::
.

| Those are very direct statements, and just to help in preparine. . .ua ;
'

i
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WRB/wb24 I our portion of the casa, Are those stateilents ':ased upon
F

2 1 your coologic analysis cr is thare data upon *.rhich you arec
:

3[ relying to which you can refer us?

e 4 MR. SISHOP: I can't refer you to any information.

S MR. NEDDG: Thank you.

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Have you completed new uith 157
-

I '
7 MR. BISEOP: Well lot me just maku a couple of-

~

81 quick state.'lents.

9 The applicant made numerous borin7e in the area

10 tihich they said didn't shew any evidence of faultir.g. I would

11 only say that the correlation of Icgs in a very sand-shele

12 cequenct is extr aely difficult, particularly usine logs that,
'

13 as near i/ I can tell, were unscaled. Okay?
.

14. CHAI.'U!AN WOIPE: And you're going behind ths
.

15 evidence that was presented to the Board resul:ing in its

le Partial Initial Dosision; is that correct?'

17 MR. BISHOP: I'm just trying to giv2 the Board

18 come reasons why I feel that the information upod thich the
- 19 Board made its determination concerning faulting mcy have been

:

20 inaccurate. E

21 CHAIid4AN WOLFE All right. /
'

22 MR. BISHOP: The othe.7 thing that concerned me

23 was t.:.lat tho applicant apparently made u.!e of air photos

24 which shewed various lint:cr anomalies in the area. They went

25 j cut e.id examined those linear anocalles and decided that they
I
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WRB/wb25 1 were not concurrent or coincident with curfcce faulting.
2 What concerns rm here in that some of those
3 linears ware sevo::a1 thousand feet in length, and they cpparent -

,

4;- 4 ly went out and looked at the lineer in one pa ticr.lar

5 location. Now I * ave no idea what happened dotrn the litear..

6 But fcults are nou active along their entire length at any-

I
7 one particular time. S 3, consequently, the fact tt-t therf

.

e looked at the line.ars at one particular point I don't bs31 eve

9 would necessarily signify that there could not hnve been a
/

10 fault on down the linear. .

11 - CHAIlMAN WOLF 3: Well I'm sure the question is

12 | going to be addressed to you by apr>l1 cant, so, to save. times
i

13| Do you have any facts to support ycur disinclination to accept

u the findings of the Board baced upon borings and the analysis

is of linears? Do you have any facts at hand to di.spute the
i
I

16. boring data or tha linears?

17 , MR. 3ISHOP: No, I do not.
.

13 CHAI?J4AN M>LFE: All right.

19 Are you new finished?-

l
20 off the reccrd.

-

21 (Discussion off the record)

22 CHAI2 MAN WOLFE Cn the record.

23 Continuo, Mr. Bishop.

'C9 24 , MR. 3ISHOP: With Contention 14 ?his was a
I

,

i
i

25[ contention basically in which I was concerned as to wheth3r or

'~'9 235
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hRB/w 5 1 not the applicant had used accurato cost and enviroarental

2 infornation in cceaparing coal to nuclear. And I was concerned
! !

3r that, had they used accurata infc mation, they might have

g ,. 4, found that coal would have been the preferable alternativa.

!5 The ataff said t.% t "The petition.3r failsd to
i

6| identify any of the data which they allege to be inaccurnte-

1

7 cr to assert any infcIbation " Well, very quickly, ther., to

-

e identiSy that data, it occurred to me that the applicant has

! estimated that the Allens Creek plant vill cost abcut 1.3e

to ! billion to build, which is about want the opplicant thought

|
t1 i South Texas Nuclerr Plant would cost to build. whereas r_ow

i .

12 | the eatimates are 2.7 billion. So I'm concerncd that t?ey've

13 | underastimated the capital cast for Allens cre.ik.

i

14 I also note that thin.ipplicant used a capacity

15 - factor of 80 percant for A11sns Creek. Yet the Departatnt of
i

16 Energy statiatica indicata that nuclear pcnter reactors have

97 ; a historical capacity between 56 and 57 porcenu. And I know

13 of no reason to espect that Allens Creek will do better than

19 the industry.--

20 MR. COP 2 IRID: Wocid you pleano give us thE; cite

-

21 to the DOS report *.'

22 MR. DISHOP: Well, I don't have it. I wish I

did. I don't hava it with me.23

24 They also said that transportation is a big
i

facter in calcula:ing the ecst of the coal altarnative. Yet25
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ifRB/wb271 the outicok for coal slurry linas is rapidly improving, and
2 may supply significantly cheape:c coal to ths Henston4ulf

3 coast area by the time Allens Crank cotid be bailt. ~

4 The other thing that concerns r.e is that the

~

5 applicant has assumed that the futura escalations 1.n fuul

6 costs and construction cnots will be tha same for coal versus-

7 nuclear. I have a hard time with that assumption. Ccal
'

8 cupply exceeda demand, so I have a hard time thinking that

9r coal will escalata rapidly in price.
I

10 ' It appears that construction costs of nucitar

planta are escalating much more rapidly than coal plante, if11 ,

i

12 | one locks at South Taxaa Nuclear Plant. Therefore I'm
i
I13 concerned that the applicantb assumption that cos.1 and nuclear

14 will escalate at the same rato, as to whether that's accurate.

13 One of ths reasons that I am concerned is that

is the applicant made t.ro ccst actimatas, ons when they turned

17 out their ER supplement and ons when they turned out their
.

73 initial Enviro santal Report, and in that they ccupared the
i

. ;g; fuel costa for ceci and nuclear. So if one compares tNe

;c fuel costa for ccal and nuclear at the time they turned out
-

21 !, their ER report and at the time they turned out their supple-
i

22| ment, it's a difference of abcut threa years, and their esti-
i

23 , mato of the price of coal would increase by 142 percent, but
I
h

24 the ectimated nuclear fuel would increase by 607 percent,

25 which indicates that nucionr fuel is escalating in prico much

'~'9 237,
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U23/wb28 1i more rapidly than is ceal,
d

2 :i
t

They further estimated that the cc.pitc'i : ort 3t
a-
..

3 ]l
for a coal plant .S Allans Creek between the two tizie periods

i

*j uculd e.ccalate abcut 94 parcont, whereas ti:e nuclear opti.cn~.

U

5 ! would increasa 144 parcent. S:, again, the pri.ce of the
!

6 : nuc. ear plant is escalating tere rapidly than coal.-

4

-|

7 They alJo esi:imate:i the total prcuent valus

ed gdnerating cost, and you see t'..a same relationship, that
-

0

9 i.l the coal option is significar cly - or the rate of escalstion
i
f
,

to y of the coal option is significantl'* 1ess than J.s the nuclear
.

,

g
%'

1t t opr. ion.
\.\
n'

;2 q. So my problem with their asuunptions has been
.

13j '

that those things are not really escalating at the aame rate
(

14f,'butthatnuclear bas.ed en their own numbers, is increas.ingr

i

15 [ at a significantly more rapid rato, and, had thay usec

te infornation that's currently available, they might have found
9

;7 that she alternati.ve, the coal alternative wouJd have b(ca

13 [ 1ess upansive ar.d cheaper for the public -::han wo 214 hwe
i,

. 19 0 been the nucicar option.
>

End Bloem 20 '
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I Now, I think obvicusly, you know, I as a citizen,
2 am very interestof. in having as cheap a pcwer as I can gar..

\

3 S consequently I'm intarcsted in having the most inexpensive
4g plant built. and my cor. corn is as to whether or not Allans

5 Creek as a nuclear option would be as inexpensivu as would
6 have bass coal.,.

C9 7 Now, addressing the environmental co:tsiderationc

- 8 the Applicant has compared tha environmental fa: tera for ceal

0 varcun nuclear assu:r.ing, as noar as I can tell, everage
10 statistics for the USA as a wnole.

11 Ncw, this appears to cs to be an irg. roper approach. I

12 If I wcro wanbing to date mine what % e environ-

13 m2ntal factorc that ahould be considers.d in siting the Allens

14 Crcok nir.nt, I would have suggoated that ena should have used

15 sito npacific data, co that One would have locked at a c)al

16 plant that would mact the latant EPA perforalance standarla.

17 Ec vonid have loch 26 at a strip mine from the Powder Rivar

la . basis, uhich is in fact v1.cra they accume t:1ey vculd get

their coal from, and they would have ico%ud at a rinrryla,

i

20 pipeline to' bring the coal in.

, 21 And I think without doing this type.of an analysis,
,

22 ! the Ap31icant's figuras in the comparison of the'two options

23 1.3 micleading and could lead to the wrong conclusion.

24 MR. NE3NJI: Parden me. Are the fi'gurso to,

23 which .fou're rofe. ring aconomic firuras?'

^'9 239 ::
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1 MR. BISHOP: What figures?

2 MR, NEEIAN: You indicated that had the proper
(

3 analyeis been made, the figures would have turned out diff.3r-
.

J,m cc.tly. I'm not su;.e what figures,,

5 MR. BISHOP: Cost to environmental factors.
6 MR. NEh7IAN: What environmental factor?-?

*

7 MR. BISHOP: I just read them. Maybe I should have
~

8 gene more sicwly.
'

3, MR. NEhliAN: I'm not satisfied that I've heard the
!

10 . onvironmental factorc discussed. I don't wcnt to fr. pose en
{

.

iI ! the chair, but if vou can just briefly recast those for n:e
i

12 ' again, I'd appreciace that.

13 MRo BISHOP: What I was concerned about was that
i

14 i in making their environmental ccmparison es to wh3ther or act
i

13 ccal virsus nuclear was the p eferred option, gentr:alizad

is numbers were used, as near as I could tell, for the United

37 States as a whole.

;g In other worda, you lookad at all thn train

- 19 accidents that udght occur at sowaplace in tte countz,1,
~

20 et cotera, et cotera

21 Nov, in datermining the environmental considerations~

22 for siting this p. Lint, what I suggestod was that 14 vould

23 have bsen acro proper to he.ve Icoked at a site-specific
I

irstance. In othe: words, loak at Allens Creek, nuclaar24

25 versus coal. See uhat the impact would be at that point, j
!

t
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I Loch and see what the environmental impacts would be of

2 getti14 coal from the Powdtr River strip cline, which is, in
i

3 fact, where you tnought you would cet it. And to look at

4 how yc.:t 1,ould bring in the coal, by slurry pipeline.

5 I would suggest than that mayba the environntental

6, considerations would have cons out differontly.
*

!

7 MR. NEmiAN: Do you have reason to belleve that

'

3 an nnelysis has been done indienting that conclusion?

9 MR. BISHOP: No, I do not.

to MR. Irr41AW: hive you performd auch an analynis?

11 biR. BISHOP: No, I have not. I believe in my

12 opinion the Applic at should do that.

13 MR. NEDIAN: I see. Thenk you.

14 MR. BIS:IOP: The naxu contentian concerned

15! flooding, and the Ocntention van that if a conbination Brazos
0. I

to River ~~ this is 16 - upper bound flood event were comb.'.ned
g

17 with a probabla maxir.um hurricane, which is a liksly event
,

is in my cpinicn, that is what I'm saying, that I think thoue

- tg two occurrencca coald in fzct occur togethor. Ynat the

20 same things that caused onc., could cause the other. So

21 they're not mutually axclusiva. That the floodwatsrc could'

22 overtop the plant's floed prctection dikes, which are at 146

23 feet of elevation.

j No4 on pago 17 the Staff says that the PID ;

I

25 specifically acted that the.se s:.multan0x3 aventt had baar

!
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1 evaluated. Well, I can't find that. In my lboking through

2 the SER and the PID et catora, I see that the Applicant locked
s

U} at these events, but I don't see that they looked at them
4 Simultaneously.<=

5- In fact, if you look at Table D.7 of the PSAR it

6-

ehows an upperbocnd ficodwater elevation with waves generated

7 with a 40 mile an hour wind, which does not indicate to me
'

8 that they used the probable maximum hurricane wind strength,

which would have an impact on the wave height at the play .9

10 MR. NDEGt: Mr. Chairman, that's just flatly

11 inconsistent with the world as it exists.
12 Paragraph 91 of the partial initial decision s.sys,

~

13 describe the analysis of flooding that has been done, and

14 it says:

15 "The Applicant has concluded that Brazos River

flooding, using proaable mavimum flood (PMF) and10

probable muinum hurricane (PMH) criteria for evaluation,y;

16 would result in a stillwater elevatior. 1.7 feet below
plant grader maximum wave runup would, however, rea::h. 19

20 0.7 feet above grade."

21 And the paragraph is initiated by saying that the-

potential for flooding the site from several cources has been22

investigated by the Applicant and independently by the Staff.23 -

1
y CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What paragraph is this, again?

25 ME ' "" ' 91*

'~'9 242
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I MR. BISHOP: Well, in response to that, What I

2 said in the contention and what I said in my oral argument
3 was the upperbound flood event. I didn't say that it was

4 going to be the probable maximua flood, And that la not_,

5 addrouned, as near as I can tell, as simultaneous avents,

6 Ons could easily get the probable maximum flood.

'i dur'ing the probable ma:cimtm hurrict.na

8 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, the paragraph sys.ahs'

9 for itself. It talks about the PMF and the probable maTmum

th hurricane, .I calculates what the slovation is.
11 There's no point in arguing it further. Tha PID

12 says --

13 MR. BISHOP: No, there is a difference hatween the

14 upperbound flood event and the probable mixinum flood. They

15 are not one and tha zame.

16 C M M WT WOLFEt Wo're just gof.ng to have tc read-

17 we don't have the ?ID before us - we us.nt to read the

18 transcript, and we'll make our determination based on the

. 19 argtuents.

20 MR. BISROP Well, I want to be sure - I undcr-

21 stand what they're saying - but I want to be sure that we're-

22 t,.1 king about the cpperbound, which is cicarly pointsd out

23 on Tablo D.7 of th3 PSAR.

24 CHAIRMA:1 WOLFE: All right.

25 MR, BIS.IOP: Okay. In any event, what I'm
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I concerned with is had they evaluated.that, that they woald
2 have found, then, that the flooding that could occur would

3 have overtopped the protection -- the dam arid dike protection
4:- at the plant.

5 Tha next contention was 17, in which I was

-

O concerned that the Applicant had not fully considered the

7 effects on the plant of materials that could be 2:eleased

*

8 during a train accident.

9 Ncw,, I understand that the Applicant analyzed what

to could happen based upon an explosion of one carload of TWJ,

iI and they also looked into what could happen if chlorine gas

12 were released.

13 The thing that concerns me is as to why they used

14 one errload of TNT. In other words, I ces no statistics

[3 Which indicate that a train carries only one earload of TNT.

16 It may have carried 10 carloads of TNT- And if one detonated,.

17 I wculd suspect that all 10 would detonate.

18 So I'm concerned that they may have underestirated

19 the impact of a detonation of n quantity of TNT in the trains,

20 and what I think would have been more proper vculd have been

21 to have investigated the amount of TNT that was carried, and*

22 then looked at what that amount would have been.

23 As far as chlorine gas is concerned, they said that

y some chlorine gas Oculd get to the plant, and that they vers

25 going to protect the plant from chlorine gas through the use
^
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I of monitoring systems. That ceems very reasonable to n.e.

2 But the thing that concerns me is that tra.ina

3 carry many other types of chemicals in quantities, such as

4
,a . sulphtric acid, ammonia, nitric acid, crrbon dioxide, hydre-

5 carbons, fluids, et cetere, and there han been no analyzation

. 6 made, as near as I can tell, on what would be the 'mpact of

7 the plant upon the release of those chemicals.

8 And what really concerns no is that in the re'aase-

9 of those chemicals the plant has no monitoring cystem whereby

10 it could be alofthd that those chemica.'.s were in the air,

11 that they vare floating toward the plent, could engulf tLe

12 plant, and thereby enter the plant through the air ccnditioni.q

13 vonts and create either a combuctible rituation ina13.e the

1d plant, or could create a situation such as the plant is trying

15 to be protected for from chlcrine gas.

16 MR. CO?MTD Object, Mr. Chairman. That's again

17 9aing way beyond his content on. The question of detection

ta monitoring and detonation are two complately different

_
1g conter tions.

20 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3 :Mr. Bishop, is that so, that you

21 have expanded your contention to include a request that there.

22 be monitoring?

23 MR. BIS!IOP: Well, I contend that the Applicant

y did net fully consider the effects on the plant of other

25 hasardous matarials.
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I! CHAIR!GM WOW 3: You didn't say at the smo time,

2 y in that same sent-?nco, Applicant has not Eully ecnide- td
( !

3! ths effects of other hazardota natorials that should be
i<

4 h carried by rail car, nor considerad precc..Itionary technictes^

5 such as menitoring systems? You didn't add that last phrase,

-

S [ d.'d ycu?
|

7 |, MR. BIURCP Well, but I thought it was self

* '

6 evident. In other wordi, in the instance of chlorino gaa
,

is they went into great detail about their conitoring systenc.

10 , So it secms celf evident to no that monitoring syst.cus would
.

I
!! ' havo to be installed if one wanted to protect the plant from

12 } various and sundry chs:sicals that could he releasal.

13 CHAIRMAN WOLF 2: All right. W3'll j w: have to

14 mi:a c Ir detemination, whethor that in e:cpanding the scope,

1

13 of the contention.

I s, ' All rig.it. Preceed. ,. . . -
j

17 Had you finished with 177

!8 MR. SOUINKI: Mr. Chr. ire n, it seems to ma that
3

. 19 Mr. Bishop has not addrested hinsalf to the crus: of either

20 the Applicant's or the Staff's responne, and that was that
I

21 this Boa':d in the partial initici dacinion agreed, after*

22 hearing testi=ony, tMt mafre accidento cccurring 3ither en

23 a highany or a railroad hr.ve been evaluated, and that thesa

poc.ential hazard cources need not be considered in the designgg t

2g of the facility.
,

'~
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1 CHAIRFMI WOIEE: Well, Mr. Bishop has said that

2 ha underatands, ccroncons7.:/ or correctly, that thu Aoplic. int's

3 and/or Staff'c ovaluation was haced on ene car!.ond of T!W, or

4 g whate.er, and int.daqucta concidorations of tha cacapa of+

5 chlorine, chlorir:o shipments.

| He may or he may not have r. ads out a full csse- 6
1

7 for t3is, for reopenitz.g the record,

g (The Ecard conferring.)*

9

10

"

P00RBRMAL
13

14

15 ~'9 247
16

17

18

19-

20

'

21

22

23

24

25
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'"

wel/6 i CHAIFEAN WOLFE: To the a:: tent that ha has or has
wel/agb1

C9 241 2 not made cut a case for stating that the Board's dacision should

*3 be rc-o::arined because cf some inadequacy regarding -- wherein

! -

' 4' he may or may not have made out a case, Mr. Schinki. If he
,

5 ' hasn't,'why then the PID stands. If he mde out a case,

'

o{ " why then we'll ju'st have to proceed to re-open that portien

7 ~ of the-record. I don't think we're advanding it by saying
.

8 'what he-has or has not done. If he husn' t, well that's the

9 end of it.

10 Unknowingly or knowingly, I think both Applicant

11 and Staff are trying to help you out on this point that you

12 havo to make your casa on your oral argument as to, certainly

13 as to wherein our PID was not based on accurate or good evi-

14 d2nce or that new information has come to the fore since that

15 time.

16 MR. EISHOP: Okay, let me respond to that then.

17 It says here according to the Staff that the Staff has

18 evaluated the off2 cts of major accidents, et cetera, et cetera,

'

19 et cetera, including potential hazards. Potential hazards.

20: Now what I've crgued here is Wat I'm concarned

*
21 about TNT and the quahtity that they analyzed. .I am not

22 concerned about chlorine gas particularly because they have

23 monitoring systems for that. But my contention er.id that

,

the Applicant has not fully conside' red the effects on the24.

25; plcat of other hanardous materials that can be carried by

.
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PC01 DR 81U1'
wel/cgb2 rail car, and I listed a number of those hazardous materials.

2
So what I want to be sure of is that I'm clear(

3
that I am not confining the contention to TNT and chlorine,

F it's other hazardous materials that can be carried by rail '

such as sulfuric acid, amenia, et cetera, which have in fact
- 6

- you know, when there's a train wreck, they evacuate areas

7
when that kind of stuff gets icose. So I'm concerned that

8
the plant needs to be able to monitor that kin:1 of stuff.

9
That's all I'm saying.

10
CIIAI:dAt! WOLI'E: A'1 right.

II MR. EISHOPi Contention 10 concerna the possi-

1 ~'' bility -- well, it's roncerned uith the aazards that could

13 come to the plant through an aircraft accident.

I4 Would you like me tc addrosa that or -~ inasmuch

15 as the Applicant and the Staff asked that I be consolidated
16 with comebody on this oarticula: issue.

17 CHAIPdMT WOLFE There's no need ta discuss it.
18 MR. DISHOP: I havo no objection to that.

- 19 MR. MSWMA:i: Pardon me, Mr. Chairman, that's not

20 the stato of the reccrd. The Staff, I believe., did suggest

* 21 the centention be admitted and consolidated. The Applicant

22 opposed the contenuion on the basis that no bas:.s .has..been
23 furninhed to relitigats the issue on the PID.

24 CHAIFMA!T NOLPE: Wall chore is an outstcnding

25 objection to which you had best address ysurself, the objection

'^'9 249
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P]DR ORIGINAL
'"

Iwel/agb3 being posed by Applicant. You better answer that.
2

MR. BISHOP: Okay, one mor.ent. Let me read this,-

s

3 please. '

4f CHAIPl!Mi WOLFE: It's page 15 of Applicant's
-

5 response, Mr. Bishop. 14 and 15.
-

6 MR. BISHOP: Okay. Nell very quicxly then, what
i

7 I was concerned about was whether or not there might be an
f-

8- aircraft accident or aircraft in the area that might create
9 a -hazardous situation to the plant. AM I guess what the

10 ' - Applicant said was....

11 (Pause. ),i

12 (Witness seading document )

13 MR. DISHOP: Okay. What is says hara is:

14 " Petitioner offers no support for the

IS assertion that any airport will be constructed
-

t
16 in the near future" -- and I assume they're mear.ing in

T .g

17 close proximity to the plant.

19 I wo'11d like to say that at the present time-

19
-

HouHast,- Incorporated, is a firm thati. sis preparing to locate
20 an airport on Highway 1093 south of Katy. The airport! is

"
21 suppoced to have two runways of 7000 feet and 10,500 feet --

22 MR. COPELMID: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, I think

23 he's now gone beyond the contention. His contention is that
24 there will be an airport, as I appreciate it, within 10 miles

,

25 of the site. I balieve by his own definition now he's more

'^'9 250
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wel/agb than 10' miles away from the site. /
CHA.'N4AN UOLFE I don' t hnoti.q

3 MR. t;3PELAND: South from Katy, sir, is definitely

C mora than 10 miles away frcm out plant site.

5
MR. BISHOP: The contention says: "There's

6 a high likelihood of a conmercial airport being

7 '

built in the near future in close proximity .to
.

O the plant," is what it says.
,

i
I9 Now closo proximity can bo defined in different

,

to ways.

1I MR. COPELAND: I believe in your contention, sir,

12 you were challenging our assumption as to the fact that the

13 aoarest commercial airport is more than 10 miles away fron.

14 the site, that is your contention. That is your challenge to

15 our assumption, as I read your contention.

16 If yoa're not challenging that, then I don't

17 know what your contention is. You have to base it somehow to

18 our analysis or to the --

' l9 MR. DISHOP: Ny contention is there are at
,

20 least two airports that are being planned currently in the
.

21 area caf the reactor.

22 CHAIP3 FAN WOLFE: Within 10 niles from the site?

23 MR. EISHOP: One of them is, the other one I'm

24 not sure.

25 MR. COPELM7D What's the ons that is, sir?

i^ 9 251s
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'"

Iwel/agb5 liR. DISIIOP: The'Sealy airport, which is certainly

2 within 10 miles of the plant.
I
s

3 MR. COPELAND: What's the cice, whera is it

4('' going to be located to and what's your source?

5 MR. DISHOP: Well the Houston FAA is the source.

~

6 MR. COPEIAND: Who?

7 MR. DISHOP: What do you nean who? You mean, who

'

3 at the FAA?

~

9 MR. COPELAND: Yes, sir.
I

10 MR. DISHOP: I'm sorry, I can't tell you that.

11 In other words, I called the Houston PAA for

12 the information, I can't tell you exactly who the persc4 was.

13 Anyway, my concern here is that thera are two

14 airports that are currently on the drawl.1g boards which are

15 going to be in reasonably close proximity to the plant. One

* 16 of them is going to have a runway of 7000 feet, with a second

- 17 runway of 10,500 feet, which would be e' ugh to accomodate

18 businens jets and cargo planes.

-

19 So my concern here is that =,mee the plant has

20 nct been designed with an airport being in close pror.imity

-

21 that this.J.s a situation that needs to be investigated and

22 litigated.

23
~

Number '19 expresses my concern that the coolir.g

24 lake vrill increase fogging ip the area. Now the Applicant

states that the c'coling lak&'may increase January daytime dogs25

.' 9 252'
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wel/ag'c6 I, with a wisibility of lens than one e p1 '19 I ! percent,
,t.

, February daytine fags by scmetaing like 7 to 9 percent, andai

( !
3 thar elso indicatc tha: these ' fogs will be reanoaably e:: ten-

t

,4
g *] sive cnd will oxtend to the araa highways, nare.;.y 1093 and

5.
5 Highway 36.

!

S-

And I'm conce:rned that this Icggin7 capability

7 ;li-| conctitetes a hazard far the area residents. I'n also cor.-
n .

3 t'-

ca ned as to whether or not the Applicant's calculations for.

9. ' fogging are corre:t since they'have not taken into account the
i

10 D p riode of calfs wl.nds during which fog generation, 3.t would
^

11 | occur to me, could be significant.
'

12 1, .. So r1 contention is that fogging in a hasard
Il

{3 j in the araa, taat de calculations of the Applicant as to the
14 ' amotmt of fogging nay be in error due to the fact that they
15 . have not taken into accotmt a calm wind situation and that

i
3 , it would be pr,sferablo, therefore, to have built sone othcr16

17 sort c? cooling device such as_ natural draft to.sers wh3.ch, if
_

18- I c uld read the iaformation thatthey presented, would not
'

havo ' oen e.va.cted to inc:: ease the aret fogging inden a3 much10 r.

20 as the cooling lab optLon did.

'

21 | N.t. NEtmM: Mr. Chairman, could we hold on hero
-

i

22 ' a mint.to? I don't. See anything in the contention relating to
- 23 - the ure of cooling towars. Moreover, that's a matter thati

24 has likcWise b.3en considerta ud disposed of in the P.7D.
{l .

25 He has otrayed now beyond the scope of cha contenticn.-

~'9 253.
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Iwal/cgb7 MR. DISHOP: What I 3 aid was that the Applicant

2
should redesign the cooling facilities. I mean, that clearly

(
,L,

'i means or could mean natural draft towers.

4p CHAIRMAN WOLFE Have you addressed yourself to

5j Staff's> objection on page 19 of their response?
!

*

6| MR. 111 SHOP: Well I guess their objection basically

7 is on page 20 where they say that
*

8 ' Petitioner provides no information that

9 would negate the Staff's conclusion....," I thifik that's

10 what they're saying,*..and furthermore, they do not allege

il that 1.horo is any cooling facility that would

12~ 7 result in this potential for fogging."
* ~

.
-

..

13 Uell what I.have said is that . vinca tho. analysis

14 | did not include the condition of calm weather ~~
f

I
-

15 CHAIPMAN WOLIT: The condition of what, please?,

1

15 MR. DISHOP: Calm weather, that thuir estimate

1
17 | of the amount of fogging in the area may have been erroneous

;

18 1 and, therefore, their conclusions that they drew fr5iii their

| data nay not be proper. And I suggest that a natural draft
- 19

20 cooling tower might result in less fogging in the area than

21 would a cooling lake.

22 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.
I

23 MR. NEWPAN: Mr. Chairman, I would . , to inquire

24 before we Icave that whethe.r the factor of a calm wind

25 situation has boon taken into account in any analysin than
. -
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wel rp

j' j Q j
(Iwzh/agb8 Mr. Bishop has performed.

2 Mll. ICSHOP: ho,it his not.
(

3 M:t. 1:DmAN: And do you have a secondary source
4 which you relied upon for your conclusion which you can cite~~

5' us?

6'

MR. DISL!OP: No, sir.

7 Ntmber 20 concerned lightning. Tha Applicant
*

8 in the. PSAR indicated that he intands to :)rovida sona pro-
9 tecticn from lightning stroke or lightning flasnes.

10 The v.hing that concerns ma here is that the

11 inforption provided in the PSAR is insufficient for me to

12 datornino if the plant is properly protecte'd from lightning.
' It cays that "The App 3tcent is going to protect13 '

14 critical non-metallic and metallic plant atructures
15 from lightning unless those structures are effectively
16 ahicided by adjacent structures."

17 What that says is, I think, that if youlve get
'

18 a tall building naxt to a short huilding, that they're not
^

- 19 going to. provide lightning protection for the sacrt building
20 beacure it's offectively shielded by the big ona.

'
21 B'at ny problem is.that they provida no informatiott

. .

22. and ne data, so I don't knew how they're going to determine

23 ' what is effect.l.ve shieldinc. Therefore, it occurs to me that
'

24 the plant may be it: properly prgected from light:ning and that

25 tharc is son.e poscibility that the plant could : ustein darage

'"'9 255] ,,
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.

I ' " ' 4wal/agb9 to critical plant components.

2 MR. SOHINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Chairnan, can I go
(

3 back to Ndmber 19 for just a minute because I just wanted to
4 make onerpoint because of the implication by Mr. Bishop that,-

5 something important had been left out of the fogging statement,,

6*
and that's t.'itir rogard to this statement that c.Wi-conditigns

. 7 "had not been considered in the analysis.
'

8 At pags S.2-6 of the FES Supplemen:, it indicates

9 that thertr essentially is no ca3ra condition or no calm conditio:1s

10 on the sito, that at the 60 mater level the calm conditions

11 exist 3.1 porcant of the time, and at the 10 ms:er level the

12 calm conditions exist 0.3 percent of the time. ""

13 So I just don't want to leava the implication

14 that -- as Mr. Bishop has, that .something significant has been
.

15 left out of the analysis.
~ ' ' '

16 CHAIRMAN WOIEE: All right.-

17 MR. DISHOP: Number 21 expressed at conc 4rn

la about the cooling lake av4 ths fact that it's going to contain
- 19 radioactive water. And what concerns me hers 1.s that the sedi-

'

20 ment at the botton of the lake is going to be radioactive

21 and will become more radioactive with time, as noted by the'

' Applicant, since the Applicant indicates that cesium-137 will,22

23 in fact, beco:ra entrained in the sediment.

24 Now what I'm really concerned about here is that.

25 the Applicant, as near as I can tell, has assumad that the

x
-
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web /e.gblo ' radicactive concentration in fish in the lala wera'cale'11;ted

,l
~ .' on the asaumption dat they ar c in equilibrium with the ave rage

G
s

3!J concent.ntion in the cooling 3 ake.
.i

/

'di If I understand than statemen: it says chat if the co
'"

/

iu

'p is a certain concentration of radioactive r.aterial in ths .:ake
t

f+W

g watar that the fis;. Vill alao have that particular amount : f
;

Ii radioactivity in them.
i

3'*
Now I think it's gancral knowledge that finh c.nd

9 other crganicca, as one goes up the food caain, in f act car.-

N| centrato their radioactivity in the watar that they ingent.

II
. So what concerns me here is that the Applica w ,<

er

n'
- | in ascuming that the radioactivity in the fish was going to be

.

13I the sano as the radioactivity in the water, has made an
l

14!i error.
|.-

>; MR. CCPELM D: Again, fir. Cha.irmart, I wouli object
I |

12 to this whole argur.cnt. I think he has a completely diffe;ent

17| argumsnt than his contenti3n. IIis contention discusses en:.y
I
e

IS |. the pathway for humana, thare's not a .;orf in .wre abou- the
b

,

- 13 ' pathua:I for fish cr any otaer aninals.

M Int. DISIIOP: I said thet they were constru=ti:vJ

21 [
'

a facility that would be hazardous to peoplo's health.
P

M- In an/ event, the thing that concerne ne here is
|

U' that I'm very concerned with that' assurption that the fish

M i are going to have the srce radicactivity r.s the water. Thit
i
i

25
{ is a key in ny concern.
t
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cel/ag'll CIAI?"AN WOLFE: I don't think thau you have puto
I

9
. 11 out specifically. And you rust a&t..t you haven't npecified-

i d

3 h that cancern in ycur Contention 21. I n't thIt so, Mr. 3ichop?

.a #d H2. 2ISHOP: Well, sir, I doi't d ink so. I : aid
l'
'3 the lake vill contain radicactfie naterial., and t.he material
i .'

6 P'
w.)uld increr.se ovsr time. Ar.d 'fe know t'rtt tha t'c a rec: t-

4
' a, azional. faciliEy' in which peop'c r.re sof.ng to be svinniac .

, ,, n-
o, fishir.g, et c2: era. . So what I a:r. trying to got at are the

'i.
9j irapacts that will anppen to the pul'lic as they Ise this thing

.:

10 l at: a ':2croaticaal facill.ty.

ClO 1 Aayway, aro you interE.Sted in a re IertmCa'.' '''his.

.1

12 " camo free an ER Sipplement, paga S5.3-2,
0

13y C.!AIIWW WOLFE: All right.
o

14h._. MR. IISHOPr So l' a conce'.ned ther that th?
i'

f5 I fish :.a the late .ill hava a 312nificart'.7 highar r;.dioact.ivity
I'

16 than las been asc .med by :he Applicant. Anit I'm t.l'30 "ary

p
.

17 conco:. .ad because re.ny of the fish in the lako are 3qtuo.n-
'l10 h d.ecil:.ng fich. And since the A?plicant has indi.cated that the

I
- 19[ cedia.at -in the 1c :e is going to be mo e radion:tive thaa the

r
20 p waterc the bottom-dwelling fish will h;ve a higaer susceptibili ty

a

e 21 to gather up radic. activity than with s:me o.: hor ki.nd of Eish.
'

'
i.

o
22 i- S.2 it. concerns r.3 that they nay here under-

;

!

23 e?tiranted the amcent Of r.tdicactivity that a bctton-dw311;.nq

24 f'.sh .: auld get ard ev:an more underestir itod t'1za what a
i

23 [ sirfai:a watar fist might get.

!, -,g qrg
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1

wel/agb12 That was very peorly stated, I'm sorry.

2
C'iAIN!AN UOLFE: Mcll I understood it, I was

( .
\

3 !
marcly smiling that your contentions are intorconnected, which

4

f in ttum was roant to be scme sort of a compl4 :Lnt to you.

O
MR. SISHOP: Thank you.

3|
-

CIIAIAMAli WOLFE All righi:.

7 MR. 501IINKI: Mr. Chairman, I don' c understand
i ao

j tne eruse for the concern in light of tha fact that the staff
.

9 assur.u d, for the purposes of Appendix I calculations, that

10 the maximum individual concured fish fron the lake, as well
11 as dr.:nh water from the it.ke, as well as used t.:e lake for

12 racreation, so even if there is greater activity in the fish

13 w2ich that individual consurrd than in the water. itself,
I4 t'lat'c been taken into accour t in those calculations, uo %
15 don't quite under:cend uhnt P.r. Bishop's concern is.,

16 MR. HIS!!O?: Could I clarify that, then?

17 What I'n conv.ending then is that the Applicant's
to calculations- of liquid radicactivy dosaga may be in error
19 becauce they have anderestimated the radioactivity that people

'
20 can get from the Zish pathway, and that the dos. Age that man-
21 may get might axceed the limits as stipulatad in 10 CFli 50.
22 Now, if I read 10 CFR 50 right, Appendix A
23 I think, it st te:. th2 design objective cf three millirem per
24

. year. Now I think the Applicant has a c' tic?11ated dosage of
!

23 1.4 m'.11irems per year, most of which ca.ess frca eating fish,

'"'9 259
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I
wel/agb13 namely, 1.2 millirems per year.;

2
And what I'm suegesting is that if they hava

3
g badly underestimat2d the enount of radioa:tivity that the fish,

/7 4'
cun absorb that their calculat ion then of the 1.4 milliro:rs

5 is in error and is in error by enouglt that it could exceed

6 the design objectivs of 10 CFR 50.

7

- ,

300RBRIBilO-,

10
1.

11
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I| But the key to the argument is this statement that

2 the fish will have the same concentration as the water - or
( !

3]oneofthekeys.
!!

4 j) MR,. SOIIINKI: I just wnnt to point out for the.

i

3| raco:-d, Mr. Chairmen, that that was not the Staff'a aestucption
;

I in its calculationa, In fact, if Mr. Bishop had reviewed the
* '

7| , section that the Staff quoted in the SER which referen&2s
a$t,

34 A;,pendix C - er the I'ES -- which references Appendix C cfl
3 that document, he vould have read that we assumed that ther

e

!?
.
radioactivity concentrates in the fish, and so regardleus of

{I [I what the Applicant assumed or dJan't assume, Staff's 2ppendix
!

12 ' I calculationa mado the ascumption which fir. Bichop claims
:

13 should be mado.
i

14 i MR. BIS::0P: Well, I would further state that,
d,

?5| ccncerning the bottca dwelling fish, that it concarrs ma as

I
15 | te rhother or not that has beon taken into account, when i40

|
17 was asstuning the enount of radicactivity that wculd be

is ccacenuated in rho fish population, becausa thoro are nany
- 1s bottom dwelling fish in this tres whha muck around in the

20 med at the bottom of the lake, and consequently arn in closo

2I proximity to radioactive material that might be in the bottan-

22 , of the lake.

23 ML Cor3IMD: Mr. Chairnan, I apologiac for linking

24 this mere than it asedo to me, but I think I should point out

25 that he has misqueced page S.3.3-2 in making hin argument, and
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1 I would just like the Board to road that for themselves and
2 decida.

\ 3 CHAIR 2nN WOLFE: All right. fir. Bishop?

4 MR. DISHOP Contsntion 22 concerns - or e:: pressed,

5 ny concern that t01e cooling lake was larger than was needed
6 for one nuclear plant..

7 Nw, t'le 5thff says that the amount of land is
I

8' email in comparison to all the land in Texas. Well, that may
,

9 be, but land is a Mininishing source, and in my opinion should
10 ha protected whenover possible.

1! ! Tow, it would appear *o me as though tha?,by

building a larger cooling lake than is necessary the Applicant12

13 is essentially reducing the food ciop prcduction of the area,
14 killing various and sundry trees, and detracting from the
15 sconic beauty of the area.

14 Ncw, I can see no reason to have a lake the si::e

of thu one designed, and it would appear to me that what17 ,

je should be designed here la a lake that woald maximize the

, is total resident productivity and well being in the a ea.

20 MR. Lrt2NSERGER: Mr. Bishop, you made the

. 21 statonant that you see no reason for the lake being the size
'

22 it is. Is that statonent - is there a basis for that
23 statenant that yot could give us?

24 RR. BI3 HOP 'los, I think the Applicant indicates

that t.he cooling inke is in fact larger t. tan is necesarry for25
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I the Allons Creek Hunber One unit, and that's a'.1 we're

2 concerned with here at t a present time, is the nunba one
(

3 unit.

4 New, what they indicate is that they d like to8
.

5 build a bigger cooling lake than necessary so that they can

* 6 put in a second plant at some later time.

7 But we're onlycancerned with unit nunber one here.

8 So I contend that we need to build a lako that is tha aize

9 necessary for thio unit.

10 MR. LIEINBERGER: Aro you saying it is your

11 undarctanding that Applicant has sized the lake for more than

12 one plant?

13 MR. BISHOP: Well, it's my understanding, and I

14 think the Applicar.t says 'that, in the reading of all this

is stuff.

1G MR. L L ENB3RGER: Thank you.

17 MR. BISHOP: On 23, this was an alternata site

18 contantion in which - unless I'm in error - the Applictnt

19 and the Staff wanted this consolidated, or proposed that this

ba consolidated, with another party, at least as far as points20

-

21 A and C were concerned.

22 That I accept.
.

23 What I an concerned about, however, is the

24 alternativo of basing this site offshore. Now, it would

25 appanr to me that an offshore site has a ready supply of
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I ccoling water, could be located near the shore, and that few

2 people would be involved with the plant.
(

3 Now, the Otaff arguedr I believe, that we

4 snouldn't consider that altertiate site, because it,

5 was something that the HRC had not yet licensed. But that

* 6 1:3 not, in ny opinion, a particularly good argument.

7 In othar words, there's nothing wrong with breaking
'

8 now ground. So I don't think t'le argument that it hasn't

9 been done before holds much watSr.

10 So I guass what I'm saying is that I think it is

11 a viable option which ought to be considered by the Board,

12 and that the argucc.ent that it haan't been done '.oefore 3hould

13 not be overriding in this particular instancs.

14 Well, I'n scrry I took so much tima.

'

15 CHAIRMT.N WOLFE Anything elsa with regard to

16 Mr. Bishop's -

'I f ' MR. NENHAN: Just one matter that I'd like to

18 raise regarding the support that Mr. Bishop has ftu nished,

19 Particularly I think in support of Conhantion N. trier 3,,
.

20 which - I'm sorry - Contention 2, Mr. Chairman. The

-

21 contention is that there's a high likelihood of there being

22 a Disn2yworld or a Six Flags over Texas situation here.

23 I asked Mr. Dishop for the underlying hacia for

23 tnat statement. He raferred me to a newspaper article.

25 I have what nay be the articla, but I can't

'
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1 believe that it's the same sourca. Maybe he can vnrify it

2 for me.
,

"

3 There appears to be a gossip cc?,umn ~ or what in

4 Washington we'd call a gossip column - by Marge Crtrabaker.

5 Could I just read it to you, and you tell me if

, 6 this is the right cue?

7 MR. BISEOP: I' L1 tell you that is the right one.

/ 8 MR. NEW.GN: The one that talkc about Mary Frances -

9 well, let me just read it to get it in the record, so that

to the Socrd knows whe.t -

11 (Laughter.)

12 It's entitled " Super People."

is "Although the land purchases were made through

14 Attorney Sam Sloane, that 316 acre tract in Fort Bend

15 County . . . really beJ.ongs to Mary Frances and Roy

...It has a mile of f.tontago . . . Mahr Frances saidis

17 those rumors floating around abou: a big amusement

18 Park are sort of valid, because they've been kicking

19 that idea about. But as of not plans for the eventual-

20 ura of the property aren't really dscided. Whatever

-

21 they build will be sonnational, you can bet et that.

22 Mary Frances ' aked simply rapt."
'

23 (Laughter.)

p- I assum: that's the same one?

25 MR. BISEOP: You're absolutely right. And I would
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1 only like to say that it's frequently the most valid sourcer
2 of infor:r.ation, through columns like that.

2l CHAIRM72 WOLFE: All right. If thaie's nothing
!

J else, thank you.,

5 We hava to recess by no later than 3:00.

S 6 Unfortunately our conference rcom has been leased for so:ne

7 | othar activity toalght.
I B Could Je go off the record non for a m:: ment?

9 (Discussion off the record.)
10 CHAIRNJ.N WOLFE: 3ack on the record.
If We've Scan discussing scheduling for tomorrow.

I
'

12 Wu will proceed as best ua can with the people who are

13 present at the tizo.

14 HR. COJELAND: Mr. Wolfe, before we raccss, you

15 inquired this morning about stipulations we may have reached

16 with TEXPIRG yesterday, and I think for purposes of the

17 Ecard's schadulir.g, it might be helpft1 to you to know wh.tt

is we agreed on yests;rday. You inquired about that this

to morning, and requesMd that ce defor that until Mr. Scott.

RO shewed up.

- 2; C7tAIRM3M WOLFE: Yes.

22 MR. CC? ELAND: All right, sir. We are villing to

23 Etipulate to the lollowing contentions in addition to those

that ne had already agreed to in our filing. And I will esad2-1

3 those off. I don't have then down in terms of the
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I characcerization. I just hava the numbers. wt

2 I belic'e the phrase i:n amended addi .ioaal

3 contantion 1, which I'll refe: 1.o as AA-1, AA-2 ~

4j CHAIRMNT WOIEE: That one was what, now? Amended,

5 additir.,nal contention 17

5 6 MR. COF. LAND: Yes.

7 CHAIRFJJi WCTJT: All right.

* 8 MR, C01 ELAND: tha':'r on the natural gas alternative ,

9 JaendeC. additional 2, on interconnectione.

'O Panended additional 3, on technical qualifications.

11 And then I believe his other contention 3 usero

T2 phre. sea as additioaal cor.tentions. So the next on3 would be

13 | additional contantton 15.
14 Additiotal Contention 22,,

15 Additiutal contention 32,

16 Additional contention 34.

Additional contention 43
17{
13 additicaal contentien 47

.9 ' And additional contention 49,.

20 In return, TEXPIRG has agreed to drop arended

2! additicoal contention 6. That would be AA-6. Tha t' c the-

23 only additional amended contention that f: hey're dcopping,

23 j so all the rest of these era additianal contanticas.

24 Ilumber 5, 14, 19, 21, 24, 27, 28, 29, 31, 37 and
1
0 40*25

!
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1 In addition, with respect to additional contention

2 , 23, that was one of thoso contentions where TEX?InG had

!
'

3 i pointed ott an error in one of the Staff's docutents. The
I

( 4 q P:aff altid that that error was correct, and they changed it,i

;

5 i and Mr. Scott askud if we agraed with the change. And it is

) # tho Staff's document, so I don't see how we could possibly

"I disputo what the Staff says.

#
8 So we vould have to agree with what the Staff

s says about it.

li; In light of that, I believe Mr. Scott is will!.ng

ii to drop that contention.

gi CHAIRMAll WOLFE You're willing to drog that

73 additional contention 23, is that correct?

!4 HR. SCOTT Yes,

gg MR. COPHLAED: That's all.

IG CHAIRM7Ji WOLFE: All right. Just one additional

gy thing, then.

gp Mr. Scott, in light of these stipulations, I

rg take it your stipulations are both with the Applicant and with.

27-s
- the Staff, is that correct?

f' MR. SCCTT: I haven't met with the Staff yet. I
-

22 think that they'll go along with it.

,g. _VR. SOH1TKI: Mr. Chairman, with regard to the,

g contentions that the Applicant agreed to support, as far as

I understand it, are contentions that the Staff has previouslyg
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'l
1 j sci <1 vare Maiscic.'.a. C3 there's no problem with those.

:)
'

2 En: Vit . Terard ::o tis cantentions that T3:IPIRG,

1 >

3 has agraad to drop ve have n: problem with thef.r dropping
..
5

4 ,|i thuil :catontion.
t |

|! CHAIPJUd WOIFE: A.1 rignt.:-o
I

i 3 i, One fintl thing. Air. Scott, in light o:' this
h

; Stipulation approxi.utely aow nuch time de ycu thbdc you will,

n

i e! nend, absent necessary intarruptiona, for yc.ir oral argrent?
I

-

g5 MR. Scorr: It' 3 ve.r1 di:?2icult to e::p:.ain, as I
f
';g thin': 102 can underctr.nd..

;; What it tmounts to is we've got El contencione

left r.nd I'm conf . dent that .'.f I'm allond to procead tha; ., i,
j'

g ,' wty Z *i?.at to, it uon'h take yery long. By that :: nean a
e
8

g! ccupM; or three he tes.
'

|li CHAII N WCIl'3: A'.'.1 right.a.
't

..P MR. SCC'..T: If we qct into come of the hassles.o ;
I

g h l'a ar;ecting, it r.ny take a fiay or two.

CHAIR'irl! WOLFE: Wull, one way or anc thar -- hc.L1,g,

1I u a3 ne way y n 11 he aurprised; the ether tsay you* 13 !

wouldn't be surprisod. So we'll just have to fait and ass.
~

20
> '

All right.,

1._

MR. COPETJdD: :t. Chairnan, I want to na%e it !

clear ~;efore us go aff the roccIl that we'ra asking dia
.

Deard to do the sr.us thing that ne requested wi.:a reapact :o

the co.tentions ti.Lb ut, .:tinu''.at::d on for Mr. Doherty. Th tt,

un

,
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j| ia, we would like the Board to rule at tha conclusion of the
'l

(
. 2 prehetring ccnfernace that troco are adtlitted cantantions,

;
' ''

3 cad lct us start running on Clacevery on ':hoaa, and not have
:

- 4, to unit for e Beard order follouing tho prehearing conference.
t !

5 . CUAIRlD11.WOME: Ee'll give consideration to trat.

gj# i MR. COT-ILAND: I understand yoo're going to defer

consideration, bu: I want to take it cler.: that that's tDiat7

8f: tro're requesting.

CHAIR M4 WCIE3: All right.-s

10 , The only point I was going to naka inTT:.

Ifj! regard. to that - and I don't think it's that good a point --
|

12 ia that if this omring happens to scmhow interfere withi

di,ing discovery, jou kno't, I can't answer in':errogatoriou org

g ovan take them up if I'm sitting here in thic hecring.

MR. CO3CIAND: Mr. Scott, I can't make then 19to

sittir-g hero either, so that's a good pointh.
-

- MR. SCOT 1-:
17 You've got many helpfula in your firm.

. CHAIR!n.1 WOME: All right. I!a'll givc-18

. . cenaideraticn to : bat.
19

i Ne'll recess until 9:30 a.m.
20|

I'

(Whereupon, at 5:00 p.m., the hearing was;
,1c .

j adjou ned, to rectnvene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, 17 Octobcr22 i
1979,)
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